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ABSTRACT 

Systematic understanding of biological phenomena is crucial in biological 
modeling. The hitherto analysis using differential quations is merely art 
imitation of observed resttlts in a top-down manner. What is necessary is a 
bottom-up method to computationally reconstruct biological systems. 

The best understood research area in biology is metabolism, i.e. the pro
cess of decomposing or synthesizing compounds in a cell. The reconstruction 
o[ bacterial metabolism from sequences not only elucidates the mystery of 
life, but also predicts the function of yet unknown genes, and pioneers the 
way to bioengineering. 

The prerequisites of this reconstruction is an appropriate knowledge rep
resentation of metabolism. and the computerization of molecular structw-es 
and enzymatic reactions. Moreover, the results of computational predic
tion must be finally verified in laboratory works. The paper organizes these 
problems and solves them. 

In Chapter l, we clarify why the sys ·cmatic analysis of life is important. 
Also shown is the desirable knowledge representation and the necessary steps 
for computerizing metabolism. with historical ax planation of related works. 

In Chapter 2, we introdu e a n w framework and its notation for the 
metabolic reconstruction. The framework describes the characterist.ics of 
metabolism as a graph, and a user can search any metabolic pathway with 
a variant of the shortest paths algorithm . It is also possible to search aud 
generate the pathway-maps of an arbitrary hape, by combining mnltiple 
of shortest paths. A metabolic version of the framework is implemented, 
and is used for the analysis of bacterial metabolism. The framework itself is 
general enough, moreover, to treat problems in computational biology Sll(:h 
as signal transduction. 

In Chapter :.l , three procedu.r 'S for COLt1puteriz ing chemical molecules and 
enzymatic reactions are introdnced, and we show their solutions: L finding 
aromatic cycl sin the input molecular structtue: 2. finding an automorphism 
group for normalizing the structure; and 3. finding the mapping of atoms in 
an enzymatic reaction. 

Flrst we propos~ <1 new theoretical definit ion of aromatici ty, and reduces 
its detection to finding simp le ~ycles in a graph. For finding an automor
phism group, we ~ how our improved mctlt <.1 with chi ral information to be 
practical for implemeat!ttiou. As far enzymatic rcact iOits, we introduce a 
new, efficient brancb-aud-bound method for maximal common subgrapb 
problem, and apply it to the ltnalysis of mapping of atoms within a re-



action. Each algorithm takes an advantage of molecular structures, and we 
confirmed their pntcticalness and advantage over traditional methods by the 
actual implementation. 

In the last chapter, we introduce D1 A computing, a new paradigm which 
is useful for the verification of computatioually predicted results in labora
tory works. For gene knockout, biologists have been using a vector DNA, 
an artificial gene consisting of various funcUonal units. We propose DNA 
computing as the effective meLILOd for generating vectors in a constructive, 
bottom-up fashion, aud demonstrate its power by basic exper iments. These 
results show that, with the techniques developed in DNA computing, mul
tiple patterns of vectors can he fficieutly synthesized in parallel. 
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Chapter 1 

Approach 

I t i.s a capital mistake to theo1·ise before one has data. 
Insensibly one begins to twi.>t facts to suit the01·ies in
stead of theories to suit facts. - She·rlock Holmes 

1.1 Models in Molecular Biology 

From its birth as an academic field, molecular biology has been the study of models. In 
1953, James Watson and Francis Crick proposed the double-helical structUie of DNA in 
a single-page paper in Nat ure maga2iue [103]. Their structure not only explained the 
X-ray diffraction patterns of half-crystallized DNA, but also suggested the mechanism of 
DNA replication. The discovery was the breakthrough of the rapidly developing research 
area, later called molecular biology. The plausibili ty of the structure, however, rested on 
the fact that their manually constructed model could e-xplain two experimental aspects of 
DNA: X-ray diffraction data and Cbargaff's rule. l There was no proof or discussion on 
whether their model was the only possibility, as is seen in the unusual beginning of their 
paper: ·'We wish to suggest a structure for the salt of deoxyribose nucleic acid (D .. · .A.)." 
Nevertheless. their feat was a remarkable success of model-building over the traditional 
reasoning style of natural cience. 

Their discovery was truly a milestone i.n that it revealed the mechanism of DNA repli
cat iOI1 at the same time. However, it introduced the myth that the mechanism of all living 
organisn'ls would be elucidated with the same clarity and simplicity like that of the beau
tiful DNA structure. In other words, the research style of this new area was molded by 
the initial success: propose a model , and let people check its credibility. In his manner , 
many models were proposed only to perish. Thus. the early stage of molecular biology 
can be ca!Jed the era of. eekiug universal models. 

After decades of effort with advancing ted:mologies, what res archers fou nd was the 
tremendous variation of species and haphazard mechanisms. The nature revealed itself to 
be much more flexible and adaptive than we expected; the world is fu!J of except ions. For 
cxan1ple, the well-known 'central dogma' was refuted by t he discovery of reverse transcrip
tase. Currently, D A is considered 110t a permanent repository of genet ic information, 
bu an open warehouse exposed to gene slmffiing and mutation. Thus. the second stage 
of molecular biology became the era of reconfirming diversity. 

Now we are going into the third stage, the era of systematic reconstruction. With 
advancing computat ional methods, we begin to understand the relation among species and 
lhe 01ecltanism among organelles, in terms of DNA s quenr.es. Based on this uni versal 

1Chargaff showed thai 1.bc amount of adc.nh1e (A) equals chat of thymine (T) 1 and the amount. of 
rytosilll~ (C) equals that of guanine (C), but he: diJ not notice the base-pairing, implied from the rule. 
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measure, it is now possible to reconstruct models to understand biological mechanisms as 
systems. What is required in this era is a good framework to re-organize our 
knowledge and to re-construct biological models in terms of system science. 
The plural expression, 'models', must be stressed here. The proposal by Watson and Crick, 
the structural model which explained the different aspects of DNA, is called a discovery. 
What is important in this era, however, is not a discovery. but the multiple of discoveries a.' 
a result of systematic computation. Thus, the systematic method will and should become 
the mainstream of model-building in biology. 

The systematic computation does not deny the biological models, which have been 
well simulated so far. Such known models are stiil considered plausible; they character
ize an appropriate number of proteins and ganes, and properly describe their relations 
using differential equations, nrst-ord r logic, or if-then rules. However, those traditional 
methods arc characterized as a top-down approach: they are tuned to output obse,·ved 
laboratory data in a goal-oriented manner, and their modeling metbods sometimes do not 
have corresponding biological backing. For example, it is often unknown which cellular 
components achieve the effect of a differential equation. It may be a single protein, or 
a result of the interaction of several proteins. In fact, the frailty of existing top-down 
approaches becomes clear with a single question, 'What other possible models exist for 
achieving the same result?' 

To answer this question, what is more appropriate is the systematic reconstruction in 
a bottom-up fashion. All logically possible results of the observed laboratory data should 
be traversed, and it should be checked that the model we have is the only possibility. In 
this way, systematic computation should cover every model which might be overlooked by 
human thinking. Thus, the traversal of possible models is a necessary step. 

Some might question the importance of the exhaustive coverage of all possible mod
els, especially when a traditional model is well acknowledged. Given this question, we 
would like to ask the defi;1ition of accuracy. For an accurate simulation using a quantita
tive model, all the components of the model and their interaction must be known. The 
redu tionist approach trying to isolate these underlying parameters by laboratory work 
is daunting, in that it requires the puri-fication of components and the measurement of 
their interaction. No existing simulation have consid red all such parameters. Even if 
the measurement of such parameters were completed, it would be still unknown which 
abstraction scheme, e.g. differential equation. fuzzy logic, or boolean function, could accu
rately describe the biological mechanism. Each biological component may show a difl'erent 
behavior, and each interaction may fit a different modeling scheme. Without considering 
different possible models, no simulation can prove its valid ity. 

In snrmnary, computers are better used to search possible models , rather than to output 
an optimal behavior in a fi"<ed model. The traversal of poss ible models, or model search 2 , 

is a necessary step in the era of systematic reconstruction. This paper focuses 
on how to find possible models out of incomplete knowledge, taking bacterial metabolism 
as an example. In terms of metabolism, finding n w metabolic pathways corresponds to 
building new metabolic models, on which quantitative simulation can be performed. 

1.2 Bacterial Metabolism 

The metabolism of a bacterium is a promising theme in computational biology, for (1) 
basic metabolism is conserved throughout species and is wei! understood; (2) the number 

2Tbis tenn was first introduced to computatimtal biology in the talk of Hagiya and Ar::ita at lnternational 
Symposium for Human Genome Project and Computer Science (at. Saujo Kaiknn, U Tokyo; l\llar 1995)-
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of bacterial genes, therefore the size of their computational problem, .is relatively small; 
(3) the genes for bacterial metabolism have not been identified yet, and their prediction 
is a main step in post genome science. 

Metabolism is a network of chemical reactions, mostly catalyzed by nzymes. For 
example, the sugar and protein in our food are digested into water and carbon diox.ide, 
and the obtained energy is used to produce adenosine triphosphate (ATP) . On the other 
hand , bnild iog blocks of a celluJar structure are synthesized from smaller compounds using 
A.TP. Metabolism includes both of these processes , that is, degradation and synthesis. 

Metabolism is one of the earliest biological mechanisms being investigated. The main 
reason is that the efficiency of metabolic enzymes can be measured from the concentJ·ation 
of compounds. Consequently, major pathways such as glyco1ysis and tricarboxylic acid 
(TCA) cycle have been investigated in detail for the pas few decades, and some pathways 
are known to be conserved throughout organisms from bacteria to human. For example. 
most bacteria can digest glucose as their energy source, as human cells do. 

Understanding bacterial metabolism by identifying involved enzymes has a variety of 
academic, as well as commercial applications. including understanding what is life, and ac
celerating the degradation of tox.ic compounds. Recently, researchers start re-investigating 
basic pathways to predict the function of bacterial genes. One well-known bacterium under 
such metabolic analysis is Haemophilus inftuenzae (H. in!), the first completely sequenced 
organism. Its genome was fully sequenced in 1995, but the function of one fifth its genes 
still remains unknown [38 , 97]. To make the matter worse, its set of known function has 
been intentionally assigned to comprise glycolysis and other basic metabolism, using a 
simple-minded strategy: the assignment of gene functions by referencing the pathways of 
Escherichia coli (E.coli). 

This top-down strategy is called 'reconstruction by reference' , and is the mainstream 
method done by the community of genome informatics. Its obvious pitfall is that the 
approach implicitly unifies the metabolism of different organisms. Since each bacterium 
bas different set of enzymes, each may have part-by-part different pathways even for basic 
metabolism. When more organisms are sequenced and compared, the con ideration for 
such variant or alternative pathways will become increasingly important, more important 
than a quantitative simulation of the so-called consensus pathways. 

Considering the historical transition of research-style stated previously, we propose 
that the future direction of research stream should be to systematically search possi
ble qualitative models, on each of which quantitative simulation can b e later 
performed. Not.e that a simulation always require. a model, which is often shown as a 
diagram or a textbook cartoon. Any quantitative simulation using differential equations 
or production rules is premised on the correctness of its qualitath·e model. The relation 
between the model-building and the simulation will become clearer in the next section. 

1.3 Knowledge Representation 

The reconstruction of metabolism requires a new framework , different from the one for 
traditional simulation. F irst, a quantitative aspect is unnecessary for the estimation of 
qualitative models. The modeling scheme of quantitative simu1ations is of li ttle impor
tance. Second, the size of the modeled metabolism is larger than that of the traditional 
simulations. In metabolism, the number of enzymes under consideration is well over sev
eral hundreds, while in traditional biological simulation, the number of components is up 
to fifty. 

Traditional simulations describe biological or chemical interaction in a procedural man
ner and in a. top-down fashion. In other words, they analytically describe how the modeled 
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objects behave. Such analytical investigation proves to be powerful in digital design , but it 
does not. in biological cow>terpart. ln biology, we have to describe what we know about the 
modeled objects. We call it a declarative, bottom-up approach. Before introducing this 
new Eramework for metabolic reconstruction, let us explain why the procedural approa h 
do not succeed for a large biological mechanism. 

1.3.1 Procedural Approach 

Continuous Models 

Traditionally, enzymatic reactions are analyzed in Michaelis-Menten model, which analyt
ically derives the relationship between substrate concentration and reaction rate at steady 
state Erom differential (rate) equations [72]. With the recent development of computers, it 
became possible to analyze the dynamic state of enzyme systems. The reaction-diffusion 
system for spat ial interaction [65 , 55] and the molecular mechanism of adaptation [18] are 
such examples . 

Jn particular, the approach to model the time course of metabolite concentrations and 
flu.xes led to the formalized Eramework , called metabolic control analysis (MCA) [27]. In 
MCA, the local perturbation of one reaction is related with the global properties of the 
enti re enzyme systems. ln other words, it is an approach to measure how sensitive the 
system is to the variations in the concentration of enzymes. 

These approaches with differential equat ions have two major problems. One is the 
difficulty iu the measurement of metabolite concentrations. The other, which is more 
fatal, is the difficulty in representing the robustness of biological mechanisms. 

Fir t, it is hard to experimentally measure the required parameters such as reaction 
rates. Although a differential-equation model is mathematically elegant, the realization of 
the perturbation required for the analysis is impossible. For this reason, the analysis of 
the large-scale enzymatic systems is still impossible as is stated in the page 9 of the book 
by Hayashi and Sakamoto [43) : ' ... the actual situation at present is that a procedure 
exactly £tted to enzyme dynamics is not yet available. A serious future problem may 
arise concerning the proper treatment of large-scale systems in the analys is of biochemical 
networks'. 

To overcome the difficulty in measuring the reaction parameters, several researchers 
including the author tried to computationally predict the parameters of protein interaction, 
using simulated anoealing or genetic algorithm ( 0, 8]. This approach, however, is faced 
with add itional problems: (1) input data are not sufficien enough for the quantitative 
modeling; (2) a search for 'good' parameters is computationally too expensive; (3) the 
model does not represent everything that should be. 

The other hardship is the inability to show the robustness of biological mechanisms. In 
a simple, continuous model, the deviation of the parameters from their fine-tuned values 
results in the deviation of adapted or optimal results. However, many biological mecha
nisms show exact adaptation even in the existence of perturbations. Tbe representation 
of this robustness necessitates a. more complex model, like a two-state model by Barkai 
and Leibler [13), whjch introduces more conceptual and practical difficulties. Even more 
fatal is the difficulty of isolating the sub-mechanisms which can be analyzed separately. 
[n a model with differerltial equations, therefore, the analysis of a local mechanism may 
have to consider interactions between different parts in the cell. 

If robust properties do not depend on exact values of the biochemical parameters, and 
therefore, if it is possible to decompose the mechanism to sub-mechanisms. then it should 
be possible to extraet qualitative principles underlying the mechanism. It must abo be 
rloled that mo"t laboratory data in biology are qualitative. 
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A qualitative model has a much smaller search space of its biochemical parameters. In 
order to deal with such qualitative aspects, we once proposed a threshold model, in which 
the interaction of proteins is described with if-then rules with threshold conditions [9]. ll 
can be called a discrete (but still procedural) model. 

Discrete Models 

Biological interaction often shows discrete aspects such as genetic switch or protein bind
ing [17]. Such mechanism is better represented with Boolean function rather than with 
continuous differential equation_ In fact , the mi.xtme of Boolean functions and the differ
eutial equations was shown to accurately model the fate of>. phage virus by McAdams and 
Shapiro (62]. In their work, each Boolean function is represented as a if-then rule, condi
tioned with a certain threshold to suit the overall quantitative framework. We applied this 
threshold model to the protein interaction in the embryogenesis of fruitlly, and showed that 
the stripe patterns of segmentation proteins can be reproduced using a discrete model [8). 

The discrete approach not only simplifies the model itself, but reduces the search 
space of required parameters. This makes the computational search of 'good ' parameters 
easier, but st ill some difficulties remain. First, it must be manually determined whether to 

use d iscrete or continuous representation for each protein or gene. and the verification of 
this judgment ends up in the quantification of metabolite concentration in the continuous 
model. This problem is unavoidable, as long as the model contains the continuous part. 
Second, it is possible that the model does not represent everything that should be. It 
is hard to determine which parameters are good or bad, when the model may obtain 
additional new components. 

Too muc:h reduction of biological models is also problematic. The extreme case is 
a knowledge-based model, comprised ouly of if-then rules [66, 93]. In the model, an 
original mechanism is reduced to a set of discrete switches, and its simulation result is 
always the reproduction of expert knowledge. Since no expert know the molecular detail 
of biological mechanisms, no knowledge-based model have succeeded in predicting new 
biological phenomena, or generating hypotheses. 

In summary, the discrete description of a biological mechanism is advantageous over 
the continuous approach in that it offers a simpler model with less search space for its 
parameters. However, less search space also indicates less flexibility, and the developer 
of a discrete model must know more about the behavior of the modeled mechanism, in 
order to represent it under the constrained description. Inevitably, the developer tends 
to simulate only the known part of the biological mechanism, and this is why biological 
simulation has been slighted by laboratory workers as the mere reproduction of textbook 
coutcuts. 

Such hardships in biological modeling originate in the hasty application of procedu
ral knowledge representation. Here, let us turn to the new framework appropriate for 
metabolic reconstruction, i.e. declarative, bottom-up knowledge representation.3 

1.3.2 Declarative Approach 

Gven when it is not known how the modeled objects behave, it is possible to write what 
is there. This is tbe declarative approach. ln this approach, neither unknown parameters 
nor hypothetical components need to be introduced. It also suits the incremental re
organization of knowledge: more knowledge will automatically produce more accurate 

:.tIn fact , these two ideas a.re not disjoim. Horn clauses have both procedural and declarative interpre4 

lations, for example. 



continuous discrete 
( 1·equirmg fine adjustment) (captudng mbustness) 

differential equations if-then rules 
procedw·al mathematically elegant, but easy to unde1·stand, but no 

lacking d!Lla. new prediction. 

declarative real life(?) 
graph approa(;h 

See the main text. 

Table 1.1: Summary of the Modeling Approach 

results• 
The crucial issue is what abstraction scheme is suitable for modeling biological interac

tions. For example, a chemical compound in a cell may be treated either as one molecular 
unit or as a set of atoms. A protein may be treated either as one molecule or as a se
quence of amino acids. One thing is dear. however, in any of these abstraction scheme. 
The biological mechanism is reduced to a set of molecular units and their interaction (or 
relation). 

This paper proposes the graph representation of a biological mechanism, and shows 
that metabolism is reduced to this repr sentatiou. Metabolism is, however, only an ex
ample. In general, computational reconstruction of biological mechanisms can 
use the declarative knowledge representation, in order to search biologically 
plausible models. In other words, the declarative representation is useful in presenting 
various views of the same biological interaction. 

Intuitively. a cell is considered a bag of solution in wh.ich floating units interact with 
one another according to catalytic (enzymatic) rules. Thus, the network of reactions is 
considered a graph in which units aod reactions correspond to nodes and edges, respec
tively. Careful reader might notice that the number of nodes and edges may be infinite, 
because of polymerizing reactions. For example, a DNA polymerase may generate an in
finitely long chain of DNA. If such details are ignored, then what we usually call metabolic 
pathways, signaling pathways, or protein interaction is only a subset of the entire graph 
network. In a reverse way, any subset (or subgrapb) becomes a certain model of the 
mechanism. 

In terms of graph theory, a graph G represents the target mechanismS. Its restriction 
to a subgraph H <::;; G is a model of S, or its view. Usually H satisfies some requirements, 
such as H contains certain nodes and edges. The enumeration of such H s in G, then, 
corresponds to the exhaustive search of po sible models of S. The next section discusses 
the pros and cons of this graph approach. 

1.4 Advantages and Disadvantages 

The graph approach is to (l) declaratively describe the biological mechanism as a graph 
consisting of mol ·•c ul.ar units and their interaction; (2) specify a pattern graph to extract 
it. images out of the entire graph. 

The advantage of this approach is the possibility of traversing models. In the graph 
representat ion, one subgraph is one model. For example, glycolys is a linear path from 
glucose to pyruvate, and TCA cycle is a cycle containing citrate, succinate, and malonate. 

"To be precise, this statement. assumes Lhe bawwledge r.o be monotonk. ·when the negative knowledge 
Is also integrated, the f.ramework of non-monotonic reasoning is neccssa.ry. 



Such restriction or constraint can be specified as a pattern graph. The pattern graph 
extracts only such subgraphs that satisfy the constraint out of the entire graph. Note that 
the pattern also corresponds to a view of a user, so that she/he can focus on any local 
subsystem, including a hypothetical one, by providing a pattern graph. 

The disadvantage is that the graph representation does not suit the quantitative anal
yses. As we have explained, however, the qualitative models in a larger scale are more 
promising than the traditional quantitat.ive simulation for finding new pathways, for pre
dicting functions of bacterial genes, and for understanding life in general. 

The graph approach is especially u eful for predicting the function of genes. Given 
a bacterium as a modeling target, the initial graph is constructed from the components 
known to actually exist in the organ.ism. To these initial data, additional nodes and edges 
may be supplemented, e.g. if they are found in another related bacterium. These addition.al 
components serve as hypotheses for the target bacterium. More precisely, if the additional 
nodes and edges frequently appear in the images of a certain pattern graph, then such 
nodes and edges, corresponding to molecular units and enzymatic reactions, are likely to 
exist in the bacterium. In other words, the appearance of hypothetical graph components 
correspond to the prediction of functions for yet unknown genes in the target bacterium. 

There exist more ad vantages: 

• The output is logically correct. 
The computational result is not a collection of biased know ledge of experts in biology. 
A user can freely modify data and query, and can check what is logically derived 
from the input data. In exchange, the result may be biologically incorrect, if input 
data are incorrect . 

• The scale is large. 
Because of the graph representation, the number of components can be large enough 
to treat the whole metabolism (the order of thousands). This scale is much larger 
than a traditional simulation, which usually treat tens or hundreds of components. 
ln exchange, quantitalive aspects are acrificed. 

• It can generate hypotheses. 
If the strategy of extracting subgraphs is flexible enough, it is possible to generate 
various hypotheses which fully utilize the user-input information. 

On the other haud, obstacles for modeling metabolism are: 

• How do we declaratively describe cell tructures? 
Certain compounds prevalently appear in a cell, while others are localized. Certain 
reaction.s proceed bidirectionally, wh ile others do one-way, depending on. their loci in 
a cell. Such behavior has not been flexibly described in the traditional simulations. 

• How do we achieve an efficient and flexible search in a large graph? 
Finding an embedding of a pattern graph in a large graph is a difficult problem. 
This prob lem can be considered a variant of search problem, and there is a trade-off 
between the accuracy of the search result and its efficiency. 

• How do we represent chemical compounds'! 
We cau browse compounds and reactions in commercial chemical datilbases, but 
uch data are ILSually grapb.ical (e.g. GIF) or text-based (e.g. adjacency matrix). 

The modeling of metabolism by connecting single reactions requires a data structure 
on molecular structures, specifically on their graph representation. However, there 



is no practical algorithm for finding the normal form o[ molecular graphs, or for 
computing the common substructures of multiple g~:aphs. 

• How do we represent enzymatic reactions'? 
A reaction formula in the database tells us only the names of compounds in the 
reaction. For the modeling of the network, however, we need to know which atom in 
on0 compound is transferred to which atom in another compound. The problem of 
computing this atomic mapping is harder than the subg~:aph isomorphism problem, 
and its solution is necessary. 

Paper Outline 

The key idea throughout this thesis is the systematic reconstruction of biological mech
anisms by model search. We show an constructive search strategy, in contrast to the 
analysis of an already hypothesized model in a traditional way. 

The first part covers the computational reconstruction of metabolism. A new frame
work for describing biological mechanisms is introduced, and questions in metabolism are 
reduced to problems in graph theory. 

The latter part covers the laboratory techniques to achieve the constructive under
standing of biological m chanisms. It is the solution to the verification of computational 
predictions in laboratory works. The following chapters are organized as under. 

In Chapter 2, the new framework is introduced. It is cal.led a cookie-cut framework, 
and represents the whole mechanism qualitatively and declaratively. In the framework , a 
user can search possible models, each of which is a focused view of the original mechanism, 
serving as a diagram of quantitative simulation. The model search is realized by a variant 
of shortest path algorithm. 

In Chapter 3, three fundamental algorithms are shown, which are used to digitize chem
ical compounds and enzymatic reactions at the atomic level. The knowledge representation 
at the atomic level is necessary for modeling metabolism. In our approach, compounds 
are represented as graphs, and enzymatic reactions are represented as a mapping between 
graph nodes. 

In Chapter 4, two important topics in molecular biology are introduced as the applica
tion of the introduced framework. More precisely, the framework is shown to be effective 
in functional prediction, and in finding signaling pathways. 

In Chapter 5, DNA computing is introduced for the verification of computational 
predictions. Laboratory experiments require a DNA fragment called a vector. With DNA 
computing, variou vectors can be systematically generated in parallel. Traditionally, 
biologists design vectors to confirm a certa.in hypothesis. With DNA computing, this top
down analysis can be replaced with more coustructive approach; we can start asking which 
vectors show the same or different outcome. Thus, DNA computing offers the constructive 
investigation of biological mechanisms in laboratory works. 

Since the thesis covers the broad area of research, each chapter has its overview and 
summary. and there i$ uo separate chapter for conclusion or discussion. This chapter offers 
a.n overview of the tnain thesis. 

Notes 

Readers who arc interested in the history of molecular biology are referred to the book by 
Judson [51) . ll gives a fair view on the discovery event. Much argument has been discussed 
on the controversial memoir by Watson [102] , whose biased opinion was countered by other 
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researchers and historians [87, 28]. Many on-line resources are also available for the history 
of molecular biology. For generaJ information, we recommend Access Excellence project 
by Genentecll (http: I I""". gene. comlael). 

Informat ion on bacteria in th is paper is mainly taken from the textbook by Moat 
and Foster [68]. Throughout this paper, the author tried to avoid details in biology and 
chemistry. but could not avoid mentioning some basic notions such as chirality. Such terms 
are explained at the beginning of each chapter and section. For more basic knowledge and 
the e.'<planation, readers are referred to textbooks on biochemistry and microbiology [31, 
77]. 

T he modeling of enzymatic reactions has been pursued by many groups [72, 27, 90, 
57, 41, 73] . Followings are some www resources for anaJyzing metabolism. 
http: I /gepasi. dbs. aber . a c. uk/metab/mca.home. htm http :I /www .genome. ad. jp/kegg 

http: I lww .labmed. umn. edulumbbd/ index. html http: I /wit. mcs . anl. gov /IIIT2 



Chapter 2 

Computerizing Metabolism 

2.1 Overview 

When you are face to face with a difficulty, 
yo·u are up against a discovery. 
- .Lord Kelvin ( 1824- 1 907} Physicist 

The framework introduced in this chapter is a graph representation of biological mecha
nisms, which is used to search models for simulation. The overall process consists of two 
steps: a generation step of the represematiou graph, and an extraction step of models 
with a pattern graph. 

The two-step process is cal led the 'cookie-cut framework '. Its name comes from the 
analogy between the two steps and the steps of making cookies: spread the dough, and 
then cut out cookies with the cutter of a particular shape. The process has been repeated 
by biologists in the manual reconstruction of me abolism. An expert first ruminates on 
the possible explanations for the result of laboratory experiments (generation step) , and 
then looks for an appropriate model by crossing out unlikely situations (extraction step). 

In the generation step, all the known interaction in the given biological mechanism is 
transformed into a graph structure. Any subgraph of the transformed graph corresponds to 
a subsystem of the original mechauism, and serves as a model for quantitative simulation. 
When nodes and edg s are further supplemented to the transformed graph, they serve as 
hypotheses in the extracted models. 

In the extraction step, a set of Sttbp:aphs is computed with a user-specified con traint. 
The constraint. is given as a pattern graph, and each chosen graph is its embedding, i.e. a 
homeomorphic image of the pattern graph. 

The cookie-cut framework comprises five basic components: compartments, molecular 
units. interaction rules, rule weights, and a pattern graph. 

The generation step transforms a biological mechanism into its graph representation 
using the first t.hrce components. They declaratively define the target mechanism, and 
the notation looks like Datalog enhanced with variable scopes. 

• Compartments define a hierarchical spac:e. Each compartment is always associated 
with a name such a.5 'nucleus' or 'cytosol'. This is the unique difference of the 
framework from convent ional programming languages. 

• A rn.oleculm· un-it is located inside a compartment, and is a lways referenced with the 
compartment name. 



• Interaction rules define the relation of molecu lar units. There are two types of in
teractions: sp cific rules for experimentaUy verified relation, and generic rules for 
hypothetical relation. Their difference will he introduced later in detail. Function
ally, rules are not associated with the compartments. 

The extract.ion step uses the remaining two components: rule weights and a pattern 
graph. 

• The homeomorphic images of the pattern graph is searched with in the transformed 
graph , and they are output in the smaUest order according to the rule weights. 

Unfortunately, the fle-xibility in the extraction step and the computational intractabil
ity are two sides of a coio; if the extraction step intends to solve the fixed subgraph 
homeomorphism prob lem, the cookie-cut framework is not free from the shackle of NP
completeness. In the actual implementation, therefore, instead of finding an theoretically 
intuitive embedding such as node-disjoint or edge-disjo int, the framework composes the 
image as a combination of shortest paths between nodes in the transformed graph. The 
decomposition to shortest paths does not guarantee the restriction of the original pattern 
graph, but this flaw is superficial in a biological application. It will be shown that biological 
results need not satisfy the theoretical criteria such as node-disjoint or edge-disjoint. 

AMR (Automated Metabolic Reconstruction) system is the implemented vers ion of the 
framewotk, designed for searching hypothetical metabolism in bacteria. Note that AlVfR 
system does not 'simulate' metabolism. [t simply computes a possible pathways among 
compounds. The major difference from the 'simulation' is that AMR qualitatively models 
metabolism at the atomic level. In other words, AMR Teproduces the tracer experiment 
in biochemistry. 

The reproduction of the tracer experiment is quite important in the post genome 
research , whose major theme is the functional analysis of already sequenced genes. Such 
an unassigned function can be predicted by comparing a computational tracing result with 
an experimentally observed tracing result. 

This chapter also introd uces an original, structure-oriented classification of major 
metaboli c enzymes. To output hypothetical pathways, AMR requires a list of hypothetical 
enzymatic functions , which is used when the collection of already hown function does not 
comprise a vital metabolism. 

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, the cookie-cut framework is in
troduced. In Section 2.3, the actual transfor mation of metabolism into the cookie-cut 
framework is shown. The important po int is that molecular structures and enzymatic re
actions are modeled at the atomic level. In Section 2.3, we show an original classification 
of metabolic enzymes. 

2.2 Cookie-cut Framework 

2.2.1 General Description 

Origin of two steps 

The cookiL~cut framework is a general scheme to describe biological mechanisms. T he 
overall process consists of two steps: a g neration step and an extraction step. The 
generation step is regarded as the w nstruction of all possible interaction of rnoleculu.r unit~ 
in the target n1echauism, wit hout considering its quantitative aspects. The extraction step 
outputs a model of the generated interaction, according to the constraint given by a user. 
lt i a step of searching models too. 



Since quantitative aspects are ignored, it may seem that the generation step considers 
too many pathways including biologically trivial ones. This is not correct: it is impossible 
to judge whether a certain pathway is biologically meaningless or not. Even when a certain 
interaction proceeds le s likely, it does not mean that the interaction may be ignored in 
any case. Note that the regulation among molecules or the concentration of molecules only 
bias the behavior of the mechanism. In a qualitative framework, therefore, all possible 
interactions are considered to proceed. It is the most helpful way to understand the overall 
mechanism too. 

When all possible interactions are considered, the resulting interaction network often 
becomes too complex to grasp in its entirety. For this reason , the extraction step becomes 
necessary to see what is going on locally. This local, qualitative mechanism can be called 
a model. Therefore, the extraction step is also a step of searching models. 

In another perspective, the step extracts a focused view of some local mechanism 
for easier understanding. In this sense, the two steps correspond to a complex natural 
phenomenon and it. observation, respectively. Here, an observation is an activity to focus 
a particular sub-structure of the ent ire phenomenon. 

Generation Step 

The generation step is characterized by the three components: the structured compart
ments, molecular units inside them. and interaction rules. 

A biological mechanism is essentially a collection of molecular units (e.g. chemical 
compounds, proteins, or DNAs) localized in compartments (e.g. nuclei, mitochondria, 
or cells). Molecnlar units freely interact with one another inside each compartment, or 
migrate from one compartment to another. Interaction rules represent such arrangements 
in the mechanism. 

A compartment is denoted {p, q, .. . }, in which p and q are molecular units. A compart
ment is also considered one molecular unit, and the operator { ·} may be nested. When 
nested, molecular units in an outside compartment are allowed to enter its inner com
partments. Moving out of compartments are not a!Jowed. Compartments are. in a sense, 
similar to the scope of vm·iables in a programming language. 

Interaction rules are of the form 

I m, 
, in which m. and mj m·e molecular units. The molecular units in the left-hand side are 
called inputs, and those on the right are outputs. Exampl.es are the phosphorylation of 
proteins, or the generation of chemical compow1ds, and so on. There are two types of 
interactions: natural laws and exceptions. 

• A generic rule is potentially applicable to an infinite number of molecular units, and 
corresponds to a nat ural law. 

• A specific rule is applicable to a finite set of molecular units, and corresponds to an 
exceptiou. 

Its definition in a programming-language sty le is that a generic rule contains variables, 
unifiable with a class of molecular units. A generic rule is more general than a specific 
rule. 1 

1 Note tha.t thl!:re arc very few uuive.rsal laws in biology, itl contrast tO physiei. rn this sense, a generic 
rule may be bt~t.t.er regarded as a hypothesis derived hy induction 1 anJ uoL a law. Specific rules then 
correspond t.o e..xpcrimeotally veri fled facts. 
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In the gcnPralion step, given a set of molecular units and a et of interaction rules, the 
rules are repeatedly applied to molecular units in each compartment. There is no order 
or control structure in the order of application , and all possible transformation occurs. 
Moreover. no molec:ular units are consumed by this application. 

Let us give a simple example. Assume two nested compartments with a molecular 
unit M, and two rules (Fig 2.1): (1) one rule in the 'global' compartment transforms the 
unit M to N ; (2) the other one in the ' local ' concatenates the units. Let M[i] denote the 
concat nation of i, copies of M. (Therefore, M is a shorthand notation of M [l].) 

( "global" 
M 

{ ~' local, 

M [i], M[j] -t M[i + j] /* T llis rule is generic. • I 
} 

M -t N /* Tll.is rule is specific. *I 

Fignre 2.1: Sample framework (before the application of rules) 

{ ''global" 
M , N 

{ '' local'' 

} 

M[i] , M[j] -t M[i + j] I* This rule is generic. *I 
N , M [l ], M [2], M [3], M [4] . .. 

M -t N /* This rule is specific. *I 

Figure 2.2: Sample framework (aftP.r the application of rules) 

After the unlimited application of the generic rule, the concatenation of an arbitrary 
number of M s will be generated in the local compartment. N is generated by the specific 
rule iu t he global compartment, and it can freely drift into the local part. Fig 2.2 shows 
the transformation of compartments by the two rules. 

In terms of graph iheory, molectLlar unit and interaction rules are viewed as nodes 
and edges, respectively. The generation step generates a directed hypergraph2 of possibly 
infinite nodes (Fig 2.3). 

Extraction Step 

A user specifics a pattern graph to extract a particular set of interactions out of tbe entire 
bypergraph. The query is denoted ?(pattern-graph), and the given pattern selects its 
embedded images in the generated hypergraph. In lhe above example, we can specify a 
path-like constraint: 

2 A hyp ryraph is a set of nodes and a set of edges, and each edge connects a set of nodes. 
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M(l] M(2] M[3] M[4] M(5j 
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Figure 2.3: The hypergrapb generated by M[i] + M[i] ~ M[i + jJ. 

~~ 

?{M(l] ... M(5]) '* 
M[lj M[2] M(4j M(5] 

~ ~ 

?(M(l] . . . M[6]) '* 
M(l] M(2] M(3j M[6] 

Any subgraph containing the embedding of the pattern graph is a result of the extrac
tion. In general, the result becomes a set of (possibly infinite) subgraphs, and therefore a 
ll1easure for their prioritization is necessary to output them. 

When each selected subgrap h is considered a model to explain the given pattern graph, 
natural criteria for the prioritization are: 

Criterion I. Selected subgraphs are minimal. 

Criterion n. Selected subgraphs use as many specific rules as possible. 

Criterion I reflec ts Occam's razor: a simpler model is a better modeL In order to explain 
why a particular unit is generated. we choose the e:>.."j)lanation with the least number 
of interactions, i.e. the subgraph of least number of edges. Criterion li reflects another 
principle: exception override laws. In other word , specific rules are more preferred than 
generic rules, when both can achieve the same result. It must be stressed that the selected 
results are not necessarily biological.ly optimal. The purpose of the cookie-cut framework is 
to provide a flexible environment for listing possible models, or searching models. satisfying 
the given restriction. 

The cookie-cut framework is truly a declarative representation of the target mechanism, 
and there is no notion of time or control Bow. Its difference from a trad itional simulation 
comes from the notion of model search; a user can search a model satisfying the given 
constraint (a pattern graph), by cons idering which hypotheses are more plausible. 

No b.iological sirmtlatioo bas focused on the importance of hypotheses and model search 
as this fmmework; a traditional simulation has been concerned with 'wha 'can be achieved 
in the modeled system by describing ·how' each component works. The cookie-cut frame
work a[ms its reverse process. Its motivation is finding 'how' the result comes into 
effect by describing 'what' is known or experimentally obser ved . 

2.2.2 Homeomorphism of Pattern Graph 

This section discusses the algorithm to extract subgraplls containing the given patt>rn 
graph. The realization of the extraction step is difficult, becau e finding the proper em
bedding of a pattern graph in a larger graph is formalized as the fic'<ed SHP {subgraph 
homeomorphism problem), which is ?-complete for most cases. 

Before going into SHP issue, let us revisit the two criteria for selecting ·ubgraphs. 
When a interaction rule may have multiple inputs, Criterion I becomes ambiguous. For 
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example, we want to avoid the following 'anything is available' result, although it certainly 
seems to be a minimal answer. 

'?(M[lj ... M[6]) => M[lj M[5} M[6j 

One solution to avoid this consequence is to minimize the number of required or nec
essary molecular units in the selected subgraph. In the above case, M[6} is generated only 
from M[lj. However, this minimization is of theoretical interest only. Rather, we discuss 
only the case in which the number of rule input is one. As we wiU show later, metabo.usm 
can be described under this restriction. 

The restriction reduces the complexity of a hypergraph to that of a graph. In the 
following , an interaction rule is of the form m --t m;, ... m;, and is interpreted as l directed 
graph edges from m to each of m'1, .. m; . 

Definitions 

Let H (VH, EH) and G(Vc,Ec) be two graphs. A s"bg1·aph homeomm•phism between H 
and G is a pair of one-to-one mapping (f, g) such that f : VH --t Vc and g EH --t 

( set of simple paths in G}. H is called a pattern graph, and G is the inp"t graph. If 
the set o[ paths {!(v) I v E 11'11 } are disjoint. the homeomorphism is a node-disjoint 
homeomorphism. If the corresponding edge-set is disjoint, the homeomorphism is au edge
disjoint homeomorphism. The minimal subgraph of G selected by H is a homeomorphic 
subgraph of G, minimizing its number of edges. 

Hardness 

L1 the cookie-cut framework , the generation step constructs tbe input graph from the user 
input data. It is not necessarily a simple graph. The extraction step chooses the minimal 
subgraphs, homeomorphic to a user-specified pattern graph. The problem is called fixed 
SHP, because the nodes in the pattern graph have specific positions in the input graph. 

Unfortunately, lhe fixed SHP for directed graph is NP-complete for most pattern 
graphs, if the homeomorphism is assumed to be node-disjoint. The edge-disjoint homeo
morphism bas the same complexity.3 

Theorem 2.2.1 (Fortune, Hopcroft, and Wyllie [39}) SliP for any fixed pattem P 
is NP-comJ>Iete if P may contain: (1} two disjoint edyes, one 01· both of which may be a 
loop, (2) a path of two arcs uisiting 1.h1·ee distinct nodes, o1· (3) a cycle of length two. 

Theoretically re.lated work rest ricts either the input graph to au appropriate special 
class [15. 24j, or the pattern graph to be really plain [48] . Such a restriction is not suitable 
for ou1· purpose, because both an input and a pattern graph do not confine themselves in 
a simple class in a biological application. 

Heuristics 

In a biological appucation, the embedding of a pattern graph does not need to be node
disjoint or edge-d isjoint. For example, Fig 2.4 shows a frequently observed pattern in 
biological palhw1.ys connecting compound sand t. The conjugation of cycles is not u eless 

3The problom is st.ill open for many ca.c;et; in UJldirect.ed graph. The problem with rhe pi1ttern of liWO 
disjoint edges, or of a cycle of length three is solved in polynomial time {92 1 56J. 



s(~~)t = sC{~t 
user's query output cycl s 

~ 
o-glucose P-glucose ,0-glucosc Gp 

\. exam~le of tsom~rase 

Figure 2.4: Some Patterns of Bio-pathway 

in a biological interpretation, because the cycles connecting s and .t can have a flow of 
molecular units. 

A typical conjugate cycle is performed by an enzyme called isomerase. Isomerase 
usually performs reversible catalysis such as interchanging a-glucose and /3-glucose, whose 
equilibrium ratio is approximated by a Micbaclis-Menten type equation. When /3-glucose 
is also under equi librium with ,8-glucosc 6-pbosphate, the pathway from a-glucose to /3-
gl ucose 6-phosphate is regarded as a conjugate cycle. Thus, in biological pathways. what 
is important is not a net Bow, but the amount of dynamic circulation. Therefore, the 
embedding of a pattern graph does not need to be node-disjoint. 

As a heuristic approach, the embedding of the pattern graph is computed as a combi
nation of shortest paths as under. Let G(Va, Ea) and H(V8 ,E8 ) be the input graph and 
the fixed patteru graph, respectively. 

HEURISTIC PATTERN SEARCfr 

1. For each edge (s, t) E EH, compute the shortest path Pst in G. 

2. Re-connect al l shortest paths {Psd(s, t) E EH} as in H. 

The advantage of adopting this heuristics is the efficient enumeration of matching sub
graphs. With the k shortest paths algorithm by Eppstein [33}, it is possible to generate 
the k matcl1ing subgraphs, minimizing the number of edges. {The embedding may be not 
node-disjoint or edge-disjoint, because each shortest path is independently computed.) 

Rules: specific vs. generic 

The rules may be prioritized by setting a weight (or distance) of edges in the shortest
path computation. Criterion ll implies that a specific rule, m--) m', should have a strictly 
smaller weight than any generic rule connecting m with 1rt. In general. however. the 
vari ty of weights depends on each application of the cookie-cut model. 

Theoret ically, the shorte t path algorithm can manage any weight forming a monoid 
associated with edges, and various conditions can be transformed to this property. For 
example, the same a lgorithm can be app lied to find a path minimizing the number of 
generic rules, or minimizing the use of a user-specified group of rules, and so on. The 
same algorithm can constrain p>l.thways as follows. 

PATH PATTERNS: 

• A path p,, with less than n generic rules. 

• A path TJst such !;hat uo two generic rules ;tppear adjacently. 

• A path p_,, such thai. Pst n S rf ¢for the givenS= {st,S2, ... }. 
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2.2.3 Presenting a graphical view 

The k chosen subgraphs for the given pattern graph often share their main structure. 
Since the subgrapbs are arranged in the smallest order only for a theoretical reason, it is 
understandable to merge the output subgraphs, so that the user can grasp the neighbor
hood ol' the embedded images of t.he pattern graph. That is, the merged graph becomes 
a graph containing at least k different embeddings of the pattern graph. It is called a 
view. The basic algorithm generating the view owes much to k shortest paths a lgorithm 
by Eppstci n [33]. 

As the embedding of a pattern graph was reduced to a set of the shortest path, the k 
smallest em beddings of the pattern graph is reduced to a set of k shortest paths. We shall 
discuss on the set. of k shortest paths from s to t in a digraph G. 

The length of an edge e is denoted l(e). The endpoints of an edge e are denoted tail( e) 
and head( e); the edge is directed from tail( e) to head( e). The shortest distance from node 
s to node t is denoted d(s, t). LetT be a single-destination shortest path tree of G with t 
as its destination. Given an edge e in G, define 6(e) = l(e) d(head(e) , t) - d(tail(e) , t). 
This is the measure of how much distance is lost by sidetracking the edge e. 

As Eppstein pointed out (33], any path p from s to t is uniquely determined by a 
subsequence sidetracks(p) of its edges in G -T. Therefore, the total distance of k shortest 
paths P = {p1 , p2 , ... pk} is determined sorely on their edges in G- T: 

2:: e(pJ = k. d(s, t) + 2:: o(eJ. 
pEP eEP 

We define <-neighbor view of the shortest path from s to t as a set of shortest paths 
P = {PJ, P2, ... Pk} such that LpEP i(p) S t. This '' iew can be found with k shortest 
paths algorithm with a slight modification. 

Note that the lengtlls of edges in our application are almost urtiform: all specific rules 
have the same distance, and all generic rules may do so too. Therefore, there may be 
multiple set of edges in G - T which achieve the sanw f neighbor. In order to prioritize 
those set of edges, we can consider the connectedness of the paths. However, we do not 
investigate tl1is problem here, because the biological interpretation of connectedness is still 
unknown. 

2.2.4 Notations 

Tools in computational biology often look for several candidate results, and their fiexi
bclity is important. Note that biologists' insight often rejects strictly mathematical for
rnali zat.ion, and experts usually . eek the most plausible result in trial-end-error in the 
neighborhood of a mathematically optimal an wer. 

ln order to search a biologically plausible result by modifying the original output, two 
capabiliti es are requ ired: (1) the output can be incrementally t·efined by a user: (2) the 
output can be •·eplaced part by part. For these operations, graph is an ideal representation 
in specifying the intended constraint. 

The most intuitive and natural way to deal with graphs is to use a graphical user 
interface. From the perspective of the formal description of biological mechanisms, how
ever, the notation for terminals is a lso important. This section introduces a notation of 
the framework, which will be used in the e.xp lanation of metabolism later. In BNF, the 
l.1nted or typeYriter face denotes terminal symbols. 
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Pattern 

{ 
11 f00 11 

molecule-A; molecule_B; 
} 

molecule...A 11 foo 11 -> molecule_B 11 f00 11
; 

<==> /* equivalent descri ptiou * / 
{ 

11 foo 11 

} 

molecule-A; molecule_B; 
molecule-A -> molecule_B; 

Figure 2.5: Shorthand for writing rules 

pattern .. - node rings 
I pattern connection node rings 
I pattern ( pattern ) 

connection .. - >I :>I : (condition)> 
I < I <: I < ( condition ) : 

node .. - molecule 
condition node I condition & node I condition 

rings .. - empty I integer I connection inceger 
node 

The definition of a pattern graph resembles that of SiVIILES, so that a pattern can specify 
an arbitrary graph shape. The connective > denotes adjacency. Pattern s>t selects the 
graph in which molecular units s and t appear with a directed edge (s , t). Pattern s: >t 
selects the graphs with a path P.•to and the pattern : ( S )> denotes a path with condition 
S. Pattern s<t, s<: t, and s < ( S ) : t have the same interpretation in the reverse 
direction. A cycle .is described by attaching an integer label to the molecular units to be 
connected. The pattern-matched output is returned in the same format , without using : > 
or : ( S )>. 

Ru les and Compar t m e nts 

rule 
operator 

hand-side 
compartment 

comps 

hand-side operator hand-side 
-> I <- I = 
molecule I molecule string 
{ st1·ing comps } 
empty I comps molecule ; 
I comps ru.le I camps compartment 

A molecular unit is always associated with some compartment. Each compartment is 
associated with its name (in string) , and can be defined bierarchicaUy. A unit in a global 
compartment is visible fron1 local compartments as in many programming languages. 

A rule can map a molecular unit in one compartment to another. Ru.le s -> t denotes 
an edge frorn unit. s to t. Operator <- is its reverse, and s = t equals both s -> t and 
s <- t. Rules arc not associated with compartments, but for convenience, they can be 
wri ten inside a compartment as in Fig 2.5. 



2.3 Describing Metabolism 

2.3.1 General Description 

In the cookie-cut framework , each applied problem is characterized by the five components. 
We shall describe the application of the framework to bacterial metabolism. It .is called the 
metabolic framework. For clarity of presentation, we call the component of the framework 
as molocu/ar units and chemical substances in metabolism as compounds. 

Molecular uni ts 

In the internal computation, each atomic symbol in S:VIILES corresponds to a molecular 
unit in the metabolic framework. That is, SMILES is a compact representation of the set 
of molecular units. 

EXAMPLES. 
name notation 
L-alanine N[C®H] (C(=O)O)C 

L-serine N[C@H] (C(=O) O)CO 

hydroxypyruvate OCC(=O)C(=O)O 

pyruvate CC(=O)C(=O)O 

interpretation 
Set of 6 atoms C3 N02 

Set of 7 atoms C3 N 0 3 

Set of 7 atoms C3 o, 
Set of 6 atoms C30 3 

Compounds written in Si\•ULES are stored as molecular graphs. Each input Si\lliLES 
undergoes (1) the detection of aromatic cycles, and (2) the normalization of the structure. 

Some compounds frequently appear in metabolism. They are called coenzymes, and 
include most ol vitamins. metal ions , and coenzyme A. They are usually regarded as 
auxiliary compounds io a reaction, as is seen in the conventional notation: 

pyruvate ( '\ acetyl GoA 
!\'ADT NAO H,H+ 

in which NA D+ and NADH are coenzymes. Atoms within them are usually not considered 
in the analys.is of pathways, because the set of coenzymes in metabolism are common 
among biological species, and because coenzymes are usually prevalent and recycled in a 
cell. 

To reflect this observation, molecular units in global compartments are considered 
coenzymes in the metabolic framework, i.e. they are ignored in the search of pathways. 
Typically, compounds like nicotinamide (coenzyme), water, and carbon dioxide (inorganic 
compou nds) <u·e defined in the global compartment. When a user wants to integrate snch 
coenzymes in the search, they are defined in a local compartment. Thus. a user can 
arbitrarily specify coenzymes in the metabolic framework. For this reason, the strnctme 
of compartments does nol correspond one-to-one to the actual cellular structure (Fig 2.6). 

Specific Rules 

Reaction formulas of enzymes correspond to specific rules. Each formula represents a et of 
edges, each rnapp.ing a single atom in the l ft-hand side to another atom in the right. The 
mappiug is computed by the algorithm in Section 3.6. When the compound is symmetric, 
t.he mapping to the symmetric positions are also supplemented. 

EXAMPLES. 
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{ 
11 cell" 

} 

/* Define H20, NH 3 , and other prevalent compounds here. • I 
{ 

11 cytosol 11 

r Define localized compounds here. *I 
} 

{ 
11 mitochondrion" 
r Define localized compounds here .• I 

} 

Figure 2.6: Example definition of a eukaryotic cell. Note that prokaryotic cell does not 
have a mi tochondrion. 

• pyruvate carrier 
CC(=O)C(=O)D "cytosol" -> CC(=D)C(=O)O "mitochondrion" 

~02 ~02 
yO set of 6 edges yO 
CH3 CH3 

• alanine-hydroxypyruvate transaminase 
N[C~H] (C(=O)O)C, OCC(=O)C(=O)O "cytosol" 

-> N[C~H] (C(=O)O)CO, CC(=O)C(=O)O "cytosol" 

~02 ~02 C02 CO, 
~NH2 + ~·0 set of 13 edges C: O + CNH2 
CH, CH20H CH, CH, OH 

Generic Rules 

Reactions by hypothetical er12ymes correspond to generic rules. The rules for metabolic 
framework are exp la ined in detail in a later section . 

Pattern 

An a rbitrary graph is accepted as a pat tP.rn. Since each atom in compounds corresponds 
to a molecular unit in the metabolic framework, nodes in the pattern graph should be 
atoms of compounds. That is, each node in a pattern graph should be referred as 'atom 
·i of compound A', and the designation of a certain pathway looks like ' the pathway from 
atom i of compound A to atom j of compound 8'. 

Ou the other hand , a COJJvention in referring a metabolic pathway is ' the pathway 
from compound A to compound 8' , whose intended meaning i, that the 'major' molec
ular component (sometimes referred as moiety) in A goes to B. For example, the major 
component in Urea cycle is a ni.trogen atom, while in TCA cycle, it is carbon atoms. In 
most cases, carbon atoms are nuder focus. 

In the metabolic fi·amework, the leftmost carbon atom in SMILES format of each 
compound is defined to be the default position of moiety. The query molecule. A : > 
moleculeJl is interpreted · s the paths from the leftmost carbon atom of molecule ..A to 
any carbon atom in moleculeJl. If molecule . B is used in the following search of paths, 
the leftmost atom in moleculeJl among atoms mapped frolll molecule..A will be used as 
the sourc:e of pathH. Thus, the traced atom depends on SMfLES by defau.lt. lt is also 
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p<lssible for a user to explieitly specify the atomic position under focus. 4 

EXAMPLES . 
o glycolysis (glucose-tpyruvate) 
?( C(D) [C00H] (D) [C00H] (D) [C0H] (D) [C00H] (D)C=D "cytosol" 

:> CC(=O)C(=D)D "cytosol" ) 

o TCA cycle (citrate-+ a-ketoglutarate-tfumarate -+citrate) 
?( D=C(D)CC(D)(C(=D)D)CC(=D)D 1 :> D=C(D)CCC(=D)C(=D)D 

:> D=C(D)C=CC(=D)D :>1 ) 
Execution of the above query (TCA) 
D=C(D)CC(D)(C(=D)D)CC(=D)D 1 :> D=C(D)CCC(=D) C(=D)D 

1) This carbon is traced first. i destinations i 
ft This carbon is traced next. 
:> D=C(D)C=CC(=D)D :>1 

i destinations 

Not all the atomic el<>ments can be traced under catalysis. In particular, the fate of an 
oA.-ygcn and a. hydrogP.n atom is often ambiguous, because of the reaction with water. 
For example, an oxygenase incorporates a. mol cular oxygen into some position of the 
input compound; an isomerase changes the configurati011 of cbiral carbons. Under these 
transformations. it is ambiguous w betber some atoms are exchanged with external water 
molecules, or phosphates. For this reason, only carbon and nitrogen atoms can be traced 
in the metabolic framework . They are also the most important atoms whos fixation is 
discussed in biochemistry. 

Rule weight 

For a realistic simulation of metabolism, many factors should be considered. The rate of 
~,a.ch reaction depends on the concenLration of compounds and the activity of the enzyme, 
and the latter further depends on the temperature, pH, and other physico-chemical factors. 

Since the purpose of tbe framework is the search of logically possible pathways, these 
quantitative aspects are unnecessary. Also, its output is most tL~efttl when it is not biased 
by some additional criteria other than the number of reactions or number of involved 
compounds. It is possible, however, to integrate some preference to the order of outpu t 
results by changing the rule weight. 

One acceptable modification is to implement the comparative likelihood of generic rules 
against specific rules. Criterion II only imply that a specific rule should have a smaller 
weight than a generic one, but a. preference among genP.ric rules can be assigned for each 
compartment. For example, the reactions consuming ADH is unlikely to occur in cytosol, 
whereas they may proceed in mitochondrion. Such adjustment can be reflected in the rule 
weights. 

AJso the index of anabolism (reactions consuming energy) against catabolism (reactions 
producing energy), or that of oxidation-reduction (O·R) balance5 may be reflected in the 
rule weights. 

4In lhe current implementation, eacl1 atom of a compound will be assigned an iuteger label by U1e 
systP.m., and the atomic position i of compound A can be specified as 'i in A\ which may be written in 
p!a(·e of molecule in the BNF definition. With th is method, however, a user bas to check the integer label 
of a compound in every query. The best way to a\loid this a.wk·ward process is to support a graphical user 
interface. 

~ This measure l!' used in the cvalnatjon of fermentation procf'>.ss . 
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{ "cell" 

} 

{ "cytosol" 

} 

glucose= C(O)[C~~H](O)[C~~H](O)[C~H](O) [C~~] (O)C=O; 
fructose= C(O)[C~~H](O)[C~~](O) [C~H](O)C(=O)CO; 

/" Bacteria do not have mitochondrion. */ 
oxaloacetate = OC(=O)CC(=O)C(=O)O; 
pyruvate CC(=O)C(=O)O; 
malate OC(=O)CC(O)C(=O)O; 

/* enzymes or transporters */ 
malate_dehydrogenase = malate, NAD "mitochondrion" 

-> oxaloacetate, NADH umitochondrion 11
; 

pyruvate_carrier = pyruvate 11 cytosol" 
-> pyruvate 11 mitochondrion 11

; 

Figme 2.7: Example cell definition for glycolysis 

2.3.2 Implementation 

The metabolic framework is implemented in c++ using LEDA library package (64]. The 
system is uamed AMR (Automated Metabolic Reconstruction). A user can freely input 
compounds. enzymatic reactions, and cellular compartments. Generic rnles correspond to 
basic reaction patterns (See the ne:d section.), and they are fixed in AMR. The typical 
description of an enkaryotic cell looks like Fig 2. 7. 

Each compound goes through the detection of aromatic rings, followed by the nor
malization of its graph structure. The resulting graph is stored using a hash function 
associated with each cell ular compartment. For an enzymatic reaction, its atomic map
ping is pre-computed using the graph-matching algorithm. and the computed mapping 
is stored using a hash function. The search of subgraphs is realized by k shortest paths 
algorithm. 

The reproduction of tracer experiments provides a novel view in metabolism. In this 
section, views for some basic metabolism are introduced. The following results are the 
graphical interpretation of AMR output. Phosphate is abbreviated as p. 

EXAMPL,E. G lycolysis 
Glycolysis, the best-known metabolic pathway, is usually written separately from pentose 
phosphate pathway, although they share several compounds (fructose 6p and glyceralde
hyde 3p). There are reasons for the separation. One is that glycolysis is the dominant 
pathway. AMR system can provide the second explanation: the top half of glucose (sur
rounded by dotted lines) does not join its bottom half through pentose pathway, and 
therefore peutose pathway cannot be used for gluconeogenesis (generation of glucose from 
pyruvate). 

Fig 2.8 shows several shorte' t paths from the carbons in the top half of glucose to 
carbons in pyruvate, .found by AMR from anwng 200 basic reactions in Enzyme omen
claturc. No generic reactions are used in thi~ example. (Each arrow has a specific EC 
number, but EC numbers and coenzymes are omitted in the figure.) Note that erythrose 
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4p and xylulose 5p, compounds characteristic to pentose pathway. do not appear in the 
shortest pathways (shown by dotted arrows; upper left). In glycolysis, the top half of 
glucose is mapped to dihydroxyacetone p, and then overlaps the bottom half of glucose 
at glyceraldehyde 3p. This process (fructose bisphosphate aldolase) is crucial in the inter
change of carbons between two halves of glucose. 

1t is also known that serine and glycerate may be involved in glycolysis (Fig '2.8; bot
tom right). The pathway through oxaloacetate is unlikely, though , because the reaction 
from phosphoenolpymvate to oxaloacetate (phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase) is usu
aUy considered irreversible. 

8XAMPL.E:. Urea cycle 
The entire cycle in Fig 2.9 is not found by AMR, as long as it traces carbon atoms. Instead, 
the syst m finds two components conjugated at arginosuccinate. In each component, 
carbon backbones are recycled after carrying a nitrogen atom. 

By searching longer pathways, AMR can find that the two cycles are not completely 
disjoint. The carbon backbone of ornithine may become glutamate through glutamate 
5-semialdehyde (Fig 2.9; leftmost pathway). ote that its nitrogen atom is transferred to 
aspartate. Later , the carbon backbone of glutamate will enter TCA cycle and come back 
to the upper cycle. The backbone of ornithine may become glutamate through proline 
too, in which case, its nitrogen atom is excised as ammonia. (pathway not shown). 

EXAMPLE. TCA cycle 
TCA cycle is referred to as Krebs cycle too. The primary location of the cycle is the 
mitochondrion. which generates ATP by electron transport-oxidative phosphorylation. 
Since its overall function is the decomposition of a two-carbon unit into carbon dioxides , 
the fate of tbe unit is usua.Uy displayed in biochemistry textbooks. AMR can reproduce 
such tracing results. Usually, a textbook shows (e.g. p.232 [31]) only red carbons as the 
fate of the second carbon of acetyl CoA (probably for educational purpose). However, 
in reality, the symmetry of citrate maps the carbon to blue positions too. AMR outputs 
both positions as the destination. It is also known that a carbon in acetyl CoA will be 
excised as carbon dioxide ftrst at 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase (purple) . 

2.4 R eaction Patter ns 

Overview 

AMR supports about twenty hypothetical reaction patterns. The classified result is used 
to predict possible reactions for each input chemical structure. The authoritative EC 
(Enzyme Commission) classification by IUBMB (International Union of Biochemistry and 
Molecular Biology) is not suitable for this purpose, because EC classification primarily 
focuses on the functional category of enzymes. 

The whole section is dedicated to the explanation of the patterns of generic rules, cor
responding to hypothetical enzymes. Although various types of chemical transformation 
is perform d by enzymes, there is ertain ly a class of biologically plausible or frequent 
reactions. For example, an enzymatic transformation from hexane to cyclohexane is con
sidered unlikely, because hexane ha• no chemical groups for enzymes to work on. We 
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Figure 2.8: Glycolysis by AMR system The figme is manually drawn based on the several 
AMR outputs for the single query ? ( glucose : > pyruvate ) . 
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glutamate 

CH2COO 
CH2 

HJNCH·COO 

l 
glutamate 5p 
O:COP03 

CH2 
CH2 

H3NCH-COO 

l 
glutamate 5sa 

CH2CH,(J 
CH2 

H3NCH-COO 

oxaloacetate 

coo 
C,Q 

H2C·COO 

l 
coo 

H3NCH 
CH2 
coo aspartate 

+ NH4 

H3NCH 
(CH2)3~ 
~~H- CH 

malate 

coo 
CHOH 

H2C.COO 

l 
coo 
cH 

HC 
coo fumarate 

argin~~inate ~ 

NH2 COO arginine 

citrulline COO COO 
H3NCH carbamoyl H3NCH 

urea 

0=C·NH2 
NH2 (~~2)3 pho~~ate (~~2)3 

C:O ----- C,(J C-NH2 ~ 
NH2y NHJ NH2 

coo J H3NCH 
(CH2)3 

.-----------~ NH2 
ornithine 

Figure 2.9: Urea cycle by AMR. system. The figure is manually dmwo based oo 
the several AMR. outputs for Lhe queries: ? ( arginosuccinate : > ornithine ) , ? ( 8 
in arginosuccinate :> malate ), ?( arginosuccinate :> 2-oxoglutarate ). The 
number 8 is used to spe ·ify a different carbon atom in arginosuccinate. 
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oxaloacetate 
coo 
C=O 

H2C -C OO 

malate I 
coo 
CHOH 

H2C -C OO 

r 
fumarate 

OO C CH 
CH COO 

\ succinate 
CH2C OO 
CH2C OO 

acetyl CoA 
0 

H3C -C -SCoA 

succinyl CoA 
CH2 COO 
CH2 

O=C-SCoA 

citrate 

CH2 COO 
HOC-COO 
H2C-COO 

\ 
isocitrate 

CH2COO 
HC-COO 

HOCH-COO 

f,~ 
2-oxoglutarate 

CH2 COO 
CH2 

O=C-COO 

~xoglutarate --1 ~~~ydrogenase 
C02 

Figure 2.10: TCA cycle by AMR system. The figure is manually drawn based on 
the AMR ou tputs for lh queries: ? ( 2 in acetyl CoA : > oxaloacetate ) . ? ( 2 in 
acetyl CoA : > C02 ) . 
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classify biological reaetions for basic metabolites, a.nd su=arize transformations per
formed by enzymes. Complex reactions in secondary metabolism are excluded from this 
original classification, because our concern is the biologically common reactions only. 

In the following, we hall in trod nee pattern by pattern with comments for coenzymes. 
When the pattern is used in AMR system, additional restrictions written in ·Notes:' sec
tion hold too. When a reaction pattern is applicable to the given compound in multiple 
ways, we define that atoms at chain terminals have the priority. For example, oxidase is 
applicabl.e to glucose basically at five positions {Fig 2.11) , but position 1 only is consid
ered valid because of its terminal position. Thus, each pattern is applied 011ly to terminals 
when several possibilities exist. The classification is based on the description from the 

Figure 2.11: Oxidating positions on glucose 

textbooks in biochemistry and from the online databases [45 , 85, 68 , 41]. We especially 
ow to the book by Bugg [21]. 

2.4 .1 Redox reaction 

Redox is a coinage of reduction and oxidization. A compound is said to be oxidized 
by either one of obtaining oxygen, losing hydrogen, or losing electron. Reduction is its 
reverse process. In green plants, redox reactions facilitate a series of high-energy electron 
t rans~'r processes, in which the energy from unlight is converted into high-energy reducing 
equivalents. This process ultimately leads to a fixation of carbon dioxide and a production 
of oxygen, which serves as an electron acceptor in mammalian cells. 

When a substrate is oxidized ln a reaction, the other substrate involved is reduced. 
The direction of reaction can be estimated from the strength of an oxidi7.iug agent, which 
is electrochemically measured. The voltage measured under the standard condition is 
known as the redox potential. The reference is the reaction 

The difference of this potential between compounds shows the thermody namic favor of 
the chemical reaction . The strongest ox idizing agent is oxygen, therefore many enzymes 
use molecular oxygen as a substrate {oxygenases) or as an electron acceptor (ox.idases). 
Common redox cofactors are nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide {NAD), nicotinamide ade
nine dinucleotide phosphate ( ADP), flavin mononucleotide (FMN), and flavin adenlne 
dinucleotide {FAD). Flavin is a coenzyme form of vitamin B2 {r iboflavin). We skip some 
enzyme classes such as peroxidase or hydrogenase, because they work on hydrogens which 
are not considered in ou.r work. 

Dehydrogenase, Oxidase 

PATTERN 1: 

AMR Notes: 

H H 
I I 

-e-x 
I 
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• C-X should not be aromatic. 

• C should not be a-carbon of amino acid. 

Dehydrogenases transfer two hydrogen atoms from a reduced substrate, usually an 
alcohol , to an electron acceptor, usually N AD+ The ratio of )lAD + /NADH and of 
NADP+ji'\ADPH in cytosol is about 1200and 1, respectively. Therefore, 1AD+ tends to be 
used for catabolic processes (oxidation of substrates) converting itself to NADH, wherea..s 
NADP is preferred in biosynthesis (including reduction of substrates) as the counter pro
cess. 

Ocher dehydrogenases depend on FMN or FAD. The difference between nicotinamide 
and flavin is that the la&ter can exist either as oxidi~ed FAD, or reduced FADH2, or as 
an intermediate semiquinone radical FADfl. Therefore flavin can carry out one-electron 
transfer reactions such as the one with molecular oxygen, whereas nicotinamide transfers 
two electrons at a t ime. Many dehydrogenases in mitochondria are flavin proteins. 

Hydroxy lase, Mono-oxygenase 

H OH 
PATTERN 2: 

I I 
-c- + O-- -c-

1 I 

AMRNotes: 

• No more than one oxygen is incorporated at each carbon. 

The ability of flavin to react with molecular oxygen enables mono-oxygenase reaction, 
in which one atom from molecular oxygen is incorporated into the product. Tyrosine is 
generated from phenylalanine with this funct ion. The important role of vitamin C (ascor
bic acid) is to hydroxylate proline in the precursor protein of collagen. In mammalian 
cells, there is a class of cmymes which can catalyze the specific hydroxylation of unacti
vated alkanes using Haem cofactor, not Bavin. There are several other cofactors such as 
deazaflavins, pterins. and iron-sulphw- clusters. 

Dioxygenase 

PATTERN 3: 

AMR Notes: 

• C=C may be aromatic. 

Dioxygcnases ir1corporate boch atoms of dia>:ygen into the product. The difference 
from the mono-oxygenase is that they use a-ketoglutarate (2-oxoglutarate) as a substrate, 
which will become nccinatc and carbon d ioxide, and that they can use non-haem iron as 
a cofactor. 

2.4.2 Carbon- Carbon bond format ion 

!"ormation of a caebon-carbon bond is central to biosynthesis, in which various metabo
lites such as am ino acids, carbohydrates, and nucleic acids are generated from smaller 
compounrls. 



Aldolase and Claisen enzymes 

PATTERN 4: 
O O 0 OH 

vA c + xA R= vAc-1'-R 
X = C. H; Y = C. OH 

AMRNotes: 

• C and X are non-aromatic terminal atoms. 

• The attached carbonyl compound is acetyl CoA, i.e. Y = CoA. 

The aldol condensation takes two carbonyl compounds to form carbon-carbon bond. 
Cleavage of carbon-carbon bonds by the reverse reaction is also possible. lt is similar 
to Claisen ester condensation, in which carboxylic esters to form .6-keto esters with the 
presence of alkoxide ions. Biologically, Claisen reaction occurs only with thioesters, which 
behave more like a ketone than esters. The most typical tbioester used for biological 
condensation is the coenzyme A (CoA) ester, which performs acyl transfer too. 

Carboxylase 

PATTERN 5: 

X= N, C 

.4.MR Notes: 

• X is a terminal atom (therefore not aromatic). 

The fixa·tion of carbon dioxide by green plant is the ultimate carbon source of living or
ganisms. The responsible enzyme is called ribtdose bisphosphate carboxylate/ oxygenase, 
a r.arboxylase known as Rubisco. Carboxy lases utilize an attack of carbanion equivalents 
onto carbon dioxide to generate carboxylic acid products. The typical cofactor is biotin 
(vitamin H). The decarboxylation, often oxidative, is also widely found in biological re
actions . .6-keto acid is readily decarboxylated. but a-keto acid requires the coenzymes, 
thiamine pyrophosphate (TPP) and NAD+ TPP is a coenzyme form of thiamine, i.e. 
vitamin B1 . 

Cyclase 

PATTERN 6: 

X = 0 , COR; Y = N. C 

AMR. Notes: 

• 'I'he length bf the cycle is five or six. 

The c over. ion of ally lie py rophosphate substrates into terpenoid products is an im
portant biological process in plant metabolism. The common feature of terpene products 
is the five-carb011 isoprene unit, which is cyclizcd by cyclases. On he other baud, certain 
aromatic products are formed by the radical coupling of phenols. Lignin in plants is such 
an example, and it 's highly heterogenious polymer structure shows that its formation is a 
chemical react ion , not a uniform •nzyrne-catalyzed one. 
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2.4.3 Addition or Elinllnation 

The addition and elimination of water is a common proces in biochemical pathways. 

Hydratase and Dehydratase 

HO H 

PATTERN 7: -C-t-
1 I 

AJ\IIR Notes: 

• C -C back bone is not aromatic. 

The reaction involves the cleavage of a C-H bond and the cleavage of a C-0 bond. 
The react ion is usually reversible. The 13-oxidation of fatty acids begins with oxidation by 
a group of acyl-CoA dehydrogenases, all of which are flavoproteins. 

Elimination of phosphate 

PATTE!U< 8: 
H OPOJ'-
1 I 

-e-e
l I 

• C-C backbone is not aromatic. 

+ P, 

In elimination reactions, the key factor is whether a good leaving group is available. 
For example, phosphate is a much better leaving group than hydroxide ion. 

2.4.4 Hydrolysis o r Transfer 

All of the hydrolases cleave a chemical group and transfer it to the hydroxyl group of water, 
while transferascs simply transfer this group to an acceptor other than water. Since the 
acceptor is unspecified in general, both reactions are treated by the same pattern in Al\IIR. 
That is, the acceptor is always a water molecule. 

Protease, Transpeptidase 

PATTERN 9: 

AMRNotes: 

~ H 
-C- NR 

• C-N backbone is not aromatic. 

+ H,O -~ ~ + H, NR 
-C-OH 

Proteases or peptidases a re repsonsible for llydrolyzing the amide bonds in the polypep
tide structures of proteins. It plays an important role in. the digestive system of aU animals. 
There are four cla.~ses of peptidase enzymes, classified according to the groups at their ac
cive site: (1) the serine proteas s; (2) the cysteine proteases; (3) the metaUoproteases; and 
[4) the asparty l proteases. 

The transfera .. ,e counterpart. of protease is called transpeptidase. 
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Esterase, Acyltransferase 

PATTERN 10: 

Ai\tlR Notes: 

0 
II 

-C-OR 

• C-0 backbone is not aromatic. 

+ CoASH ~ + ROH 
-C-SCoA 

CoASH may be R'OH or H20 . 

EstCJ·ases and lipases hydrolyze the ester functiona l groups of fats and oils, and work 
in the digestive system of animals. Since these enzymes form a. covalent acyl enzyme 
intermediate, they can transfer the acyl group to an alcohol acceptor. Such enzymes are 
called acyltransferase. This function is prevalent in fatty acid biosynthesis, polyketide 
natural product biosynthesis , and the assembly of a variety of amide and ester groups. Its 
typical coenzyme is GoA, because thiol is a good leaving group. Acetyl GoA can activate 
not only acyl group but also methyl group. 

Phosphoryl Transfers (Phosphatase, Kinase) 

PATTERN 11: 

0 
II 

-P- OR + R'OH = 
I o-

0 
II 

-P-OR' + ROH 
I o-

Phosphoryl transfer is of fundamental importance for the biosynthesis and replication 
of nucleic acids, and in the transfer of phosphate groups. This reaction usually involves the 
transfer of phosphoryl groups from a 'high-energy' species like ATP. Phosphate monoesters 
can be readily hydrolyzed under basic conditions, whereas phosphodiesters are resistant 
to basic hydrolysis. Enzymes that cleave phosphate monoesters is called phosphatases, 
and those cleaving the phosphodiester backbone of RNA and DNA are called nucleases. 
Restriction enzyme is one type of nuclease. 

Glycosidase, G lycosyl transferase 

PATTERN 12: 

H0~ /00 , OR 
R '~~ + R"OH - -

OH 

HOH~O OR" 
R'O + ROH 

H 
OH 

Glycosyl transfer enzymes are highly specific; they can select a particular monosaccha
ride and its a- or /1-glycosidic linkage. They are involved in the assembly of polysaccharides 
and oligosaccharides. 

Methyl transferase 

PATTERN 13: 
RY / H+ /X'--CH, -- RY/CH, + /XH 

X= N, 5; Y = 0 , N, 5 

Methyl group transferred in nature is provided by S-adenosyl methionine (SAM). T he 
byproduct ofmethy ltransferase enzymes is S-adCJlOsyl homocysteine, which is re-cyc:lcd to 
SAM vi<t hydrolysis to homocysteine and adena ·ine. 

Another cofaetor tetro.hydrofolate (THF) can transfer methyl (CHa). methylene (-CH2-

) or methcuyl (- CH·) group. The conversion of THF to methylene-THF is carried out 



by serine bydroxymethyltransferase, generating glycine as a byproduct. Methyne-THF 
can be synthesized either by the NADP-dependent oxidation of methylene-THF, or by 
a synthetase enzyme which uses formyl phosphate. Methyl-THF is synthesized by the 
NADP-dependent reduction of methylene-THF. This methyl-THF works in methionine 
salvage pathway, where homocysteine changes to methionine by obtaining a methyl group 
trom methyl-THF. Methionine later couples with ATP by the unusual displacement of its 
triphosphate to regenerate SAM. 

2.4.5 Reactions for Amino Acid 

L-amino acids are required for the assembly of proteins and for the biosynthesis of alka
loids. The main cofactor for the common transformation of .:.-amino acids is pyridoxal 
5'-phosphate (PLP) . 

PLP is the coenzyme form of vitamin B6 (pyridoxine). The amino acid is bound to 
its pyridine ring forming an aldimine adduct (Schiff's base), and the ri ng works as an 
electron sink. Depending on the type of electron shifts, eight main types of reactions 
are recognized: transamination, ,8-decarboxylation, a--decarboxylation, aldol cleavage, '"f· 
elimination, ,8-eliminat ioll, )'-displacement, or ,8-displacement. In addition, PLP enzymes 
carry out uniq11e reactions that do 11ot fall into this classification. 

Decarboxylase 

PATTERN 14: 

H 
R,~co2 

NH2 

H 

R~H 
NH2 

Decarboxylases are basically irreversible. The only e.xception is diaminopimelic acid 
(DA P) decarboxylase, for which lys ine is the final product. Pyridoxal phosphate is the 
coenzyme of all the amino acid decarboxyJases except for histidine decarboxylase, for 
which the cofacto1· is pyruvate. Optimal activity is pH 3-5. The diamine putrescine, the 
decarboxylation product of ornithine, is an essential grO\ th factor for several organisms 
and is a biosynthetic precursor of both spermidine and spermine. 

Oxidative deaminase 

H 

PATTERN 15: R~C02 = R~C02 + NH, 

NH, 0 

The oxidative deamination of glutamic acid by the glutamate dehydrogenases is the 
most widely used route for ammonia assimilation. The react ion is reversible, but the 
Operation primarily proceeds in the direction of catabolism when it is NAD-linked. On 
the other hand, the NADP-lillked deaminase works in glutamate synthesis. 

The deamination linked with FAD or F.MN operates in two stages: (l ) reduction of 
FAD (or FMN) through deaminatioo, (2) nonenzymatic oxidation of FAD (or FMN) by 
molecu lar oxygen. These amino acid oxidases are nonspecific; it can work on a variety of 
amino acids with the different order of activity. It is high ly unlikely that they are used in 
ammonia ass imi lation (Thus, it is irreversible.) . 
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Nonoxidative deaminase 

The nonoxidat i ve deam inases are usually specific in their su bst:rate requirements. They 
are also called ammonia lyase. AMR does not consider their specificity, bui we list their 
category for the completeness of the classification. 

o Aspartase is present in many organisms. It is reversible, but is primarily involved 
with catabolic activity. 

Serine (or threonine) deaminase catalyzes two-step reaction. First, it trans
fers hydrogen atoms in serine and removes water to produce an imino acid (/3-
elim.iuation). ext, imino acid nonenzymatically reacts with water to release am
monia. 

o Cysteine desulfhydrase conveys a simi1ar reaction as serine deaminase, but it uses 
hydrogen sulfide instead of water via a /3-elirnination reaction. It is irreversible. 

o Phenylalanine deaminase occurs in yeasts, molds, and other bacteria. It catalyzes 
the nonoxidative deaminiation of 1-phenylalanine to trans-cirmamic acid. Dehy
droalanine group serves as a cofactor. 

Transaminase 

R :H R' R R' __ H 
yeo,+ yeo,= yeo,+ ~co, 

PATTERN 16: 
NH, 0 0 NH, 

Transaminase activity is ubiquitous. Keto analogs can replace many of the amino acids 
for the growth of amino acid requiring mutants. The reaction consists of two half--reactions. 
First , the amino group is transferred to PLP, forming a pyridoxamine 5'-phosphate (P. !P). 
The reaction is completed by carrying out the reverse transamination on the other keto 
acid substrate. The specificity of the reaction is not completely universal, but one enzyme 
is usually applicable on several types of amino acids. When focused on a single compound, 
its activity is the same as deaminase, but it enables the assimilation of amino group from 
another amino acid. 

Racemase 

PATTERN 17: 

H 
R ~CO, 

NH, 

co, 
= R~H 

NH, 

The amino acids found in naturally occurring proteins are usually in L configuration, 
but the cell walls and polypeptide capsules of many organisms contain D-arnino acids. 
The general ren.ction converting L-amina acids to D-amino acids is found in many organ
isms. One im portant example of a PLP-clependent racemase is alanine racemase. which 
is used by ba~teria to generate D-alanine. There is also a family of cofactor-independent 
racemases. (In AMR, generic reactions do not consider chi rali ty. We list tlu" category for 
the completeness of the classificat ion.) 



2.4.6 Isomerase 

[n addition to racemases shown in the previous section, enzymes can perform the inter· 
conversion of tautomeric forms of ketones, and the interconversion of positional isomers 
of allylic compounds. (In AMR, isomerase is not supported. We list this category for the 
completeness of the classification.) 

Keto-enol tautomerase 

H 
PATTERN 18: X~ 

X = 0, e (allylic) 

ln most cases enols and enolate anions are thermodynamically unstable. However in a 
few cases, enol tautomers of ketones are stable enough to be isolated, and a tautomera.~e 
can produce such enol forms. One e.xample is phenylpyruvate tautomerase. The atom X 
may be carbon in the case of allylic isomerases. 

Allylic isomerase 

PATTERN 19: 

X 
I I 

-e-e
l I 
H 

X 
I I 

-e-e
l I 

H 

X= COOH , OH 

There are many ally lie isomerases which operate in many different areas of metabolism. 
Vitamin B12-dependent enzymes can perform 1,2-m.igration of a hydrogen atom, and the 
corresponding 2,1-migration of another substituent. Together with isomerase, 

2.4.7 Appendix 

The reaction patterns will be used for generic rules in AMR system. Although the infor
mation of cofactors/coenzymes is unnecessary for finding pathways, it is important in the 
functional assignment of DNA sequences. Some reaction patterns often require a specific 
type of coenzymes/cofactors, which is summarized in Fig 2.12. 

pattern 
dehydrogenase 
hydroxylase 
dioxygenase 
carboxylase 
hydratase 
esterase 
kinase 
me thy 1 transferase 
for amino acid 

coenzymesfcofactors 
nicotjnarnides 1 flavins 
flavins 
ftavins, irons 
nicotinamides, biotin, metal ions 
metal ions 
CoA, thiol 
adenosine/guanosine phosphate 
folates, adenosyl methionine 
pyt"idoxal phosphate 

Figure 2.12: Table of Coenzymes 
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Vitamin Chemical name BiOcllemical function Deficiency disease 
A Retinol visual pigments Night blindness 
Bt Thiamine TPP Beriberi 
B2 Riboflavin FAD, FMN Skin lesions 
B6 Pyridoxal PLP Convulsions 
B12 Cobalamine radical rearrangement Pernicions anaemia 
c Ascorbic acid anti-oxidant Scurvy 

iaciu Nicotinamide NAD Pellagra 
D Calcifero Is calcium homeostasis Rickets 
E Tocopherols anti-oxidant Haemolytic anaemia 
H Biotin carboxylation Skin lesions 
K Phylloquinone anti-oxidant Bleeding disorders 

Figure 2.13: Table of Vitamins 

Summary and Discussion 

This chapter introduced the declarative representation of metabolism in the cookie-cut 
framework. The crucial point is that metabolism is transformed to a normal graph at 
the atomic level, not the compound level. In the transformed graph, pathways can be 
efficiently searched by a variant of k shortest paths algorithm. In order to deal with 
unknown reactions, the original classification of enzymatic reactions is also introduced. 

The metabolic version of the cookie-cut framework is implemented as AMR system. 
AMR generates a metabolic graph based only on the user-defined compound structures 
and reaction formulas. The system can extract a model for simulation from the metabolic 
graph, according to a specified pattern graph. For example, glycolysis is specified as a 
linear path from glucose to pyruvate, and TCA cycle is specified as a cycle with citrate, 
succinate, and malonate. 

AMR computes the mapping of atoms for each metabolic reaction, and therefore can 
reproduce the tracer experiment in biochemistry. The tracing at the atomic level enables 
the system to check whether a certain compound actually compr ises from bas ic cellular 
cotnpounds. The reproduction of the tracer experiment or the generation of hypothetical 
pathways could not have been achieved in traditional hypertext-based databases (90, 57, 
73]. 

The system is not knowledge-based; it does not require any pre-determined knowledge, 
such as 'Acetyl CoA is always cleaved to acetyl group and GoA' Only the basic enzymatic 
reactions in Section 2.4 are given as the prior knowledge for hypothetical rC<-tctions. Con
sequent ly, a u er can freely design any metabolism, and there is no assumption such as a 
certain compound is a coenzyme, or is localized in the nucleus. 

Among previous computational too.ls, Klotho (53] is notable, because it describes the 
structure of chem ical compounds in Prolog. It can also reproduce tracer experiment, by 
writing a procedure for the structw-e matching in Prolog. In tbis respect, AMR can be 
seen as a graph theoretic counterpart of Klotho. The advantage of AMR is that it can 
reprcsenc the cellular structure, and that the underlining graph algorithm is efficient. Also, 
Sl\l!LES format and react ion formulas are much simpler than a Prolog format. 

Although AJviR accepts a readable input format. its output result is bard to understand 
at a glance without a grapbical user interface. (For an exan1ple session, sec Appendix at 
the end of this thesis.) We are used to see metabo Lism as a pathway maps, which is a 
r:ombinatiou or ·event! rcl,.ted pathways such as 'amino acid biosyntheses'. Therefore, 
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graphical interface i. of great importance in displaying several search results in combina
tion. This is the maio future work to be completed. 

Another future work is the more flexible integration of generic rules into the pathway 
search. Enzymatic reactiO!l$ are classified into about twenty patterns by structures, but the 
obtained patterns could not be used in a pattern-matching fashion: in the pattern-match, 
a larger compound would undergo more variety of transformations, while in reality, it has 
less applicability of enzymes. For example, the most diversely used metabolic compound 
is pyruvate (comprising three carbon atoms), while sugars and ON As i.nteract only with 
their special enzymes such as glycosida.~e or ligase . Tills observation must be reflected 
to the application of generic rules in A:tvffi. In the cunent implementation, a restricted 
number of compounds are subjected to the generic rules for this reason. 

3 



Chapter 3 

Computerizing Reactions 

3.1 Overv iew 

Everything of importance has been said befor·e by some
body who did not discover it. 
- Alf•·ed North Whitehead {1861-1947) Philosopher 

The good model of a chemical system, compounds as well as reactions, bas long been 
pursued by two giant communities: one in chemistry and the other in biochemistry. 

The chemistry group has mainly focused on the construction of database systems, 
in which the knowledge representation of compounds is of crucial issue. A database for 
compounds usually contains: (1) unique identification numbers defined by CAS (Chemical 
Abstrac Service); (2) English names standardized by TUPAC (International Union of 
Pure and Applied Chel!listry); (3) molecular structures represented as adjacency matrices 
or three-dimensional coordinates; ( 4) other chemical characteristics such as stability or 
boiling poin t. The sub-structural search on a database is usually performed u ing bit 
vectors. In the database, each compound is associated with a bit vector, in which each 
bit represents a particular small substructure, or a chemically functional group in the 
compound. ln the search, the query compound is interpreted as a small set of bits, 
and this set is searched against a large number of bit vectors in the database. With this 
technique, the chemical information of ten thousands of compounds can be easily retrieved 
in many commercial database softwares. 

The biochemical group, on the other hand, is concerned with more kinetic aspects of the 
system. Different reaction patterns under equilibrium as well as non-equilibrium have been 
modeled with differential equations with experimentally quantified kinetic parameters. In 
the equations, each variable represents a compound or an intermediate complex, and its 
structural information is usually not considered. When the number of involved components 
is small, simulation-softwares can accurately simulate chemical and enzymatic reactions. 

The above two modeling strategies show a striking contrast. One group deals with 
compounds at the atomic level in a qualitative, dictionary-like fashion , while the other 
tries to accurately describe reactions at the compound level in a quantitative, temporal 
fashion. 

ln its size, metabolism occupi s the middle position between these extremes, and do not 
render itself to either of these successful modeling schemes. His orically, metabolism has 
heeu modeled by biochemists, whose major interests include biosynthesis and de&<radation 
in living org;1.nisms. However, as the size of the metabolism under focus increases, the 
biocherrlical m deling will erld in a rupture for several reasons. 

Pirsl. reaction formulas or differential equations do not consider molecular structures. 
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Without the structural information, it is impossible 
from each reaction formula. 

Citrate 

to construct the reaction pathway 

Acetyl- GoA 

>-< (3S)-Ci!ryl- CoA 

Acetate Malonate 

Malonyl- GoA >-< Acetyl- GoA 

Let us consider the above short pathway from citrate to malonate. Each H-shaped arrow 
corresponds to an enzymatic reaction. The above pathway is not correct: the connected 
reactions on ly exchanges CoA: citrate, acetate, and malonate share nothing in common. 
The wrong connection resu lts from ignoring their molecular struc ures. This flaw may be 
fixed by adding knowledge on chemical groups, but there is no unique decomposition of 
moleCII.les into groups. Thus, atomic information is necessary for modeling metabolism. 

Second, the biochemical modeling requires the detailed information of reactions, such 
as kinetic parameters and the concentration of compounds. Even if the amount of kinetic 
knowledge may rapidly increase in a future , it is impossible to experimentaUy measure 
all the necessary parameters. Even worse, the biochemical modeling is sensitive to these 
parameters. When a new experimental result (e.g. by knockouting a novel gene) comes out 
after having tuned aU the required parameters, t he effort having beeu done for tuning the 
parameters would have to be repeated. Thus, parameters are better omitted for modeling 
metabolism. 

The above difficulties do not arise, if we model metabolism qualitatively at the 
atomic level. With a monotonic knowledge representation, we can accumulate laboratory 
results for a better performance, without fussing on parameters. The difference of the 
metabolic model from a c:hemical database is that the nwnber of compounds is much 
smaller, and that the information of enzymatic reactions must be seamlessly combined with 
that of compounds. The maiu problem i& bow to represent and associate the molecular 
structures in a reaction. 

In the cookie-cut framework , molecular structures are represented as graphs. A reac
tion is interpreted as a mapping between graphs. The sections are organized as follows. 

In Section 3.2, SMILES notation is introduced. It is an input format allowing a flexible, 
easy-to-understand description of molecular structures. S:>·[JLES resembles a conventional 
notation for chemical structures, and can express any compound. including ions, iu a linear 
string format. 

When the input S:Vlii.ES is converted to a graph, two procedures are necessary for 
the identification of its molecular structure: (1) the detection of aromatic rings. and (2) 
the computatio n of its normal form. Both operations are necessitated by the fl exibility 
of SMJLES: a user may input the same molecul in different SMILES. This flexibili ty a lso 
exists in IUPAC names or in the input from a graphical interface, and both operations 
have been a long-standiug difficul ty in chemical computation. We consider these problems 
in the following two sections. 

In Section 3.3, a romatici ty is re-defined so that the detection of aromatic rings can be 
theoreticaUy discussed. Then the algorithm for finding a minimal cycle bas is is shown to 
be applicable for our purpose. 

In Section 3.4 , the clas ical algorithm for automorphism partition is re-introduced, 
and is shown to be a pplicable to the computation of normal forms. Both algorithms arc 
Pract ical and easy to impl ment. 

In Section 3.5, the strategy to treat chirali ty for identifying compounds is discussed. 
lu metabolism, cl1irality is an important characteristic of carbon atoms, be<:ause most 
enzymes show a specific preference on chirali ty. For example, it is well known that I.

amino acids arc more preferred than D-amiuo acids in a living organism. Nevertheless, the 
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computational treatment of chiraUty has not been well discussed in chemical computation, 
probably because its application area wiU be biochemistry, not chemistry. We show a 
guideline ou the extent of how faithfuUy the dural information needs to be considered. 

In Section 3.6, an algorithm for finrling a maximal common subgraph between a graph 
and a tree is introduced. This new branch-and-bound method is applied for the modeling 
of enzymati reactions. The basic idea is that the enzymatic mortification can be detected 
by finding a maximal common subgraph between substrates and products. 

3.2 SMILES 

SMILES is a nomenclature for chemical structures, proposed by Weininger [104]. It is 
one of the most widely used format in chemical computation. Tb.is section introduces 
its basic definition, i.e. the minimum amount necessary to understand our work. The 
original definition is more detailed and thorough to describe various attributes of chemical 
molecules, and Backus-Naur form (BNF) of original SlVIILES is more complex than the 
one introduced here. 1 Readers interested in SMILES are referred to the on-line tutorial 
by its developer. 2 Thi section is essentially a synopsis of Sl\I!ILES tutorial by Daylight 
Chemical Information Systems under its permission. In BNF, the slanied or type~Jri ter 
face denotes terminal symbols. 

3.2.1 Definitions 

Atoms 

atom 
braced_atom 

label 
hydrogens 

charge 

B I C I N I 0 I P I S I F I Cl I Br I I I braced.ato.rn 
[ label atomic.symbol hydrogens charge J 
empty I integer 
empty I H I H integer 
+ integer I - integer 

An atom is specified by a conventional atomic symbol with brackets. Frequently used 
elements in organic chemistry (B, C, N, 0, P, S, F, Cl , Br, and I) may be written without 
brackets, if the number of attached hydrogens conforms to the lowest normal valence 
consistent with explicit bonds. Lowest normal valences are B (3), C (4), N (3,5), 0 (2), P 
(3.5), S (2,4,6) , and 1 for the halogens. Attached hydrogens are implied in the absence of 
brackets, otherwise the number of hydrogens must be explicitly specified. An integer value 
after H may be omitted if it is l. A label is used to specify isotopes. Atoms in aromatic 
rings3 are specified by lower case letters, and chiral carbons are specified by either C~ or 
c~~-

Examples. 
c CH4 methane [C] c elemental carbon 
[S] s elemental sulfur [OH-1] QH- 1 hydroxide anion 
p PH3 phosphi11e [Fe+2] Fe+2 iron (H) cation 

[235U] 23su uranium-235 

1The B! TF in this paper is our original. 
2http: I /WV'.l, daylight. . com/dayhtml/smiles/ 
3The word ring seems pref~:"..rrcd in chem istry, but tho word cycle i$ used in this paper. 
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Molecules 

bonds .. 
rings 

molecule 

ewpty I - I - I # I : 
bonds integer 
bonds atom ri ngs I molecule bonds atom rings 
I molecule ( molecule ) 

Single, double, triple, and aromatic bonds are represented by the symbols - , =, # , and 
:, respectively. Symbols for a single or aromatic bond may be omitted . Branches are 
specified by enclosing them in paren~heses. Cycles are specified by appending pairs of 
integer la bels ins tead of bond symbols. Note that linear notation can describe only a 
tree structm·e. Therefore, integer la bels are attached to the specifications of the atoms 
connected by non-tree edges. Bond symbols may precede the integers to show the type of 
non-tree edges. 

Fig 3.1 shows some examples from Day.light Chemical Information Systems under its 
permission. Note that there are many different, but equally valid S::v!TLES descriptions for 
the same structure. 

(a)~ 

]'1c-/[ c---c c.,-- - c, 
J 2 31 I C - C (b) _C,s-TJI = I 5 I = rc-c~ 1/c- c / c' -c, 
I 4 

HC--CH c---c c,--- c, 
(a) C12C3C4C1C5C4C3C25 (b) C25C3C4C5C1C4C3C12 

c 
I (b) 
c,~ 

S· . r,;)\ ~ 
c~c = 
'c,--'Br 

= (a) CCl=CC(Br)CCCl 
(b) CCl=CC(CCCl)Br 

Figure 3.1: s:--riLES examples 

From now on, chemical molecules are written in SMILES using typewriter face. 

3.3 Detection of Aromatic Cycles 

3.3.1 Definitions 

A molec!llar gmph G(V,E, Jv , f E) is a connected undirected graph of colored nodes and 
edges. lt is without self-loops or multiple edges between the same nodes. Colors correspond 
to the type of atoms or bonds , and arc derived by the functions fv : V -+ N and f E : E -+ 

, respectively. We define the color Uilmber of nodes as the atomic uumber of their 
correspondi ng atoms. That is , /\."( 'carbon node' ) = 6 and fv( 'oxygen node' ) = 8, for 
example. Hydrogens are omitted in a molecular graph as in SMILES. " The color ntunber 
of edges is the number of thci.r contributing electrons. That is, IE( ·single bond' ) = l , 
fe( 'cloubl<' bond")= 2, for example. An aromatic bond is defined / a( 'aromatic bond' 
) = 0. When the type of atoms and bonds are not considered , /Ir and f E arf' omitted , and 

~Note that t.hc number of hydrogens attached to each atom can be cQmputcrl from the vaJence and Lhe 
number of connected honds. 



the structure is simply called a gmph. In considering time complexity, we abuse symbols 
V and E for lVI and lEI. 

A path in G is as~quence of nodes Puv = (u= v1,v2 , · .. , Vk =v) such that (u; , Vi+t) E 
E for 1 :<::; i < k. Its length, (k- 1) , or the distance between u and v, is denoted wCPuul· 

A cycle is a path in which the first and the last nodes are identical. A path is simple 
if no node appears twice. Note that shortest cycles are simple. Two cycles, C and D , can 
be added to form their sum: C + D =(CUD)- (C n D). The set of all cycles is closed 
under the addition, forming the cycle space. The set of simple cycles which can generate 
all cycles is a cycle basis, and a minimum cycle basis B is a basis minimizing L:ceB w(C). 
A cycle is relevant if it belongs to at least one minimum cycle basis. 

3.3.2 Background 

The theoretical basis for aromaticity is easier to state than the experimental criteria. In 
chemistry, a cycle is aromatic if: (1) its carbon atoms are completely conjugated; (2) it 
is planar0; (3) it contains (4n + 2) rr electrons, in which n is a positive integer (Hiickel 
rule). Complete conjugation means the alternative appearance of double and single bonds. 
Inside conjugated bonds, electrons take a special orbit called 1r-orbit. Each double bond 
in the conjugation contributes two rr electrons, and each nitrogen , oxygen, or sulphur 
that is not doubly bonded contributes two rr electrons. Other type of atoms do not 
form aromatic cycles. Therefore, benzene (C1;CC;CC;C1) , pyrrole (N1C;CC;C1), and fura.n 
(D1C;CC;C1) are aU considered aromatic. Cyclobutadiene (C1 ;CC;C1 ), cycloheptatriene 
(C1;CC;CC;CC1), and cyclooctatetreene (Cl;CC;CC;CC;C1) are not aromatic. 

0 ~oO 0 
ben2ene pyrrole furan non-aromatic cycles 

rr electrons 6 6 6 4 6 8 

The rule is basicaUy applied to a monocyclic structure, not to a condensed polycyclic struc
LW'e. The characteristic of polycyclic structures depends on the pattern of condensation. 
For example, naphthalene (C1;CC;CC2;C1C;CC;C2) and phenanthrene (C1;CC;CC2;C1C 
;CC3;C2C;CC;C3) are aromatic, but their outer cycles do not satisfy Hucke! mle. No 
cycles in pentalene (C1;CC;C2C1;CC;C2) follow the rule, but it is called nonbeuzenoid 
aromatic compoUild. 6 

naphthalene phenanthrene pentalene 

In order to normalize or identify au input S:V!ILES, however, the detection of aromatic 
cycles is necessary, because different descriptions are valid for the same molecule. For 
example, Cl;CC;CC=C1 and clccccc1 both denote benzene, and this discrepancy must be 
<nttomatically resolved by converting a uon-aromatic description to an aromatic one. The 
immediate solu tion is to apply Hiickel rule to 'small ' cycles in the structure. 

0 0 @ T hree descriptions of benzeue. 

sThis planru-i.ty is a physical planarity of the Jnolecular ring, not the planarity of its corresponding 
graph structure. 

6This corn pound is not st.a.blc. 



Theoretically the problem is related to the one of finding simple cycles in a graph. However. 
the rule is applied only to a 'small ' cycles, and the computation of all simple cycles is often 
mwecessary. Let us characterize aromatic cycles before considering an algorithm for their 
detection. 

• An aromatic cycle is constituted of the limited atomic types: carbon, oxygen, ni
trogen, or sulphur. Atoms other than carbon do not adjacently appear, because of 
the stabimy of cycles. The valences of nitrogen and sulphur are variable in general, 
but within an aromatic cyc le, their valences are always three and two, respectively. 
Therefore, the degree of a node in an aromatic cycle is less than four, because (!) 
oxygen. nitrogen. and sulphur all have a valence smaller than four; (2) a carbon 
must be connected with a double bond to be in an aromatic cycle, and consequently 
its degree will be less than four. 

• An Aromatic cycle is planar. The physical planarity of each cycle does not necessar
ily imply the graph-theoretic planarity of the entire conjugated structure, but the 
distribution of 1f electrons forces the whole structure to be planar. Although this is 
an empirical observation, the shared edges usually connect carbon atoms. Because 
one double bond contributes two 1f electrons, the conjugate cycle of aromatic cycles 
often satisfies the 4n + 2 rule of aromatkity. 

Observation. An aromatic cycle is planar, and the degree of its nodes is less than four. 

Next, we re-define aromatkity so that both mono- and polycyclic structures are treated 
under the same scheme. 7 

Definition . The function J~ maps a node v E Tl in a molecul.ar graph G{V, E, fv, f e) 
to an integer. 

j,(v) = l ~--
0. 

if /l·(v) = 7, 8, or 16 (nitrogen, oxygen, or sulphur) 
and (Ve = (v, w) E E) fe(e) f 2 (no double bonds) 

if (3e = (v, w) E E) Je(e) = 0, 
or fe(e) = 2 for only one such e 

(one double, or a few aromatic bonds) 
otherwise 

The following procedure finds aromatic cycles. 

AROMATlCfTY DETECTION 

l. Find a molecular subgraph of G induced by tue set of nodes {v I v E V, f"(v) > 0}. 
Let G' be this induced graph. 

2. lf a simple cycle C in G' satisfies LvEC frr(v) = 4n + 2 (n = 1, 2 ... ), then C is 
aromatic. 

0 

The check for aromaticity should be applied to all simple cycles. but in practice. only 
'small' cycles are of interest. Conventionally, chemists call these cycles as 'Smallest Set of 
Smallest Rings' nf the given molecular graph (35]. In this paper , however, we do not use 
their definition, and follow the graph-theoretic chamcterization. 

7This definiLit)n is our originaL 



Definition. (Vismara [100]) A cycle Cis 1·elevant if it belongs to at least one minimum 
cycle basis. o 

Observation. A cycle C i relevant if and only if Lhere is no cycleD such that w(D) < 
w(C) and C = D + D' for some D'-

PROOF. (=>) If C is relevant, C is in some minimum cycle basis B. If D and lY satisfy 
D + D' = C and w(D) < w(C), B- {C} U {D} becomes a smaller cycle basis, which is a 
contradiction. ( <=) Suppose there is noD such that w(D) < w(C) and C = D + D'- In 
some minimum cycle basis B , C must be generated as a combination of cycles in B and is 
written C = I:;=l D; (D; E B ). From the assumption, w(C) ::=; w(D,). If w(C) < w(D,) 
for any D; , B is not a minimum cycle bru is, which is a contraclicLion. II w(C) = w(D;) 
for any D;, B - {D,} U ( C} becomes a minimum cycle basis. o 

The observation shows that r elevant cycles are in fact those of our interest. Therefore, 
we apply the 'I:uEC f,.(v) = 4n + 2' check of aromaticity only to relevant cycles, not to 
aU simple cycles. 

By this procedure, all nodes in naphthalene and phenanthrene will be included in 
aromatic cycles. Cycles in pentalene remain non-aromatic, but the decision of their aro
maticity (in a chemical sense) also relies on experimental data. We shall discuss on this 
issue later. 

3.3.3 Finding Cycles 

We have seen that the detection of aroma ic cycles is achieved by tbe detection of relevant 
cycles. 

Problem 1. 
Tnstance: Biconnected (molecular) graph G. 
Question: Find all relevant cycles. 

Vismara. showed a polynomial-time algorithm which computes a compact representa
tion of the set of relevant cycles. A polynomially sized representation is necessary, because 
the number of relevant cycles may be exponential in general (Fig 3.2). 

P~-6r 
~--~ 

Figure 3.2: There are 2"' patterns from p tor-. {2n/<~ cycles with 3n/4 nodes) 

In a biochemical application, however, such exponential case does not appear. There
fore, it is rnor appropriate to list all possible relevant cycles, than to use a. compressed 
representation of cycles. The problem is basically solved by the algorithm for computing 
a minimum cycle basis. 

Theorem 3.3.1 (Hubicka and Syslo [47)) If e is tl1l edge, and C is a shortest cycle 
Utrough. e, then C is in some minimum cycle basi.9. Moreove•·, any minimum cycle basis 
must contain some sh.Q7·test cycle thmugh e. 

The Theorem 3.:l.l is of fundamental importance in the theory on cycle basis. In general, 
the set of cycles S = { Ce I Ce is a shortest cycle through e E G} needs not contain a. 



minimum cycle basis. Horton's algorithm finds a minimum cycle basis in polynomial-time, 
by generating cycles for each node and edge. and by applying Gaussian elimination (46]. 

HORTON'S ALGORITHM 

l. Compute the shortest path Puu for each pair of nodes u and v in G. 

2. For each node wand edge (n,v), create the cycle C(w,u,v) =fiwu+Pwv+(u,v) and 
calculate its length. Degenerate cases i.n which fiwu and Pwv share nodes other than 
w are omitted. 

3. Sort the cycles by length. 

4. Consider the cycles as the rows of a binary matrix, whose columns and rows cor
respond to the edges and the incidence vectors of the cycles. respectively. Perform 
Gaussian eliminat ion in the order of the length. When enough independent cycles 
have been found , the process stops. 

The last step dominates the computational time of the algorithm, and its order is O(V .&). 
Vismara's algorithm for finding (the compact representation of) relevant cycles is similar, 
and has the same time complexity. 

For our purpose, the enumeration of relevant cycles is necessary to check the aromatic
ity for each cycle, and the computation of cycle bases is unnecessary. The ad-hoc so lution 
of the Problem 1 is to compute all shortest paths to generate all relevant cycles in the first 
step, and to avoid the costly final step. 

AD-HOC ALGORITHM 

1-3. Same as Horton 's algorithm except that it generates all shortest cycles. 

4. Check aromaticity for each cycle in the order of the length. 

The ad-hoc algorithm applies the check for aromaticity for cycles which are not relevant, 
buc it is harmles ' for our purpose. Finding all shortest cycles is achieved by a minor 
modification of Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm. So, the first and the second step takes 
O(V2 log V + V 2 E) time. The time caken by the third seep depends on the number of 
generated cycles. Tbis method takes O(V2 Jog V + V 2 E +](Jog K) , in which ]( is the 
number of shortest cycles. 

Another strategy for detecting aromatic cycles is to use the algorithm for finding all 
simple cycles, instead of relevant. cycles. Except for a highly polymeric structure such as 
nanotube or fullerene, the number of simple cycles .in a molecular graph is small. The fast 
algorithm based on depth-first search with backtrack is proposed by Johnson [50]. For 
detail , readers are referred to the survey by Mateti and Deo (61]. 

3.3.4 Discussion 

Applicability 

ll is important to note which molecules are correctly found aromatic, and which are not, 
by our definition. Obviously, bcnzenoid aromatic structures are correctly found aromatic. 
Among nonbenzenoid aromatic compounds, ·ome are stable, while others are uot. Stable 
oues are found aromatic, because they satisfy 1-liickel rule. The number of rr electrons for 
non-io nic stable compounds is correctly counted by our definition, even when the cycle is 
irregular (Fig 3.:J). OLLr definition finds the aromaticity of heme too. 
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azulene tropolone [4n + 2] annulene 

Figure 3.3: Stable nonbenzenoid aromatic compounds. They do not appear in metabolism, 
but our definition of aromat ici ty works for them too. 

On the other band, non-ionic unstable compounds, such as pentalene, are not found 
aromatic. Ionic stable compounds, whose number of 7r electrons depends on the ionic 
charge, are not found aromatic either (Fig 3.4). However, they do not appear in basic 
metabolism, >tnd we consider that our defini tion perfectly works for bacterial metabolism. 

&. ® @) 
cyclopropenium ion cyclopentadienide ion tropylium ion 

Figure 3.4: Stable ion ic aromatic compounds. They do not appear in metabolism, and 
our definit ion of aromaticity does not work for them either. 

History 

In chemical computat ion. the ring perception problem bas been considered for long (32, 
35, 12, 37), and the problem of finding shortest cycles is formalized as SSSR (Smallest Set 
of Smallest Rings) problem. T he tradition of proving by examples and the defini t ion of 
SSSR, which i not canonical, complicate the problem. but we consider that the related 
theoretical problems have been solved in many cases [50, 96]. Although the computation 
time will be exponential in theory, the enumeration of all relevant cycles has an important 
chemical app lication, such as predicting a boiling or freezing point of molecules. Therefore, 
an efficient algorithm like Horton's or Visrnara's is quite important in a practical viewpoint. 



3.4 Topological Equivalence 

3.4.1 Background 

In a molecular graph, two nodes u and v are topologically equivalent if there is an automor
phism mapping from u to v. In chemistry terms, they must share the same surrounding 
structures: atoms, bonds, and their configuration. The detection of such Sites is im
portant for checking whether a given carbon atom is chiral, or for analyzing peaks in 
spe tral analyses. Unfortunately, the problem of automorphism partitioning is known to 
be equivalent to the graph-isomorphism problem. Since the latter problem is unlikely to 
be solvable in polynomial-time, the detection of topoiogically equivalent nodes also seems 
intractable [54]. Moreover, the problem becomes even more complex when clllrality is 
considered. 

In. chemical computation. Morgan .method [69] bas been the mainstream solution. for 
the probiem. H is a procedure to partition nodes by iteratively calculating their integer 
labels, so that topologically different nodes obtain different labels8 The original method 
is simple, but incomplete. Because it does not identify structures which fall outside of .its 
detection power, all positions with the same label must be checked for the correctness , 
using an addi tional t ime-consuming procedure. 

In pursuit of a more elegant method , many different approaches were proposed, but 
were followed by as much disproof (49, 91, 23 1 98, 79, 29 , 75, 82, 60, 34]. The history 
of proposal and disproof comes from the tradition of proving by examples; most algo
rithms were reported to work on a handful of examples, aod their actual computational 
power remained unknown. It is also hard to compare the detection power or the range of 
completeness of those algorithms. 

The detection of topologically equiva lent sites is closely related with the normalization, 
or finding the unique name, of a molecular graph. In practice, the augmented version 
of Morgan method by Wipke and Dyott (SEMA method) has been the best accepted 
method [106]. Recenlly, Faulon showed a proven polynomial-time algorithm for finding 
the automorphism partitioning of a planar mo.lecule (36]. His algorithm is quite similar 
to the one for the isomorphism testing for planar graph by Hopcroft and Tarjan [44], 
and does not consider chirality. Independently, Akutsu published a proven algorithm for 
normali~ing a planar molecule with chi1·al information [5]. His algorithm is a combination 
of SEMA method and Hopcroft and 'Ta.rjan's algorithm. 

Definitions 

If all vert ic s have the same degre k, then the graph is Tegular of degree k or k-TegulaT. 
A graph G is called stmngly regula?' if it is regular of degree k , and if any two adjacent 
(non-adjacent) vertic'S are adjac nt to exactly >. (respectively p) other vertices. Four 
integers (n, k, >. , p) are the paran1eters of a strongly regular graph. 

Given two graphs G 1(\fJoEJ) and G2(V2 , E2) , a one-to-one mapping a of \11 onto V2 

is an isomorphism if and only if (u,v) E Et ¢> (ml,au) E ~ (V'u,v E \fJ). If t here exists 
an isomorphism mapping V1 into V2 , then G1 and G2 ll.J'e isomorphic. denoted G 1 S! G2. 
An inva·riant is the parameters of a graph p.reserved under isomorplllsm. An invariant I 
is complete if GL S! G2 => I (Gt) = I (G2), otherwise it is incomplete. 

A one-to-oue mapping a of V onto \f is an automorpbi ·m of G if and only if (u, v) E 
E ¢>(au. au) E E (V'u,v E V). lf t here exists an automorphism mapping u into v, t hen 
u and v are similar, denoted u ~ ·v. A graph is transitiue if u ~ v (V'x, y E V). The 

8 In chemical cornpntntion, it is called a cauonical labeling or canonical ordering. 
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automorphism partition of G is the partition of V induced by the equivalence relation ~. 
A partitioned set of nodes is called a cell of the partition. A ver·tea; invariant or u-invadant 
of a graph G(V, E) , denoted ic, is a function which labels vertices with integers: ic : V ..._, 
Nand u ~ v '* ic(u) = ia(v) (Vu,v E V). The integer value ic(-u) is a label of u. The 
complement G(V,F) of the graph G(V,E) satisfies F = {(u,v) I u of vi\ (u ,v) (t E}. A 
v-invariant ic is strongly ·incomplete if ic(u) = ic(11) and ic(u) = ic(") (V·u, v E V). 

3.4.2 Existing Methods 

Automorphism Partition 

Given a molecular graph G, Morgan method computes its v-invariant, i.e. an integer label 
for each node, in the following process (Fig 3.5). 

MORGAN ALGORITHM 

1. For each node, set au integer label cons idering its atomic number, degree, and type 
of bond {single, double, and others). The initial label for a node v is denoted 1.,. 
Partition the set s = { 1. I v E G} into ceUs { c,' ... ck}, in which {1/v, w E C;) lv = lw 
for each ci (1 $ i $ k). 

2. For each node v, update lv: 

(a) Duplicate labels of all adjacent nodes of"· 

{b) Add those labels to lv. 

3. Partition S into cells. If the number of cells increases by the update, repeat Step 2. 
Otherwise stop. 

l3 

CtY=? 
23 23 

19 

(3) 

~ .. 
LU" '(4) 77 

Figme 3.5: Example run of Morgan algorithm. (1) Each node is assigned a label corre
sponding to its nwnber of connectivity. (2) For each node, add labels of its adjacent nodes. 
{3) T bls step is repeated unti!Jto classification is achieved. (4) Classification stops. Each 
node has a unique label. 

Step 2 takes E time, and the set S must be sorted for classificat ion in each iteration. 
The iteration may be repeated V times, and the total time-complexity is bounded by 
O{V2 Jog V + V E). 

The simple addition of labels may produce the coincidental match in the added results 
for topologically different nodes. T he F ig 3.6 is such an example [9 1]. Two nodes 112 and 
'UJ•I will not be distinguished by Morgan algorithm, although they are different because of 
the single nitrogen v18 . This resul t is intuitively understood when the structure is rotated 
by 120°; the three nodes, 112, v11 , and Vts share the same position after the rotation. 

T he artifact resLLlting from the addition is avoidable by using a multiset of cells (with
out integer labels) [25], a one-to-one MAP functi on [36], or a multiplication of prime 
nu,ubers [105], instead of the simple addition of labels. 

Example of MAP function (Elements x, · · · Xn a.re sorted.): 
MAP(x,,x2. · · · , x.,) = XJ + x2M + · · · +xnM"-1 1/n(:tn < M) 
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Figure 3.6: Nodes '1!2 and v14 will not be distinguished by Morgan algorithm. 

Even if the addition is replaced with some alternative operation, however, the essence 
of Morgan algorithm is the same as the terminal connection partitioning by Corneil and 
Gotlieb [25]. Their partitioning powers are the same, and they do not refine the partition 
of a large class of graphs including regular non-transitive graphs. The Fig 3.7 shows two 
negative examples. Left example is regular, but a non-regular graph as in the right also 
becomes a negative example. 

Morgan{!, 2, · · ·16} 
Answer {1,2,3,4 ,13,14,15,16} 

and {5, 6, · .. J2} 

Morgan{l,2,3,4} and 
{5, 6, . ·16} 

Answer {1, 2, 3, 4}, 
{5, 6, 7, 8} , and 
{9, 10, .. ·16} 

Figure 3.7: Morgan algorithm fai ls in these graphs. 

Observation. Morgan algorithm does not partition regular graphs. 

Normalization 

The normal form of a molecular graph G(ll, E, Jv, f e) is a string describing the information 
in V.E,Jv and fE· Let Pv = (uJ, ... v11 ) bean order among node. For nodev , let str(v) 
be a string expression of fv(v). For edge e = {v;,v;} (i > j), let st•·(e) be a string 
expression of i,j, and fe(e). The order of edges Pe is defined after Pv: {v1.wt} > 
{v2 . w2} # Vt > 112 V {v1 = v21\ WI > w2). The brute-force method to generate the normal 
form of G is to: (1) concatenate str(v) for al l v E V in the order of Pv, and str(e) for all 
e E E in the order of Pe , using an appropriate separator; (2) repeat Step 1 for all possible 
orderings in Pv; (3) select Lhe lexicographically minimum name among all the generated. 

The number of possible Pv may be exponential in the brute-force method , but in 
practice, it will be significantly reduced for a non-symmetric graph, using the resu lt of 
Morgan algorithm. 

NORMALIZING ALGORITHM 

1. App ly the breadth-first search in the order of labels from a node with the minimum 
label. Wben two or more adjacent nodes have the same label in the search, generate 
the visitiJJg order for all possible combinations. Let this order be Pv. 

2. For each visiting order A.·, output .st1·(v) and str(e) as is explained above. 

:J. If more than one name is generated, choose tbe lexicographically minimum one. 

lt is necessary to generate (tentat ive) normal forms for all possible orderings among nodes 
of the same v-invariant , because the partitioni ng process is not complete; for any pair of 
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nodes v and w , v f w if lv f' lw, but lv = lw does not imply v ~ w. Because of this 
incompleteness, ~he total number of orderings will be the same as the brute-force method 
for a symmetric structure. 

The better idea was suggested by Corneil and Gotlieb already in 1970 [25]. If one node 
in a certain cell is assumed to be different from the other nodes in the same cell , it will 
introduce a finer partitioning to the other remaining cells. If two nodes v and ware in fact 
similar, the assumption that v is unique and the same assumption for w should produce 
the same partitioning result. This process is called Vertex Quotient (VQ) . 

VQ PARTJTION [25] 

1. Apply Morgan algorithm. 

2. For each cell of two or more uodes S = {v1, • · • ,vk}: 

(a) Remove one node v; from S, and consider it as a unique cell. 

(b) Apply Morgan algorithm, and obtain a new set of cells P; on the assumption 
that v, is different from nodes in S\{v,}. 

(c) Return v; to S, and repeat this process for all nodes inS. 

(d) If P; f' Pj for some 1 :S i < j :S k, partition S to sub-cells according to 
P; (1 :S i :S k), and return to Step 1. 

Corneil and Gotlieb showed that the result of VQ process is the antomo.rphism partition 
of G, if G does not contain strongly regular non-transitive graph. For such graphs, there 
is no need to consider aU possible orderings, if Normalizing algorithm is run after the 
application of VQ partition. That is, when two or more adjacent nodes have the same 
label in the breadth-first search in Normalizing algorithm, choose an arbitrary one and 
proceed the search, then the result will be a unique visiting order among nodes. 

Definition. The relation P -< Q between two algorithm denotes that the partition 
acbi ved by algorithm Q is finer than that by algorithm P. o 

The above argument tells (Morgan algoritlun)-<(Morgan algorithm with VQ partition). 
Although VQ partition is powerful, it directly calls Morgan algorithm. The partitioning 
power of Morgan method heavily affects the total computation time in practice, because 
the VQ partition repeatedly calls Morgan method for each tentatively similar node. In 
order to minimize the number of calls of Morgan method, we introduce another v-invariant 
to be replaced with Morgan algorithm. 

3.4.3 Partition by Distance 

Matrix algorithm 

Given a graph G, its di.~tance matdx is 

in which d.,3 (I $ i :S j :S n) is the distance between nodes v; ant.l Vj. and n is the number 
of node.s in G. The diagonal line is zeroed: d,; = 0. We propose a partitioning using the 
distauce matrix. 
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MATRIX ALGORITHM 

l. same as Morgan algorithm 

2. For each node v, update lv,: 

(a.) Duplicate labels of a ll nodes in G. 

(b) For all node v; (l :S j :S n) , add (vj · d;j) to lv,· 

3. same as Morgan algorithm 

Addition is used to contrast the algorithm with Morgan's, but a multiset of cells or a 
MAP function is recommended in practice. The distances from a single node is computed 
by a breadth-first search, and the matrix is computed in 0(0 + V E) time. The number 
of iterations required in the worst case is hard to estimate for Matrix algorithm, but if 
the iteration is bounded by log If, the time complexity of Matrix algorithm is the same 
as Morgan a.lgorithm. In practice, a siguillcant acceleration is achieved, because it is used 
in combination with VQ partition. Note that, in VQ partition, the number of recalls of 
Matrix (or Morgan) algorithm depends on the partitioning power of Matrix (or Morgan) 
algorithm. 

Observation. (Morgan algorithm) -< (Matrix algorithm) -< (Morgan with VQ) = 
(Matri..x with VQ) 

The v-i1warian.t computed in Matrix algorithm considers all the nodes in different 
distances from each node. If only adjacent nodes are considered, Matrix algorithm is the 
same as }..{organ a lgorithm. Their powers are not equal, because there is a class of graphs 
which can be correctly partitioned by Matrix algorithm. but not by Morgan algorithm. 
Fig 3.7 is such rut example. 

The partition by Matrix algorithm with VQ partition is finer than the one without 
VQ partition. VQ partition also considers the classification based on the effect of a single 
node to others as in Matrix algorithm, but it keeps the partition result for each tentatively 
similar nodes, and later compares them. On the other hand , Matrix algorithm averages the 
result of partitions based on each node. Therefore, VQ partition produces finer partition 
than Matrix algorithm a lone. Two graphs in Fig 3.8 have the same distance matrices, and 
therefore look same under Matrix algorithm alone. 

Figure 3.8: Two graphs of the srune distance matri..x 

3.4.4 Discussion 

Related Work 

Recent ly, we found a similar work by Schmidt and Druffel [88], which used the custa.nce 
matrix to compute the initial pru"titiou of the automorphism group. Their purpose was 
to reduce the search space in testing gmpb isomorphism with backtrack, but they d.id not 
refine the parlitiou iteratively with VQ process. In this respect, ow· work remai11s useful, 
bec:ause the improvement in the initial pcu·tition with VQ process i applicable for their 
Problem too. 
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Completen ess 

The invariant based on the distance matrix is also known to be incomplete. 

Theorem 3.4.1 (Corneil a nd Kirkpatrick (26)) 
incomplete. 

Distance invariant ic is stmngly 

In fact. stronger incompleteness was proven for ic. For any graph, there is a polynomial
time transformalion mapping any graph to a regul.ar non-transitive graph, for which ic 
fails (26]. 

In Chemical application, the use of Matrix algorithm with VQ partition will be justified, 
if a strongly regular non-transitive graph does not appear in chemical molecules. It is 
highly probable, because la strongly regular non-transitive graph requires at least twenty
five vertices9 The investigation on the type of graph for which the automorphism group 
is hard to find has been of theoretical interest, but it is almost certain that the VQ process 
is complete for biochemical molecules. 

Other Algorit hms 

VQ partition has been unnoticed in the community of chemical computation, in which 
many alternative approaches were proposed but were countered with negative examples. 
All such negative examples having appeared so far are not strongly regular non-transitive, 
and in fact , they are correctly partitioned by Matrix algorithm alone. Therefore, those 
negative examples are correctly partitioned with the algorithm by Corneil and Gotlieb. 
Note that Matrix algorithm is a practical acceleration of Morgan's algorithm. 

Another strategy is to restrict the class of graph. Theoretically efficient algorithms for 
graph isomorphism problem or automorphism partition exist fo r a various class of graphs: 
planar, tree, partial k-tree, almost-tree, bounded valence, or bounded average genus. Some 
works are far from being practical , but the application of these algorithms is an alternative 
approach for the problem (36]. 

11'There are sevP.ral. {Personal communication with Dr. £ . Spence at. U Glasgow) 
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3.5 Chirality 

3.5.1 Background 

Conventional Notation 

A carbon node is chira/ or asymmet1"ic when i joints four different chemical groups, 
forming a tetrahedron. 1° Four branches can take only two configurations, denoted using 
R and S in organic chemistry, or D and L in biochemistry. The definition of D-carbon 
is that it has the same configuration as the central carbon node of biologically active 
glyceraldehyde (C(D)C(O)C=D). The configuration of L-carbon is its mirror image. D (or 
L) can be used as a prefix of a molecular name, meaning that the molecule is derived from 
D-glyceraldehyde (or L resp.). Thus, D-glucose is D, because its fifth carbon node, derived 
from glyceraldehyde, retains D configuration. 

R,S-system has a more formal definition. Given a chiral carbon node, its connected 
cherrrical groups are arranged so that the group of the least atomic weight goes backward. 
When several branches tie, the second next nodes are compared. When the other three 
groups are arranged in the increasing order clockwi e, it is R-carbon, otherwise S. For 
example, the order of frequently used chemical groups is: 

-SH > -O H > -N H2 > -COOH 11 > -CHO > -CH3 > -H. 

Note that only D,L-system is used as a prefix of molecular names. R,S-system always 
specifies the configuration of a single carbon node. 

It is worth noting that the ambiguous D,L definition is sufficient for biochemistry; 
molecules in metabolism is simple enough to handle their chirality by human hand with 
an ad-hoc naming. The natural phenomenon that L configuration dominates in living 
organisms also helped the acceptance of the ambiguous definition. 

Theoretically, the choice of symbols, RS or DL, makes no difference in its treatment. 
In this paper, two configurations are denoted with + and - signs. Another way to define 
chirality is , ·a node is chiral when when its two configurations are not superposable'. In 
this paper, a node is ch.im/ when to i t has a unique configuration. A node is non-chim/ 
when its two configurations are superposable. 

SMILE S for C hira li ty 

In SMILES, the configuration of a chiral node's branches is specified using eith r ~~ or 0. 
By defau lt, four branches are given the left to right order in the notation. When they are 
arranged so that the leftmost group comes to the front, and if the other three are arranged 
clockwise, @0 is attached to the notation of the carbon node. Otherwise 0 is attached. 
These symbols may be intentionally omitted. In such a case, the notation denotes both 
configurations, i.e. the mixture of both chirality, called racemic mixture. Note that carbon 
nodes which are not ch iral also have no ~ symbols. 

3.5.2 Determining N ormal For m 

In Normalizing a lgorit hm, the information of node v was output as st,-(v), which is a 
string expression of fv(v). For a carbon node only, we modify its str(v) to additionally 

More precisely, t.his chirality is called central cbiraliLy. [u chemistry, axial chirality CtiHs _C2Hs 
tQaud planar chirality are al!w important. Moreover, other elements may form a central '~CHJ 

~hira!ity (right. figure). ·we consider only the central chirality or carbon nodes1 because 6 
u. is n'l()St important in biochemistry. 

11
Carboxyl group is denoted -C02 hereafter. 
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co, 
YH 

NH, 

D-alauine 
[C~H](C(=O)O)(C)N 

[H] [C~] (C(=O)O) (C)N 
[C~~H] (C(=O)O)(N)C 

L-alanine 
[C~~H](C(=O)O)(C)N 

[C~~H](C)(N)C(=O)O 

[C~H](C(=O)O)(N)C 

Figure 3.9: SMILES examples for a chiral node 

contain the string expression of either one of three configurations: [normal], [+], or [-]. 
The string expr ssion of a chiral node contains either [+] or [-], and that of a non-chi..ral 
node contains [normal]. The main topic of this section is how to choose one configuration 
for P.ach carbon node according to the user-specified SMILES symbols. 

In this section, we assume that a user makes no input error and that a complete v
invariant is available. For each chiral node in a molecular graph, a user specifies ~~ , ~ . or 
no symbol (racemic mixture) in S:VIILES. Since there is no .input error, its interpretation 
is as follows. 

• If a user put neither®@ nor <0 symbol to a carbon node, its configm·ation is (normal]. 

• Otherwise, its configuration is either[+] or [-]. 

Theoretical Aspects 

With a complete v-invariant. it is possible to find the normal form of any molecular 
graph with chirality, at least in theory, because there is a simple transformation of the 
chiral configuration into a normal. graph [4]. If Normalizing algorithm is applied after this 
transformation, it will generate the unique normal form of the given molecular graph. 

This transformation, however , introduces 40 nodes for each chiral carbon atom. For 
example, the total number of nodes for glucose, originally 12 nodes, will become 168 
after the transformation. Considering the size of the expansion, it is not a good strategy 
to compute the normal form of the transformed graph with Normalizing algorithm in 
Section 3.4. Also, the representation of racemic mixture is not straightforward in the 
transformation method; the simplest way is to prepare several different graphs for each 
configuration. In reality, almost all structm·es appearing in basic metabolism are not 
highly symmetric. Therefore, we will show an ad-hoc but simpler method. 

Our ad-hoc st rategy uses adjacency lists as in SEMA method. It is not complete. but 
works efficiently and sufficiently enough (or biochemistry. Its advantage is that it treats 
chirality as an additional property of the graph structm·e. This patched-up method is suit
able for biochemical application, bec.ause chirality should be considered in some enzymatic 
reactions (chiral specificity), whi le others proceed regardless of chiral informatiou. 

Let ic be a complete v-invariant for molecular graph G(V, E , fv, fe) , computed with
out considering ~~ or <0 symbol. Assume that carbon node v E V has four adjacent nodes 
{w~,w2,W3,w4 }. If ic(wi) # ic(wj) (\fi,j)(l :::; i < j ~ 4), then the chirality of v is 
implied by the graph structure, because its four adjacent nodes are not automorphic. On 
the other hand , ic(w;) = ic(w1) for some i and j means that the chirality of v is implied 
by th · chirality of other nodes . 

We first discuss the former case, and exp lain how[+] or[-] is chosen according to the 
input <0~ and ~ symbols. Then we discuss the latter case, iu which the chiral information 
mnst be integrated in the automorphism partitioning process. lr1 the following argument , 
we !L~sume that node v is a chiral node with ~~ or t!l symbol in SMILES. 
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Chirality based on Topology 

Consider four adjacent nodes {w1,w2,w3 ,w4 } of node v , and assume ia(w;) -f ia(w3 ) 

(Vi, j) (1 :o; i < j 5 4). In SMILES notation, <U\!1 or <U symbol is attached to a chiral 
node according to the written order of its branches. Note that the 00 {or 0) symbol 
switches to the other, when the order two adjaceut branches are exchanged in the iuput 
(Fig 3.9). Without loss of generality, we assume that the adjacent nodes are written in 
order {wt , W2 ,W3,W•) in SMILES. We write ia(w;) as l, , and then the v- invariants for 
adjacent nodes form a list {lt,l2,l3,L.1}. The exchange between adjacent branches in the 
input, say, between the first and the second, produces the list {l2,11 ,l3 , l4}, and this list 
signifies the other configura&ion. That is , an even number of permutations in the list 
retains the configuration of chirality, while odd permutations change it. Therefore, the 
following twelve patterns share the same configuration. 

lt,lz,l3 , l <~ l, , !J,l,.. , l'l h , l.; , l'l, l3 b. , h , L!,lo~ h,l, , l4 , b b , l4 , l3 , l1 
h,l, ~ l:! , l,, h , l2 , lo~ , lt l:hl4 , l1 , l2 lq, l1.l3 , l2 l.-; , laJ2.lt l,. , l'l , ll , lJ 

Definition. For each chiral node v, let 1 ~, 12 , 13 , l4 be the four labels, computed by a 
complete v-invariant, of its adjacent nodes written in SMILES in order {wt ,W2,WJ , w.1). 
We assume none of them are equal. If the above twelve patterns includes the sorted order 
of the labels, the configuration of v is [+]. Otherwise it is [ -] . o 

This method using an adjacency list is fu·st introduced in SEMA method [106] . 

Chirality based on Other Chiral Nodes 

lf any two adjacent nodes of node v share the same label, i.e. l ; = li (1 5 i < j 5 4), then 
the chirality of v depends on the chirality of other nodes. Note that the® (or ®0) symbol 
indicates v is in £act chiral, because there is no input error. One such example in basic 
metabo]jsm is arabitol {C( D)C ( D)C(D)C(D)C(D) ; Fig 3.10) . The chirality of its central 
carbon node (numbered 3 in the figure) depends on the chirality of two sidiug carbon 
nodes (numbered 2 and 4) . 1 ~ 

OH OH 
r++--N 
OH OH OH 

Figure 3.10: Arabitol 

OH OH J:._H) 
~('~:::~(! 

Figure 3.11: Symmetric structures with p-chiral nodes 

Since the configuration of the node 2 a nd 4 become known daring the automorp hism 
Partitioning process, it is possible, in the following partitioning process, to assi&rn new 

12 A.rabitol is the only one structure having this type of symmetry among about 1000 basic compounds in 
metabolism. ]Jl theory, arabitol can take &wo pattcms in its configuration, but in nature, only D-arabitol 
exists. 
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labels to the carbon nodes of[+] and [-] configuration. If [+] and [-] nodes are given 
different labels from the one for nodes of unknown or [normal] configuration. That is , 
if they are regarded as different atomic elements from carbon, then the configuration of 
other chiral node will be determined by the same procedure, which is the list of v-invariant 
labels. Tllis observation leads to the following operation. 

Definition. Chiml Conversion is a procedure to assign new initial labels to carbon 
nodes whose configuration is newly detected [+] or [-]. The labels are different from 
those for carbon nodes of unknown or (normal] configuration. o 

Note that the cbiral conversion reveals the chirality of nodes at the symmetric center of 
the molecular graph. Let us consider the case of arabitol again. The first chiral conversion 
provides new labels to node 2 and 4 simultaneously. The configuration of node 3 is then 
determined, and it will obtain a new label in the second chiral conversion. The conversion 
is repeated until no further partitioning of nodes is achieved. 

There may be chiral nodes whose configuration cannot be determined through the 
chiral conversion. We call these nodes pseudo-chiral or p-chiml. 

Defin ition. A p-chiml node is a chiral node whose configuration has not been deter
mined by the automorphism partitioning with chiral conversion. o 

The four numbered nodes in Fig 3.11 (left) are all p-chiral.13 Note that p-ch.iral nodes 
are chiral nodes which are not yet assigned their configuration. It's chirality will be 
revealed when the chirality of other nodes is determined, which means. there must be at 
least two other p-chiral nodes in the structure. If there are less than. two p-chiral nodes, 
their automorph ic bJ·anches will not be differentiated by assigning the chiral configuration 
to p-chiral nodes. 

One way to determine their configuration is to tentatively assign either one configu
ration to some p-chiral node. In Fig 3.11, if the node 1 is assumed to be [+], three other 
nodes will obtain either [+] or [-] configuration, accordingly. On the other hand , if the 
node 1 is [-] , the other nodes obtain different configuration, which is not necessarily the 
reverse of the previously assigned configuration. Since the pattern of configuration is not 
predictable l4 , a number of configw·ation patterns must be tested to find the normal form 
of the structure. The similar observation is also found in he work by Agarwal [3, 2]. In 
the case of Fig 3.11 (left). suppose node 1 and 3 share the minimum label in ·ormalizing 
algorithm. We need to test two cases: in one case, tbe node 1 becomes the root of the 
breadth-first search and is assigned [+], and in the other, the node 3 becomes the root 
and is[+]. 

From a practical viewpoint , we do not pUl"Sue the problem of efficiently finding the 
configumtion producing the normal form, firstly because p-cb.iral nodes do not appear 
in basic compounds in metabolism, and secondly because users frequently make input 
errors. When p-chiral nodes exist in inpu t data, it is highly probable that the chiral 
specificat ion is an error. Moreover, the procedure to correctly treat p-chiral nodes with 
errors is time-consuming. The next subsection exp lains this problem in detail. 

3.5.3 Input Error 

So far we have assmned that there is no i.npu t error, but in reality, users often make 
mistakes. The typical error is to: 

l3 Wc assume that a. user specifies «1 (or !D~) symbol in its SMILES notation. 
1 ~Note that th(' decision of [+I or [~J depends on v~invariant. labels , and che labels depend on atoms1 

bonds. and other parameters. 
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• forget a chiral specification; 

• attach a spurious chiral specification. 

First of all, the former error cannot be detected, because the omission of the input coo
figuration is interpreted as racemic mixture. The detection of the latter error is possible, 
if there is no p-chiral node. 

Observation. For structures without p-chiral nodes, spurious chiral coofigw·ation can 
be detected. 

PROOF. Let v be a node with ®® (or ®) symbol whose adjacent nodes w1 and w2 
satisfy ic(wt) = ic(w2), when 0® and ® symbols are not considered (i.e. wi thout chiral 
conversion). II v is not p-cbiral, both ic(wi) and ic(w2) must change and differ after 
(possibly multiple execution of) the chiral conversion. Otherwise, the branch structure 
does not contain chiral nodes, and the chiral symbol at v is an input error. o 

In general, the detection of spurious cbiral signs is time-consuming, because all the 
possible configurations of carbon nodes must be checked to achieve the complete detection. 

Let us assume that p-ddral nodes may exist in the structure. If ic(wt) and ic(w2) do 
not differ after the chiral conversion, v is a p-chiral node, or the chiral symbol of v is an 
input error. 

Assume that v is in fact a p-chiral node. In this case, when v is tentatively assigned 
[+] or [-], the branches of other p-chiral nodes will be differentiated, i.e. the pr·eviously 
equal v-invarian labels of their adjar.ent nodes become different by the assignment. The 
previously equal labels of "'s adjacent nodes should become different too. On the other 
hand, assume that the chiral symbol is an input error. If v is tentatively assigned [+] or 
[-], the branches of other p-chiral nodes is differentiated , but the previously equal labels 
of v's adjacent nodes do not become different. Thus, it is possible to detect input errors 
for the nodes with cb ir-a! signs. 

The difficulty arises when their tentative assignment differentiates the adjacent labels 
of a carbon node without any chiral symbol. The differentiation indicates an input error in 
some cases, while in others, it does not lead to an error. In the left structure or Fig 3.11, 
for any of the four carbon atoms to be chiral, the chiral sign for all of them must be 
specified. If any of chiral sign is omitted, then the remaining signs become input errors. 
This argument does not hold in the right structme of Fig 3.11. 

In order to find input errors for the nodes without chiral signs, all their po sible 
configurations need to be checked. Since the omission of chiral signs is a. shorthand of 
w'iting both configurations (racemic mixture), the number of possible configurations can 
be big even for a simple compound in metabolism. 

3.5.4 Discussion 

History 

Although the treatment of chirality is an important issue in chemical computation, e.
P cially in biochemical application, the general scheme to handle chiral information has 
not been established yet. SEMA method is widely accepted for the generation of normal 
forms, but it does not support the description of racemic mixture. 

Implementation 

lu contnL't. tn the high frequency of input errors, p-chiral nodes very rarely appear in basic 
metabolism. A rarity of complex chiral structures is also understood from the widespread 
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use of the ua"ively defined D,L-system. 
In practice, it is more helpful to support an error detection than to support the ef

ficient algorithm for finding normal forms with p-chiral nodes. Therefore, in the actual 
implementation, we suggest the following process: (1) Apply Matrix and VQ process with 
chiral conversion; (2) output warnings for p-chiral nodes. and consider them as [normal) 
carbon. Thus , different con£gurations of p-chiral nodes will be ignored. This strategy is 
not appropriate for general chemical database, because there are many structures with 
p-chiral nodes. However, it is sufficient for biochemical application. 
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3.6 Graph Matching 

3.6.1 Background 

Finding a maximal common. nbstructu.re between compounds is one of the oldest problems 
in chemical computation15 rrhe problem drew attention not only of chemists but of 
computer scientists, because it can be formulated as finding a maximal common subgraph 
(MCS), a problem which is harder than the subgraph isomorphism problem. As can 
be supposed, the cost for its optimal solution is prohibitively expensive; the problem is 
NP-hard [40] in general, and its approximation is also one of the hardest problems to 
achieve [52]. 

There are some ways to get over this difficulty. One is to use suboptimal solutions 
computed by Monte-Carlo method or the linear programming. Another is to use a di.fferent 
measure of similarity. When we say two molecules are similar, the measure of similarity is 
not necessarily their graph-oriented structures. In fact , a quantum-mechanical similarity, 
such as comparing the electrostatic potentials, is the most commonly used measure for 
the similarity between compounds [76] . However, there are cases in which the exact 
solution of the graph-theoretic similarity is necessary. One such example is our problem, 
the analys is of enzymatic activity; in cataly is. an enzyme changes a small part of the 
substrate structure, and leaves its carbon backbone untouched (Fig. 3.12). In most cases, 
this unmodified part equals to the MCS between tbe substrate and the product. 

H 
0 

= ~i ClL -Q _ lanos':o
1
1 # 

H~ u I~ j( H;;vl~ j( 

Figure 3.12: lanosterol synthase: Epoxysqualene becomes lanosterol. 

In computer science, the practical algorithm for the subgraph isomorphism problem 
has been Ullmann 's method [99]. The backtracking counterpart was iuh·oduced by Mc
Gregor [63]. Given two graphs, Ullmann's method orderly generates all possible matrices 
mapping nodes in the smaller graph to those in the larger one, to test their isomorphism. 
Some other theoretical works have been also reported [6, 95], but they are too slow for ac
tual implementation. Recently, GMA algorithm is preoented by Xu [107] for the subgraph 
isomorphism problem. GMA tries to p lace the smaller graph onto the larger one node by 
node using bac.ktrack. It is reported to work better for the chemical application than the 
commercially implemented substructure search system, which is often Ullmann's method. 

Finding MCS is even harder than this subgraph isomorphism problem. One practical 
application software is EMCSS by Wang and Zhou [101 J, which uses the genetic algorithm. 
[n contrast to this heuristic approach, the exact solution should be computed brute-force 
in our case, because finding a mapping in enzymatic reactions is coi1Sidered a special case 
of general MCS problem. Specifically, we can use the following characteristics of enzymatic 
reactions. 

16 For the chemists, perspective on the similarity of compounds, see the review by Stobaugh (94] or by 
Rouvray [81] . 
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• Compounds in basic metabolism usually consist of up to fifty atoms. 
This boundary also seems to be the frequently required range for the substructure 
search of molecular structures. 

• Enzymes usually preserve cyclic tructures. 
An overall rearrangement of atoms never occur in catalysis; only a partial structure 
is modified in most cases. For example, Fig 3.12 is one of the most complex reactions 
in metabolism. 

• The number of ma.ximal common substructures is not exponential. 
Input and output compounds share the structural similarity, and the number of their 
MCS is not exponential. 

Considering these propP.rties , we propose a new algorithm for MCS. This section is devoted 
to the analysis of metabolic reactions, and does not consider theoretical aspects of the 
algorithm. 

3.6.2 Finding MCS 

Definitions 

The size of a graph G(V, E) is lVI, and is denoted size( G). Given two molecular graphs 
G(V, E , /lr ,Js) and G'(V', E',J~. f's), G' is a s1"bgraph of G (denoted G' ~G) , if there is 
a one-to-one mapping a such that (u, v) E E' # (au,av) E E II f(, (u) = fv(au) llj{. (v) = 
fv(av ) (llu ,v E V'). Note that the equality of edge-colors , Jk((u,v)) = fs((au,av)). is 
not required in this definition. 

Given two molecular graphs G and G' whose nodes are linearly order d, the maximal 
common subgraph H of G and G' is a directed molecular graph maximizing size( H) and 
satisfying H ~ G II H ~ G'. A node in H corresponds to a pair of nodes, one node 
u from G and the other v from G', and is called a node-pair, denoted {u, v). An edge 
e = ((x ,y) , (w, z)) in His du·ected , and satisfies (x < w V (x = w 11 y < z)). Given a 
common ubgraph H of G and G' , the set of nodes from G is denoted L(H) , i.e. left-side 
nodes in H, and the set of nodes from G' is denoted R(H). The difference between G 
and His a subgraph of G induced by the nodes {v I v E G 11 v ~ R(H) or L(H)} , and is 
denoted G \ H. 

The order of nodes in G and G' u1troduces a total order among node-pairs. The 
minimum node-palr in H is denoted min(H). A set of extension-pairs of H is a set of 
node-pairs which can be incorporated to H for its enlargement, i.e. {(u, v) I u ~ L(H) II v ~ 
R(H) II (x , u) EGA (y, v) E G' (3y E R(H), 3x E L(H})}. It is denoted ext( H). 

Brute-force method 

Problem 2. Maximal Common Subgraph (MCS) 
ln.•tance: Two graphs G and G' . 
Question: Find one of their MCS. 

The basic idea to find MCS is to expand the common subgraph stepwise from a single 
uode-pair. We can restrict the order of the newly added node-palr to be always increasing, 
i.e. the order of the added node-pair must be larger than that of any other node-pair in 
the conmlOil subgraph (Fig 3.13). If necessary, multiples of common subgraphs merge at 
their lastly expanded n de-pair (Fig 3.14). These operations in generating all the possible 
common subgraphs are written as functions: 
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• add (C, p) enlarges a subgraph C by addmg p E ext(C); 

• merge( C, C') merges two common subgraphs C and C', if they share only the lastly 
added pair (u, v), and share no other nodes. In other words, ({u} = L(C)nL(C')) 1\ 

({v} = R(C) n R(C')). 

C' c 
~ ·vv =? 

(3,5)-- (_l.:.l) 
• (2;-.1) 

Figme 3.13: Function add. Thick arrows show common subgraph C between C aud C'. 
Their direction is determined by the order of node-pairs. White points are ext(C) = 
{(4,6)(8,6)(10,2)}, or the set of candidate nodes. Any of them can be added to enlarge 
c. 

c C' me1ye(C, C') 
(7 2) 

{~) 8, 3) 

J, 4) 6) 

2,5) 

Figure 3.14: Function me1ye. C and G' are common subgraphs between G and C' in 
Fig 3.13. They can merge at (8, 3) to form the common subgraph isomorphic toG'. 

BRUTE-FORCE ALGORITHM 

1. Set M = {}. 

2. Set Q = { all node-pairs of size 1 between G and G'). 

3. If Q = ¢, halt ; otherwise choose G = {c1, c2, · · ·, cn} such that min(e;) = min(c1 ) 

(1 S i < j ~ n) and that no subgrapb in Q contains smaller node than min(c,). 

4. Set Q = Q- C. 

5. For all pair of subgraphs c;, c1 E C which can be merged, set C = GU { merge(c;, c1 )}. 

6. For each c E C: 

(a) If size( c)> size(m) for any mE M, set M = {c}. 

(b) If size(c) = size(m), set M = MU {c}. 

(c) For other cases, set Q = Q U { add(c,p)} for all p E ext(c). 

7. Goto Step 3. 

Observation. Brute-force algorithm generates all common subgmphs. 

PROOF. LetT be a spanning tree of a common subgraph G between G and G'. Tis 
geuerat.ed in Brute-force algorithm with arid function at the nodes of in-degree one, and 
with mer·ge function at nodes of iu-degree more than one. o 

The number of structures stored in Q can grow factorially. The key to the efficiency is to 
trim as mu ·h redundant snbgraphs as possible. 
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Matching a Graph with a Tree 

We shall show the condition for the houndiug subgraphs stored in Q. 

Theorem 3.6.1 Lei C, und C; be two common .mbg1·aphs between a gmph G and a t1·ee 
G'- If R(C;) <:;; R(C; ) 1\ L(C;) <:;; L(C;) 11 ext(C;) <:;; cxt(01 ), then C; is 1·edundant. 

The theorem is not so trivlaJ as it seems, because it holds regardless of the graph structures 
inside C; and Oj. 

Lemma 3.6.2 If (s, t) E ext(Ci), then .s rf. L(C;) II tIt R.(C1 ). 

PROOF. Directly follows from e!!:t(C,) <:;; ext(C1 ). 0 

PROOF. (Theorem :1.6.1) 

Let Cr and C.t be the MCS containing C; and Ci , respectively. If size(C!) > size(C;). C1 
must contain a node-pair (u,v) such that v E (R(C;)- R(C;)) . Otherwise, C,-component 
of C1 can be replaced with C;, and the resulting structure becomes a larger MCS than 
0 1. Note that this replacement is always possible because ext(C;) <:;; ext(Cj). Let (s, t) 
be an arbitrary node-pair inC;. There exists an undirected path from t to v in C1 , and 
another undirected path from v to t in C;. Because G' is a tree, two paths in G' must 
coincide. However, there must be a node-pair p E ext(C;) such that R.(p) is on a path 
from t to v. From the lemma, R(p) It C;. Therefore, two paths do not coincide, which is 
a contradiclion (Fig 3.15). o 

Figme 3.15: There must be a node-pair p E ext(C;) (green) such that R.(p) is 011 a path 
from t to v. 

Corollary 3.6.3 Let 0, and C; be t•vo common subgraphs between a gmph G and a l1'ee 
G' . If R.(Oi) <:;; R(Oj) II £(0;) ~ L(Cj) 1\ ext(Cj) c ext(C;), and if size(C,) > size(C.T), 
then C1 contains a node-pair p E (ext(C;)- ext(O;)). 

PROOF. Ifp rf. C1 for all p E (ext(C;)-ext(Cj)) , C;-componeut of the 01 an be replaced 
with C;. By th sam · reasonlug as in Theorem 3.6.1, Cr mu t contain a node-pair (u ,v) 
such that v E (R(C;)- R.(O;)), which leads to a contradlction. o 

The cowllary tells, if R(C;) ~ R.(Cj) 1\ L(C;) <:;; L(Cj) , the 0;-oriented common sub
graphs can be c.liscarded if they cannot include any node-pair from ext(C;)- ext(Cj)· 
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Matching two Graphs 

The conectness of the above algorithm does not bold when both graphs contain cycles. 
In such cases, one approach is to change one graph into a tree by deleting some edges. 
Another method is to match cycles with priority. 

Edge delet ion: This strategy resembles the method by Akutsu [6J, which uses the dy
namic programming in finding MCS for graphs with small number of cycles. Each 
cycle is opened by deleting one of its edges, and the matching procedure is applied to 
each resulting tree. (The MCS between two trees can be solved in polynomial time. 
See (40] for detail.) Although the patterns of the deletion grows as the number and 
th s ize of cycles increase, the total computational time becomes polynomial, if the 
number of cycles is bounded. 

Priority for cycles: Aromatic cycles have a different characteristic from allylic cycles. 
Therefore, it is of little importance in chemistry to match an aromatic cycle with a 
linear aliphatic chain 01· with a non-aromatic cycle. Moreover, the generation and the 
decomposition of cycles do not simultaneously occur in the same reaction. Therefore, 
the practical way to match chemical structures is to: (1) locate and match cycles 
with priority; and (2) extend branches using Brute-force algorithm. 

The edge-deletion method becomes quite slow for structures with multiple cycles, although 
it guarantees the correctness of the resulting MCS. Therefore, we adopt the priority for 
cycles in computing the mapping of metabolic reactions. In order to achieve this priority, 
we only need to re-label nodes of the input graphs. Let G and G' be two graphs with 
cycles. Without loss of generality, we assume the number of cycles in G is equal to or 
less than that of G'. From the property of enzymatic reaction, cycles in G must match 
cycles in G'- The problem of finding cycles of G within G' is the subgraph isomorphism 
problem, which can be solved by Brute-force algorithm without merge function. Note 
that this simplification reduces the number of common subgrapbs considered-'6 Thus, the 
matching algorithm for two graphs with cycles is summarized as under. 

1. Locate cycles in G and G'. If G has more cycles than G', then exchange them. 

2. Re-label nodes in cycles of G as {1 ... n} in a bread h-first way. This labeling 
prioritizes matching of the cycles in Brute-force algorit hm. 

3. Apply Brute-force algorithm without merge function up to label n. Delete all the 
common subgrapus which do not contain any of .re-labeled n nodes in G. 

4. Continue Brute-force algorithm with me1:qe function. 

Step 3 deletes all subgrapbs whi.ch do not contain the cyc lic component in G. Note that 
the bounding strategy using Theorem 3.6.1 is applicable in the subgraph isomorphism 
problem too. 

3.6.3 Performance 

The algorithm is implemented in c++ using LEDA library package (64J. It is cliJficult 
to theoretically eval uate the efficiency of Theorem 3.6.1, because the degree of bounding 
depends on t.he labeling of nodes. Also, the algoriihm cannot cope with large or highly 
regular graphs, because of the inherent hardness of the problem. 

16ThC> snbgraph isomorphism problem is still ~P-barcl, as we mentioned earlier . 
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The question is whether the efficiency of Theorem 3.6.1 is sufficient for chemical com
pounds appearing in metabolism. The answer is positive. Figure 3.16 shows the maximum 
number of possible subgraphs in the set Q of Brute-force algorithm for about 70 major 
compounds in metabolism 17

, each of which is matched against itself. (Therefore, the re
sulting MCS is identical to the input.) Some structures contain cycles, but the matching 
algorithm is performed without the priority for cycles. Otherwise, the problem becomes 
much simpler. 
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Figure 3.16: Performance of the new branch and bound method. Boxes show the ma:<imum 
number of candidate subgraphs in the queue without the new bounding method. Crosses 
show the same parameter with the bounding method. Without the bounding. many 
structures of size 20 cons ider more than 10000 common substructures for finding their 
MCS, while " 'ith the bouJ1ding, few compounds around size 50 reach this level. Note that 
most compounds in metabolism have sizes less than 50. 

17 (ln size order) ethanol, 3~oxo propanoate, glycerol, lactate, acetyl phosphate, succinate1 fumarate, 
erythrose, oxaloacetatc, malate, ribose, ribulose, ph~noxy acetate, cis~acouitate, erythrose 4p, glucose, 
fructose, citrate, isocitrat.e, gluta.n1.ate 5p, ribose lp , rib-ulose 5p, xylulose 5p, galactose 1 p, glucose lp, 
fructose _p, biotin, seclohepGulose 7p, ribulose 15bi>, deoxy guanosine, glutathione, fructose 16bp, AIR, 
PRPP, cyclic AMP, FGAM, GAR, AMP, FGAR, CAIR, orotidine Sp, ADP, dUTP, lanosterol.adenylo 
succinate, SCAAIR, DHF, ATP, FMN , folate, UDP glucose, heme, NAD+, N.illH, NADP+, FAD , CoA, 
acetyl CoA, cir.ra.malyl CoA, ferro cytocluome, citryl CoA. Among them, only lanosterol, heru.e, and ferro 
cyLOc::b.rorne reached 10000 when the bounding method is applied. 
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3. 7 Finding Enzymatic Mapping 

MCS algori thm is used for the analysis of an enzymatic reaction with multiple inputs and 
outputs. In a chemical database, a reaction is usually described as: 

s 1 , s2 . . sm. = .s'1, -~~ • . • s~1 • 

s; (l :0: i $ m): an input molecule, or substrate 
sj (l $ j $ n): an output molecule, product 

The number of iuput/outp uts is usually very small; m and n are two for most reactions . 
In our case, s, and sj represent molecular graphs. From the law of conservation, there 
must be a one- to-on mapping of nodes between both hand-sides. Moreover, nodt-.s from 
the same graph are mapped always in a cluster. More precisely, the cm1dition is as follows. 
Let (7 be the mappping from the set of graphs {G1 ... Gm} to the et {G\ ... G~}. For 
each pair of compounds, define t he set of nodes S;j = {u I u E G; , C7U E Gj}. Then , the 
subgraph of Gj induced by the set of nodes Su mu t be always connected. 

The condition of connectedness forbids the reaction as in the following example, in 
which a carbon is inserted before the terminal hydroxyl group. 

carbon 
o H H 

HO/"..._ .,:::..co, ___ Ho~ ,:::..co 
I forbidden ca~bon I 2 

N~ N~ 

Problem 3. (Connected Mapping) 
lnstance: Two ets of graphs 
Question: Find their connected mapping. 

T he probl m is hard in general , but the following algorithm is used in the actual im
plementation. This strategy is empirically known to work for almost al l existing reactions, 
and we show 3 few negative ex.amples in tbe next section. 

GREEDY ALGORITHM 

l. Choose two m lecular graphs G; and Gj (l $ i S m.l $ j $ n), which have tbe 
largest MCS C;1 in the reaction. Replace G; and Gj with (G; \ C;1 ) and (Gj \ C,j) . 
respect ively. 

2. Repeat Step l until no graph structures are left. 

3.7.1 Negative Examples 

The mapping computed in a greedy way is sometimes not equal to the real mapping in 
catalysis. 

EXAMPLE. alauiue-bydroxyvyruvat' transaminase 

H H 
~co, + o;yco, =yeo,+ ~co, 
N~ 0 0 N~ 

hydro~ypyruvate pyruvate L-serine 
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The correct mapping is the transfer of amino group from L-alanine to hydroxypyru
vate. However , it can be regarded as the transfer of hydroxyl group too, because both 
transfers have the MCS of the same size. 18 Without the information that the enzyme is 
tr(l.ll aminase, it is impossible to choose the correct mapping, because some monooxigenase 
might convert L-alan.i.ne into L-serine, albeit this particular monooxigenase has not been 
experimentally fonnd 19 In this case, the program needs a ·teacher' explicitly telling that 
L-alatline be malclted with pyruvate first. 

EXAl'>lPLE. fructose 1,6-bisphosphate aldolase 

,CH,OPO,'
GO 

HOCH 
HCOH 
HCOH 

cH,oPo,'-
rructose 1 .6-bisphosphate 

CHO + 
-- HCOH 

cH,oro,'
glyceraldenyde 3-phosphate 

CH,OPO/
GO 
CH,OH 

dihydroxyacetone phosphate 

The correct mapping matches the upper part of fructose 1,6-bp with dihydroxyacetone 
p. Note that the ch.i.ral configuration of the central carbon of glyceraldehyde 3-p does not 
change in the reaction. To cope with this type of reactions, the matching process should 
consider the change in the attached hydrogens, and the type of bonds. Weighted matching 
can resolve this reaction. 

3.7.2 Discussion 

Weighted Matching 

The modification for the weighted matching is quite easy, except for the treatment of chiral 
carbon. 

Basically, chiral carbon labeled as either [+] or [-) in a normal form may match the 
other one. When the configuration of carbons is determined as in Section 3.5, [+] and [-] 
configurations cannot be used in the weighted matching. The configuration is determined 
by t.be entire molecular strncture, not by the local arrangement of atoms. For example, 
suppose a matching process between two graphs G and G'. It is possible that [+] carbon 
in G matches (including chirality) [-] carbon in G' at one position. while another [+] 
carbon io G matches[+] carbon in G'. Wben the structural matching considers chirality, 
ther fore. R,S-s_ystcm is a more rational definition for the chiral configuration. 

In the previous sect ion, we concluded that p-chirality need not be considered in 
metabolism. That is, [+] or[-] configuration will be assigned to only those carboru; which 
can obtain R,S configuration too. For this reason, R,S configuration is employed in the 
actual implemeHtation of chirality. ([ J or[-] configuration is used to detect topologically 
symmetric sites.) 

[n the implementaLioo, weights for nodes are assigned as in Table 3.1. Also, phosphate 
is counted as a single node in its entirety, because OPO, is always transfened in a cluster. 

lf
1Note that hydrogens are omitted in a molecular graph~ 

19The function of var ious cnzyrues will be discussed latc.r. 
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matching element 
carbon (including chirality and attached hydrogens) 
carbon (including attached hydrogens) 
carbon (without attached hydrogens) 
other elements (including attached hydrogens) 
other elements (without attached hydrogens) 

Table 3.1: Weights for Different Atoms 

Matching for Cofactors 

weight 
25 
22 
10 
10 
5 

Enzymes performing oxidation and reduction usually use large cofactors like NAD or 
ATP.20 Their pairing products are always NADH and ADP (or AMP}, respectively. The 
knowledge about donors and acceptors in a reaction like this case can be exploited in the 
generat ion of the mapping: i.e. these pairing compounds can be removed with priority 
from the given reaction. 

When a large number of reactions is processed, for example, once the program com
putes the difference between ATP and ADP, it finds that a single phosphate is transferred 
in the reaction. This relation is preserved for the later matching process. After tb.is com
putation, whenever the program finds ATP and ADP in another reaction each for either 
hand-side , it can replace them with a single phosphate on the side of ATP. 

Note that such cofactors have their synthesis and degradation pathways too. Tberefo•e, 
the cofactors mnst be t•eated in the same way as other main metabolic compounds. even 
though they are named as if they are trivial. 

10Th~ dcta.il::i for these COI:Upouuds will appear in Scct.iou 2.-t. 
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Summary 

The main results of this chapter are as under. 

• The theoretical definition of aromaticity was shown, and the algorithm for detecting 
aromatic (tmder our definition) r ings was introduced. 

• T he classical work by Corneil and Gotlieb for the automorphism partitioning was 
re-introduced and was applied to the normalization of cnemical molecules. We also 
introduced the method to accelerate their original partitioning process using a dis
tance matrLx. 

• The strategy to assign the chiral configuration of carbon atoms was explained. The 
assignment will be time-consuming, when the configuration depends on the configu
ration of other carbon atoms. We concluded that such carbons are to be ignored in 
metabolism from a practical viewpoint (in the presence of input error). 

• The algorithm for finding a maximal common substructure was introduced. With 
this algorithm, we showed how to find a mapping of atoms in a reaction. 

All result" will serve as a foundation for computerizing metabolism. 
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Chapter 4 

Applications 

The cookie-cut framework is applicable to biological systems other than metabolism. The 
essence of the framework is that (1) it provides an environment of pathway search, flexible 
in refining and modifying results; (2) it is declarative and provides unbiased logical view 
to u ers. 

4 .1 Functional Prediction 

As we noted in the first chapter, one application area of metabolic reconstruction is the 
prediction of fw1ctionally unknown genes. In bacteria, many genes show a marginal se
quence similarity with several other genes in different species, and the information only 
from the similarity is insufficient to determine a particular function for those genes. 

With AMR system, it is possible to suggest the required function in the target biological 
system. This enables us the functional prediction in a reverse way; given a function, we 
pick up one sequence, from among yet unassigned genes which is most likely to code that 
function. 

Note that this reverse assignment is impossible in the ·reconstruction by reference' 
approach. which considers the consensus pathways only. It cannot provide the set of 
candidate function which will be required in the modeled metabolism. Moreover, it is 
difficult to determine the consensus path way among bacteria, because each may have 
quite different mechanism, not to say of mammalian cells. 

BASIC STRATEGY: 

l. Connect fTactional pathways to form a. larger, meaningful pathway. 
Suppose that all'eady known function of gen s comprises a partial pathway, or con
secutive reactions. This fractional pathway is conserved, because it is useful in some 
larger pathway. AMR system can search such larger pathways. The source and the 
destination of a query (a pattern graph) are determined by the nutritional condition 
of the growth Iuedium. The search result inclicates a set of required gene function , 
any of which can glue the existing fractional pathways to form a larger one. 

2. Por each candidate function, find its sequence from among w1assigned genes in the 
operon related to tbe searched pathway. 
In bacteria, genes used in the same metabolic purpose are likely to be coded in the 
same operon. It is more likely. th relill·e, that the candidate ftlnct.ion will be found 
i11 the operon wht're other genes from the ame pathway exist. 
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4.1.1 Haemophilus influenzae 

We shal l exp lain t.h strategy more in detail taking Haemophilus injluenzae (H. in!) as an 
example, the fir.'t fully sequenced bacterium whose metabolism is relatively known. It bas 
about 1700 genes in 1.83 Megabase sequence, and a general functional prediction has been 
done for about 80% of its genes [38, 97]. 

The validity of the assigned function is verified by knock-outing a particular gene. We 
shall focus on the pathway from glutamate to proline, and consider a hypothetical case 
in which t he gene converting glutamate to glutamyl phosphate is knocked out. If H.inf is 
still alive after the knockout, there must be a salvage pathway generating proline. 

Nutritional consideration 

Each bacterium bas its own lifestyle. Even if two bacteria belong to the same branch of 
a phylogenet ic b:ee, t hey may require different nutritional media of growth. For example, 
E.coli is an organotroph which can grow on 

{glucose, NHt, Mn2+, Mg"+, Fe2+, K+, Cl-, SO!-, PO!-}, 

while H.·inf is an obligate parasite, additionally requiring [67] 

{ Arg, Cys, Asp, Glu, NAD, thiamin, pantothenate, uracil, hemin}. 

The set of required compounds is called a growth medium. Both bacteria belong to the 
same branch within the same subdivision of purple bacteria, but their requiring metabolism 
differ considerably. In H. inf, only amino acids other than those listed above need to 
be generated in vivo. That is, its assigned metabolic function constitutes the anabolic 
(synthetic) pathway of amino acids which are not contained in the growth medium. For 
example, proline must be synthesized from the above growt h medium. Fig 4.1 shows the 
consensus pathway of the anabolism of twenty amino acids in E. coli. From the diagram, 
it is known that a U amino acids are generated from the growth medium in H.inf. When 
glutamate kinase (EC2.7.2.11; glutamate ~ glutamyl phosphate; Fig 4.1 right below) is 
knocked out, however, proline must be generated using an alternative pathway. 

ln E. coli and many other bacteria, proline is generated from glutamate. Shortest 
pathways from proline to glutamate suggests salvation by new functions (See also Fig 4.1.): 

l. ornithine ~ proline + NH3; 

2. glutaulate ++ pyrroline 5-carboxylate; 

3. ornithi ne H glutamate s mialdehyde. 

Our purpose is to specify a gene of one of the above three types. 

Sequence assignment 

The problem here is, given a function, how to locate a gene of the specified function. If 
there is a known sequence of the same function, homology search is one strategy; when the 
similarity of two amino acid sequences is more than 30%, they are cons idered to share the 
same function. When the similarity is around 20% (twilight zone), further cons.ideration 
is required . 

The homology search is power less if the function under invest igation is totally new and 
hru no known instance, or if the similarity is too low to conclude the bomolob'Y· In such 
cases, there are several useful aspects for th' sequence assignment. Among them, y.~e sbal.l 
discuss opr.rons 11nd motifs. 
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Figure 4.1: Amino acid biosynthesis in E. coli and H.inf. Amino acids in red are contained 
in the growth medium . Blue arrows are presumably existing pathways in both bacteria, 
while black arrows exist on ly in E. coli. Coenzymes are omitt d, and aiTows are in anabolic 
dlrectiou. 
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In bacteria, functionally related genes are often coded in the downstream of the same 
regulatory unit. Such transcription units are called operons. When the sequence we are 
looking for belongs to a pathway for a characteristic situation, say, starvation, its related 
function are likely to be coded tmder the same regu latory switch fo r starvation. This idea 
using operons can be relaxed to 'gene cluster', or physical neighborhood. Like in operons, 
genes in the same cluster tend to belong to the same or related pathway. This observation 
well fits the physical organization of genes in E. coli. 

Another important factor for sequence assignment is funcoional motif. Motif is a 
common ly conserved short pattern of amino acid shared by proteins of the same function. 
Moti f may represent characteristics of protein structure (e.g. helix-turn-helix motif) or 
function (e.g. kinase mot if). Our interest is the latter one. When motif is weU conserved, 
it is represented as a regular expression. 1 Otherwise, a weight matrix offers a more sensitive 
representation. 

Let us consider the case of finding one of three functions introduced for the salvage 
pathway of proline synthesis. AU motif quoted here are taken from PRO SITE database. 

Type (1) function is NAD+ linked ornithine cyclodeaminase (EC4..3.1.12), which has 
no known motif. An enzyme of this function was found in Ti plasmid and is simi lar to 
carbamoyl transferase (EC2.1.3.3). Carbamoyl transferase exists in H. inf (arcB) , so it is 
interesting to investigate its relat ion to ornithine deamiuase. 

Type (2) function is NAD+ linked aldehyde dehydrogenase (EC1.2.1.3) , whose motif 
is either 

[FYLVA] -x(3)-G- [QE] -x-C- [LIVMGSTANC]- [AGCN] -x- [GSTADNEKR] or 
[LIVMFG A]-E-[LIMSTAC]-[GS]-G-[KNLM]-[SADN]-[TAPFV] . 

Although this general function seems essential in metabolism, H.inf has none of its in
stance. It is highly possible that dehydration of aldehyde is achieved using some different 
route. 

Type (3) function is pyridoxal-phosphate linked aminotransferase (EC2.6.1.13), whose 
motif is 

[LIV~\FYWC] (2) -x-D-E- [LIVMA] -x (2)- [GP] -x(O, 1)- [LIVMFYWAG] -x(O, 1)
[SACR]-x-[GSAD]-x(12,16)-D-[LIVMFYWC]-x(2,3)-[GSA]-K-x(3)-[GSTADN]-[GSA]. 

This funct ion usually serves for orni&hine degradation , though the reaction itself is re
versible. If this aminotransferase exists. the overall direction of proline synthesis wiU be 
either arginine--> orni thine-+ proline, or glutamate-> ornithine -; proline. if the former 
pathway is active, carbon source for ornithiJl€ and proline comes o.nly from arginine in tbe 
growth meditun. [f the latter pathway is act ive, t hen the degradation pathway of arginine 
is also likely to exist, in order to remove excess arginine generated thro ugh ornithine. In 
fact, although a rginine deaminase activity is reported to exist in E. coli [68], its gene (aTyr1) 
is assigned a different function (N-acetylglutamate synthase) in SWISS-PROT. The inves
tigation on the existence of arginine deaminase is important.This analysis also depends on 
whether arginine is necessary in the growth medium. In other words, the determination 
of salvage pathway is impossible wi thout considering these aspects. 

If none of above motif patterns are detected , motif for substrates may be further taken 
into coosideratio11. There are moti f patterns specifi to certain amino acids or coenzymes, 
and their combination may reveal the function of unassigned genes. As can be seen from 
the above example, it is difficult to perform the functional assignment automatically, or 

1The regular pat:r.er-n is normally described in a PROSTTE format. [] denotes a gToupiug, and x(n) 
denotes 11 consccutiou of arbitrary residues. 
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in a fully computational fashion, because the lifestyle of bacteria must be taken into 
consideration. In case of H.inf, characteristics to be considered include: (1) its respiration 
is almost anaerobic; (2) it requires nitrogen and heme rich environment, and so on. All 
these d1aracteristics should affect the assignment of sequences. 

4.2 Signal Transduction 

The application area most similar to metabolism is signal transduction. It is a cascade of 
proteins transmitting an extracellular stimulus to its responding mechanism within a cell . 

'Signal' is a quite abstract concept. It originates in an external stimulation, which is 
percepted by a receptor protein on the cell surface. This initial signal is sometimes a change 
in the concentration of metal ions. The receptor usually modifit'.s the subunits of guanine 
nucleotide binding protein, or G-protein, and the signal is transmitted to other proteins 
by binding with a phosphate in the downstream, until it reaches the target mechanism 
within a nucleus. Thus, the major component of signal transduct ion is proteins. not 
chemical compounds. In addition to the main phosphorylation route, many auxiliary 
proteins are known to inhibit or forcefully resume the signal of the cascade. Such proteins 
may perform feedback loops or concerted inhibi tion or activation. The route is considered 
a fuzzy network of message passing, which resembles the graph we have discussed in the 
cookie-cut framework. 

We shall briefly describe how to treat signal pathways in the cookie-cut framework. We 
again stress that the framework does not sinmlate pathways; it only searches the po sible 
routes of the signal. The signal version of the framework is called signal framework, as we 
caHed the metabolic version as metabolic framework. 

Molecular Unit 

One protein sequence corresponds to one molecular unit in the framework. Although 
protein does not have a clear structure as a chemical compound does. its amino-acid 
sequence is regarded as a set of componeots called domains (Fig 4.2). 

An amino-acid sequence involved in signal pathways usually contains several domains, 
character ized by a short consensus sequence having a specific binding ta!'get. Typical 
domains in signaling pathways are: 

• SH2 · · · Src homolog 2 domain binds to a short (5 ~ 10) pattern with a phosphory
lated tyros.ine; 

• SH3 · · · Src homolog 3 domain binds to a short ( ~ 10) proline-rich pattern: 

• PI · · · Phosphorylated tyrosine interactive domain binds to a short pattern with a 
phosphorylated tyrosine; 

• PH · · · Protein kinase C homolog domain is presumed to bind to some short pattern. 

8ach domain class is further classified into sub-categories, each of which requires a speci fi c 
short pattern for its binding site. For example, Src family binds to 

phosphory lated tyrosine(pTyr )-glutamate( Glu )-glutamate( Glu)- isolcuciJJe(I le), 

whereas PLC-:y family binds to 

phosphorylated tyrosine(pTyr)-hydrophobic residues. 
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She~ 
IRS-1= PH~ 

Figure 4.2: Structures of some signaling proteins. P in a circle represents a binding site 
with phosphorylated tyrosine, to wh.ich SH2 domain binds. 

In summru-y, each protein is considered a set of domains, and each domain is charac
terized by a specific amino-acid pattern. 

We introduced protein-protein interaction only, but in general, three types of interac
tion are identified: (I) binding with a small compound (e.g. metal ions) , (2) binding with 
another protein , (3) binding with DNA. Metal ions and specific DNA sites are therefore 
treated as molecules too. 

Rules and Compartments 

Graph edg •s in tbe framework consist of specific as well as generic rules. As in the 
metabolic framework, specific rules correspond to th experimentally confu·med interaction 
between proteins, while generic rules correspond to the hypothetical interaction between 
domains. 

For example. C-prot.ein consists o[ three subuni ts, a, {3, and 'Y· In human, each subunit 
has many homologs,Z but if a particular C-protein G1 always uses only one type of sub
units,3 say, a1 , {31, and -y1, t ll.is unique specificity is represented by specific rules regardless 
of their motif. On the other hand, generic rules represent the motif-based relationship. 
For example, any protein in Src family has a possibility to bind to any pTyr-Glu-Glu-Ile 
domain of another p-rotein. 

Note that the function of protein interaction, e.g. activation or in.l.tibition, or the di
rection of signal transntission is ignored. In the signal framework, all edges are basically 
bidirectional, and a feedback loop is indistinguishable from an undirected cycle. 

In the metabolic framework, we restricted the number of rule inputs to one (m -t 
m1

1, •• • mD. Tllis restriction brought us the algori thntic advantage, but in exchange, we 
lost the potential to describe AND condition, suet. as ·both mt AND m2 are .required to 
produce m1

'. Signal framework introduces the same restriction too, and the interaction 
requiring several proteins m1, . .. 17li -t m\, ... mj is reduced to i different edges: mk -t 

m'1, .• . mj (1 5 k 5 i). The problem of ignoring AND condi tion will .be discussed later. 
Cellular compartment is also important in signaling pathways. Since signal pathways 

are discussed on eukaryotes, many proteins are !mown to locali2e at membrane, organelles. 
and a nucleus. A target pathway is almost always linear, leading from membrane surface to 
the nuc-leus. Thus, Lhe overall direction is pre-determined in signal framework in contrast 
to metabolism, in which compou)lds can freely nl.igrate from one place to another. The 

2The.re arc at Iea...,t 20 a, 5 (3, and 10 "'' subunits in human [58). fn biology, subunits arc refereed only 
as 0:, {31 and 1· The notation wit.b a ~uhscri'pt number, such as fit. is our fic:tionaJ definilion. 

3Exper1mentn.lly, each G-proteirl is known to use a unique ik subunit . The specificity of Band"'' subunits 
are lower. and the sarne fJ1 cornple.x can bind to different <:t subunits. 
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pre-determined signal direction can be imposed as follows: (1) color reactions depending 
on the loci within a cell; (2) restrict the number of usable reactions for ea<:h color. 

Pattern and Distance 

The assigrnncnl of biologically plausible distance is again a difficult problem, because edge 
distances should not be biased by some expert knowledge. One acceptable assignment of 
edge distances is to reflect the sequence similarity of domains. Domains with le s con er
vation of the consensus pattern imply less binding specificity, which can be interpreted as 
' long' edges. However. the relative length, or 'bow long', remains unclear. and tb.is is the 
reason the .. arne distance is assigned to aU edges. 

Example: G-protein 

Different kinds of G-protein participate in the signal transduction. and Fig 4.3 is one such 
example. The signaling process proceeds as foUows. A hormone called epinephrine binds 
to a receptor on a liver cell (Step 1). The receptor aggravates dormant G-proteil1 , and it 
e:"<:changes it~ bound GDP with GTP (Step 2). Th GTP-bow1d. active G-proteil1 releases 
fh subunit, and moves along the cell surface to an effector protein (Step 3). The G-protein 
activates the effector (Step 4.) , and the effector cyclizes ATP into cAMP (Step 5). The right 

Figme 4..3: Signal pathway of G-protP.in in human. The widely accepted signaling mech
anism (left cartoon) is interpreted as a graph in the signal framework (right cartoon). ln 
tbe graph, several homologs are shown for ach of the three subunits. Red arrows show a 
shortest pathway from epiuepln·ine to cAMP. The unshaded /3 subunit is a conceptual /3, 
representing all /3 subunits. Blue arrows from the conceptual node have 110 edge length, 
denoted by €. 

cartoon of Fig 4..3 shows the model of the signal mechanism. We asswne that then' are 
several homologs for each G-protein subunit. and they all have a potential to bind to each 
other. Note that the query ? ( epinephrine : > cAMP ) raturns the path shown by red 
arrows, ( epinephrine > receptor > al > effector > cAMP ) . which COrTesponds to 
the physical binding process. What is missing in tl1is shortest pathway is the information 
that GTP and /3, -y subunits are ·required' for the normal signal transduction. The fact 
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that signal framework cannot describe A1V7J condition sounds fatal at this point, but in 
reality, it is not. 

When either one of three f3 subunits in the cartoon is experimentally shown to be 
necGSsary, for example, there must be a pathway from one of {30 , {31 , and (;h to the shortest 
pathway shown by red arrows. Considering this, we can supplement a conceptual node {3 
(white {3) to the graph, and issue the query to ? ( epinephrine : > cAMP <: {3 ) . All 
edges from the conceptual node (blue arrows) have length zero, and any of three actual 
(3 ubunjts may be equally reached. Note that the htformation that ·(3 is necessary' says 
nothing about the meeting point of the pathway from {3 with the main red pathway; jt is 
unknown whether {3; (i = 0, 1, 2) independently binds to a 1, or affects one of /S before the 
binrung, or it may even interacts with <.>o, wlucb binds to the effector. 

On the other hand, if we know that {31 and /J together binds to e> 1 from laboratory 
results, then we can supplement a node representing the complex of <>1, f3t, and /l · 

Thus, signal framework can generate such logically possible routes of reqW..ed cmnpo
nents, as long as laboratory results do not include many AND functions. 

One possible problem is that shortest paths may be too short to be realistic, because 
molecular unjts are linked sorely on protein motif. Many proteins contain phosphorylated 
tyrosine sites o.r proline-rich sites, but not all of them would serve as SH2 or SH3 binding 
domains. In order to reduce the number of edges, results from the yeast two-bybrjd 
experiment is of great importance. However, the introduction of two-hybrid system is 
beyond our scope here. 
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Chapter 5 

DNA computing 

5.1 Overview 

Man is still the fastest and most efficient computer 
that can be mass-produced with unskilled labor. 
- Wernher von B.-aun {1912-1977) Fathe•- of Rocket 

Even when the computational analysis of a biological mechanism seems reliable, the pre
dicted result should finally be confirmed in lab experiments. This final step of verification 
should be systematic too, when the systematic reconstruction of the mechanism is fea
sible. Since the main thesis is the computational reconstruction of metabolic pathways, 
the corresponding laboratory work will be the gene knockout and the expression analysis, 
which are the necessary step for verifying pathways in metabolism. 

Knockouting a particular gene has become a routine process in molecular biology, but 
its procedure is far from being systematic. After choosing a gene to be disrupted, biologists 
normally design a DNA sequence to replace the gene, synthesize the sequence, and ligate 
it into a ready-to-use DNA fragment for the gene knockout. The expression analysis also 
follows the similar procedure. 

In short, experimentalists are allowed to modify the gene only in a top-down manner; 
they first expect a certain result, design a DNA sequence to achieve the result, and apply 
the sequence to confirm the expectation. What is necessary for a systematic reconstruction 
is, however, not the confirmation of an expected result. There should be a bottom
up method which can provide possible alternatives. For example, experimentalists are 
encouraged to generate all possible vectors, and to check which vectors can produce the 
sam results. For this purpose, a free design of various DNA sequences is important. 

In this chapter , we introduce basic laboratory techniques for the systematic generation 
of DNA equences io laboratory works. Specifically, two types of experiments and ooe 
new rnodel of cornpu at ion are introduced: (1) the relational operations on D. A vectors, 
(2) the parallel generation of DNA vectors on a solid-phase, and (3) the parallel and 
pro~rammed generation of DNA vectors as a new model of compu ation. 

The later sections arc organized as follows. In Section 5.2, the necessity of a new 
strategy for knockouting genes is a""<plained in cont rast with the traditional knockout 
method. 

fn Section 5.3, DNA computing is introduced as the new paradigm for the systematic 
understanding of li fe. Although its original aim is to perform logical computaLion using 
real DN As, its ideas and techniques will be shown to fit for the free design and synthesis 
of D A sequences. 
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Remaining sections are the laboratory result of DNA computing with wbkh the author 
has bceu involved. 

In Section 5.4, laboratory results indicating the applicability of relational operations 
on vectors is :hown [10]. In Section 5.5, the feasibility of efficient synthesis of the vectors 
is demonstrated on a solid-phase [71]. In Section 5.6, a new model of computation is 
introduced. lu this model, the parallel generation of vectors can he progmmmed. Each 
DNA fragment represents one progran) and its input, and multiple programs with differ nt 
inputs can be executed in a single tube with.in a short time. 

In Section 5.7, the res\tlt. of the above experiments are summarized and the future 
du·cction is discussed. The detail of the experiments are attached in the last section. 

5.2 G ene Knockout 

The rapid accumulation of knowledge .in molecular biology owes much to an laboratory 
technique called homologous recombination, a widely accepted procedw-e for k:nockouting 
genes. In homologous recombination, an extrinsic DNA fragment is introduced into a 
cell using a circular DNA, which replaces the cellular DNA fragment by recognizing its 
common subsequcuces (Fig 5.1). 

I I ~~~ ) 
extnnsic DNA --

Figure 5.1: Left: homologous recombination. The artificially modified part (yellow) will 
replace the ori!,>inal gene at a certain probability. Flanking sequences (blue) must be 
identical. Right: the structw-c of an example vector. For detail, see the main text. 

The tiny circular DNA used to introduce the D A fragment is called a vector. A vector 
is an artificially designed virus, containing at least two important units: an extrinsic gene 
to be exchanged with the original gene, and a marker sequence against wbicb recombinant 
cells can be selected with a chemical. In addition, a vector may contain various additional 
units. Most common are the res~riction sites to easily ligate the e-xtrinsic gene into the 
vector, an autonomously replicating sequence (ARS) to freely replicate vectors within an 
introduced cell, and a centromere (GEN) sequence to stabilize the copy number of the 
vector within a celL 

Currently, the arrangement of these units are custom-made; users can exchange the 
extrinsic gene-part only, and the rest remains untouched. For the systematic knockout 
experiments, however, it is better for these units to be flexibly assorted and rearranged t.o 
suit the different purpose of the different axpcriments. For example, a vector is introduced 
to a cell in order to knockout a particular gene. After k:nockouting th gene, it is likely to 
introduce several different vectors to the celL For the expression analysis, their d.ifference 
may be the copy number of an extrinsic gene (dosage). the arranged order of extrinsic 
genes, or the existence of ARS (CEN) \mit. 

Traditionally, a vector has been generated by a careful recombination, restriction, and 
ligation of units by enzymes. This process is essentially a top-down analysis: the sequence 
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is designed only to confirm an expected result, or to verify an already hypothesized model. 
However, what is truly systematic is a bottom-up, constructive approach, in which different 
vc~tor seqnences are tested in a ceil, in order to search or elucidate a model. For this 
purpose, we need a mdhod to systematically generate and rearrange different vectors, by 
an fficient assortment or a randomization of functional units. 

To deal with this topic in a formal way, the structure of a vector is regarded as a list 
of functional units such as ARS and CEN. The function and the length of each un.it are 
abstracted, and the discussion concentrates on how to assort or rearrange the short units 
to generate longer sequences. ln reality, each unit may be as long as hundreds of base 
pairs, but each may consist of smaller sub1mits [ 3]. 

T he crucial poin t for t he system atic d esign of vectors is the feasibility of re
la t iona l algebra on DNA fragm ents, when D NA fragments are regarded as tu
ples in relat io na l database. Realization of the relational operation on DNA molecules 
indicates the possibility of parallel assortment and rearrangement of various vectors for 
experiments. Moreover, the randomization of functional units may be a novel method for 
understanding a biological mechanism. The protocols wl1iCh the author has been investi
gated in DNA computing are ideal for this purpose. 

5 .3 DNA com put ing 

DNA computing, first demonstrated by Adleman in 1994, is an attempt to perform logical 
computation using DNA molecules in laboratory experiments. After Adleman showed that 
a tiny instance of Hamiltonian patb problem (HPP) is solvable in a week of experiments, 
many researchers started to investigate on the computational power of DNA computing. 
Its theoretical advantage is the inherent massive parallelism of molecules: more than 1020 

molecules can be easily treated in a tiny plastic tube for little energy cost [1]. Using this 
advantage, Lipton proposed a model of molecular computation, which consisted of &tract, 
Me1ye, and Detect operations [59]. Assuming these primitives to be perfect, he showed 
that the satisfiability of any boolean formula (3-SAT) can be tested using the number of 
operations proportional to the size of the fonm~l a. 

There ha> been many foiiO\\' ing papers on molecular computation, showing how various 
classes of decision and optimization problems can be solved in this new paradigm [14, 16, 
7]. Despite the .initial optimism, however, researchers came to know pros and cons of 
moleeular operations [89]. Many theoretical works are premised on unrealistic operations, 
and ignore the most unfavorable factors in experiments, i.e. the instability of lab operation 
susceptible to temperature, substrate concentration, and enzyme activity. Another hurdle 
is the difficulty in realiz,ing complex procedures and data structures in terms of primitive 
operations on molecu.les. 

Consequently, in contrast to the fanaUc enthusiasm iu its theoretical analysis, labora
tory achievements in DNA computing have been rarely reported. From the experimental
ists' viewpoint , DNA computing faces serious difficulties. 

• R elia bility. Laboratory operations are unreliable. They sometimes rely on un
certain bio logical reactions susceptible to factors like temperature, concentration, 
and sequence length. To make DNA computing successful , a reliable data encoding 
method and the careful adjustment of above fa ·tors are necessary. Also, the use of 
nzyrues should he avoided as much as possible, because they deteriorate with t ime, 

and because their efficiency heavily relies on the above factors in experiments. 

• Cost. Molecular dat.a are expensive to synthesize both in time and money, because 
a uwnber of data used in DNA-based computation must be physically synthesized 
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one by one. About 100 bp or shorter DNA can be obtained by mail order, but its 
purity exponentially deteriorates as its length gets longer1 

Thus, generating a very long DNA sequence by a synthesizer is currently impossible. lt is 
important to realize operations such as Cartesian product or Join in relational database 
theory, for the systematic generation of DNA data. 

Many theoretical works have not considered the feasibility of their computation. To 
clearly know what can be and cannot be done with DNA molecules, more basic experiments 
are necessary. From this standpoint, the author has been working on DNA computing to 
clarify what is really possible in laboratory works [10, 71, 70, 11, 42]. 

A vector is called a DNA tuple hereafter, because it corresponds to a tuple in database 
theory. A DNA tuple is in the form of (tag data tag)+ , in which+ means the repetition 
of one or more. Tags represent the kind of data (attribute name) , and can be used as target 
sites of PCR primers. 

5.4 Designing Tuples: Relational Operations 

This section shows the laboratory results of efficient and reliable concatenation and rota
tion of DNA tuples. The key idea is to elongate or shorten DNA sequences using PCR. 
This method safely treats various kinds of data in parallel. and suggests the possibility of 
achieving relational operations with DNA molecules. 

5.4.1 Results 

Concatenation and rotation of DNA tuples were performed using PCR. 
PCR-CONCATENATION: Different DNA strands were concatenated by PCR when their 

termini overlap at least for 15 bp. Sequences over lapping for 30 bp produced more reliable 
results. 

PCR-ROTATION: DNA tuples were rotated by 1. integrating biotinylated uracil to the 
tuples; 2. collecting tuples by streptavidin; 3. circularizing tuples by ligase; 4. applying 
PCR to obtain rotated tuples (Fig 5.8). 

The successfu.l results in PCR-concatenation and PCR-rotation suggest the realization 
of relationally complete operators: .selection, pmjection, union, set diffe,·ence, and Carte
sian pmd-uct. 1. For selection, primers with biotin are annealed to target attributes and are 
collected altogether with streptavidin. 2 . For projection, tuples are rotated and amplified 
by inverse PCR so as to delete unnecessary a!;tributes. 3. For union, solutions are simply 
mixed. 4. For d·iffennce, an excess amount of subtracting tuples with biotin are annealed 
and collected with streptavidin. 5. Cartesian prod·uct is achieved by PCR-concatenation_ 
Note that there is no pl"Dcedu.ral difference between Cartesian product and Jo.in operation. 
We tested PCR-concatenation with overlaps only of tags. This concatenation corresponds 
to Cartesian producl. ln the same way, P CR-concatenation with overlaps of data and tags 
altogether corresponds to Join operation. 

5.4.2 Experiments 

Data representation 

Five tuples designed for the experiments are in Fig 5.2. Each numbered unit indicates a 
rorresponding 15 bp sequence. A striped block represents data attribute, and has tags 

!The fidelity of DNA sym.ht!Sb:er is $aid to be 99% per base. \.Vhcn the synthesized sequence is 100 hp 
long, the ratto of tht! correct sequenct> is (0.9!)) 100 x 100 = 36.6%. 
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(shaded blocks) on both sides. Each tag shows what kind of data is stored after or before 
it. and each corresponds to a unit of elongatiun in concatenation using PCR. In Fig 5.2, 
tuple A and B (or C and D) are the same type of uples, in which only data attributes are 
different. Therefore there are three types of tuples. 

90bp r lbp ~ tuplp: A ~~ 
seql seq2 seq3 seq4 seqS seg6 

· ~~ tuplf" B ~ 
segl seg19 seq3 seq4 seq20 seq6 

~ , topll:e !&.'-.~~ 
seq7 seq8 seq9 seqlO seqll seq12 

~~ tup!I: El ~~~ 
seq? seq21 seq9 seglO seq22 seql2 

r----.. ...... .....,,.--- tople E ~ 
seq13 seq14 seqlS seql6 seql7 seq18 

~ data sequence rn tag sequence 

F igure 5.2: five tuples 

Let 1-2-3 be a concatenated sequence of seql. seq2, and seq3. Tuples from A to E in 
Fig 5.2 are written A, B, C, D, and E, respectively. Single-stranded D A bas a header fvd 
or rev before a sequence of numbers and alphabets: fvd indicates the 5'-t3' direction, and 
rev indicates the 3'<-5 ' direction . A sequence of numbers without any header indicates 
double-strand d DNA. 

Simple polymerization 

Two single-stranded DN As with an overlap anneal at the overlapping region at low tem
peratme. Theoretically, if a polymeras' exists in the same bufi: r, the enzyme extends 
annealed DNA terminals to form double-stranded DNA. How<'ver, this polymerization 
wa.s shown inefficient alt.hough a large amount of Taq polymerase existed. With Taq 
polymerase, each tuple (doub le-stranded DNA of 90 bp) was made from two overlapping 
siugle-st.ra.nded DNAs of 60 bp aJJ.d 45 bp each, and the concentration of the product 
was less than 20 RFU (F ig 5.3). The amplification by PCR was necessary to obtain the 
sufficient amount of tuples after t.he simple polymerization. 

PCR from single-stranded templates 

Amplification by PCR after the simple polymerization is a time-consuming process, and it 
is preferred to directly amplify double-stranded DNA from the single-strru.1ded templates. 
By adjusting the concentration of templates, amplification by PCR from single-stranded 
templates was shown possible (Fig 5.4). Table 5.1 shows the amount of templates which 
was required for l.he amplification. 
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si~t~Ple PQlymeri :::.&t:ton -

f wd 1 -2-3-4 lQ tuple A {90bp) 

rev 4-5-6 

-prime r ((wdl l -

_,L-~~--~--~----~--~ 
lGOo ~soo 4000 4500 ;ooo 5500 6000 6500 7000 no a 

eJ.apsed time 

Figure 5.3: simple polymerization 

60r---~---,----,---~----~--, 

50 

40 

30 105bp 

fwd 1-2-3-4 

rev 4-5-6 ---------- 20 -prilflertrev6- '7 l 10 

-10 L---------~----~--~----~--....1 
3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 

el.apsed time 

Figure 5.4: PCR amplification from single strands 

concent.ration (!mol each) 0.1 10 100 
an1plification x x x o 

Table 5.1 : amount of template (per 100J.tl) 
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Concatenation 

The conventional way to concatenate DNA is ligation of blunt or st icky ends. We propose 
more efficient procedure called 'PCR-concatenation ' . 

• Concatenation of overlapping sequences: If templates in PGR overlap to one 
another. the product i expected to be a concatenated sequence. Concatenation of 
three double-stranded tuples in one PCR process was performed (Fig 5.5) . 

Amplification by PCR of three templates (A-7, 6-C-13, and 12-E) with pdmers 
(fwdl and rev18) produced double-stranded DNA of 270 bp. Concatenation between 
two sets, {A-7, B-7} and {6-C, 6-D}, produced all four tuples: {A-C , A-D, B-C, B-0}. 

When the concentration of tuples was l 00 fmol/100 ~tl, three templates with overlap
ping regions of 15 bp were concat nated too. With the concentration of 10 fmol/100 
~~~ . however. no product was amplified. 

• Concatenation with bridges: In the previous method, each tuple should be elon
gated for 15 bp before the PeR-concatenation. T his process can be omitted if the 
concatenation without overlap is possible. For this p w·pose, disjoint tup les were 
amplified by PCR in the presence of bridge primers which overlap both D. As to be 
concatenated (F ig 5.6). 

A double-stranded tuple was amplified when the concentration of both tmnplates 
and bridges was 50 fmol/ 100 J.d (Table 5.2) . The concentration of templates was 
always 50 fmol/100 ~'!. 

Rotation 

tupleC 
IDL tuplttf) 

'30bp overlap cortcatenat.ion -

20 

l5 tuple ACE (2"11lbp) 

10 

-s L---~--~--~--~--~~ 
3000 3500 4000 4500 sooo 5500 6000 

elapsed time. 

Figur(l 5.5: concatenation with 30bp overlaps 

concentration (!mol each) 50 500 5,000 
concatena.tjou o x x 

Table 5.2: amount of bridge (per lOO~tl) 

Linear DNA data can be rotated by cutting elf-circularized data at a new position. 
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bridge ( f wdl2-13) -
~F= 

br idge(rev6- ? l 

45,---------------~-------. 

•o 
35 

30 

25 

20 

15 

conca t enation "''.lt: bridges -

tuple ACt. (270bp) 

10 1 
o L-~~~~~)~----~ 
JOOD 3500 4000 4 500 5000 5500 6000 

elapsed~ 

Figure 5.6: con ·atcnation with bridges 

• Rotation in diluted solut ion: The conventi011al way to circularize DNA is to 
dilute solution llfltil the probabilistic condition favors the circularization rather than 
polymerization [86]. T hen, a subsequent inverse PCR on circular DNA can produce 
rotated data. In our experiments, however, the application of ligase (more than 2 h) 
to the diluted mixture of two tup les A-C-E and A-D-E pwduced 54-0 bp dimers, even 
though the concentration of two tuples is sufficiently low. This result shows diluting 
solution cannot prevent ligation between two tuples (Fig 5.7). 

o Rotation with biotin: A procedure called 'PCR-rotation ' with biotin was per
formed to prevent e.,u;h DNA fragment from touching one another (Fig 5.8). 

Using an inver. e PCR with primers flld10-11 and revB-9, we confirmed correct 
amplification of rotated data. Two shorter extra bands. however, were ob ervcd too. 
and they a lways appeared even with different ligation times (Fig 5.8). With primers 
fwd1- 2 >JJld rev17-18, onJy 270 bp equence wa.~ amplified. T here were no 54.0 bp 
band. With a primer fwd10-11 only, no sequence was amplified. This fact shows 
there was no head-to-hea<l dimers on the surface of beads. 

5.5 Designing Tuples: Stepwise Generation 

TI:Us section shows the laboratory results of stepwise generation of DNA tuples winJ a 
solid-phase chemistry. T ile key idea is to fix one termini of DNA on the surface, and 
f.o stepwise extend the other termini by selectively hy bridizing and ligating additional 
units. ThL~ method t reats data in parallel, and enables the effi cient generation of different 
arrangements of tup les within a short t ime. 

Solid phase DNA synthesis is an automated technique for synthesis of polynucleotides, 
in which DNA chains are extended while they are attached to the solid support. lu the 
standard synthesis, all nucleotide in a reaction mixture are coupled to the end of growing 
chains. Our approach is di.fferent from the standard method in that only the selected 
un its. not all of them, are coupled to the termini of tuples. For this purpose, several basic 
operations were established, including the technique to avoid duplication of the san1e uillts 
in tuples. With these operations, it is possible to efficiently solve HPP, the same instance 
by wl:Uch Adleman showed the effectiveness of DNA computing in his seminal paper. For 
the solution of HPP, re.aders are referred to ow- laboratory works [71, 70, 11]. 
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Concacemer : 540bp or more 

.;:::=:::::!:. Head-to-tai 1 dimt:r: 

A~C-E A-C - E check by t'wC:U-2 . 't"e.vl7-la 16 ,----~---~----~----, 

~ ~ Hee.d~t.o-head di mer: 

E-C-A A-c-e Cheek by fwdlO-ll only 

~ .;:::=:::::!:. Hybrid dime-c: 

A-.C-E A-D-e: check by fwdHl-11. rev8-9 ~ 

•p• denot.es a phosphoryl group, 

Circle: 270bp 

0 
A-C-E 

An open circular stra nd 
works as a template in 

amplificati.an b>.f PCR. 

14 

12 

10 

H<;~at:io- (2h.J-

270bp 

_,L__~-~-~-~-~~ 

3000 35"00 4000 .(; 500 5000 5500 6000 
elapsed tilile 

Figure 5.7: inverse PCR of ligated sequence (left): ligation of tuple ACE and ADE (2 h) 

template 

rotated template -=- u.~·~·• PO! 

=u 

Figure 5.8: procedure of PCR-rotation 
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5.5.1 Results 

Four basic operations were performed. These operations form a cycle to extend DNA 
tuples on a solid phase (Fig 5.9). 

initial units 

• 

hybridization with unit 
and bridging oligomers 

(Ext operation) 

_£n 6 TS 

£"3 
.l:" t • 
£"3 
~ 

' mls-hybridfzation 

ligation and capping 
(Cap operation) 

repeat n times (for n units) 

remove duplication 
(Rmvdc operation} 

and cut at TS 
(Deblk operation) 

~ 

~ 

~ 

_!ill!!...l_ 

~ 

I 

Figme 5.9: The cycle of generating DNA tuples. 

• EXT operation: This operation extends DNA tuples by one unit in parallel. Single
stranded DNA fragments were hybridi?.ed to the termini of DNA tuples on the solid 
support .. The following ligation process by Taq DNA ligase secured the hybridized 
fragments. 

• CAP operation: This operation prohibits the extension of tuples. Termini of the 
D. A tuples were capped with an unreactive chemical {didem,yribosyl thymidine 
triphosphate, or ddTTP). 

• RMvoc operation: Tlli. operation removes only those tuples that contain duplicates 
of the arne unit. The tuples with more than one copy of a certain unit were detected 
using a tandem repeat of the complementary sequence of the unit. The detected 
tuple~ wer<l removed from the solid support by a restriction enzyme (EcoRJ). 

• DEBLK operation: This operation restores the inactivated tuples. The capped ter
mini of the DNA tuples were trimmed by a restriction enzyme (Bamill) to advance 
to the next extension cycle. 

The repctitiOTl of the a.bove four operations, with an occasional application of PCR. to 
amplify the total copy number of tuples. wiU realize the parallel generation of different 
DNA tuples. 

5.5.2 Experiments 

Generation of DNA tuples 

Each unit is represented by a single-stranded unique oligomer (15 bp). Each oligomer 
i~ combined with the common terminal sequence (rs) at its 3· end. TS begins with a 
restriction site for Bamm, so that only the terminal part ca.n be cut and removed. In 
order to connect multiple units, bridging oligom~.rs c:omplementary to the two adjacent. 
units (30 bp) are also prepared. Starting from an initial unit on a solid support, additional 
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units are stepwise hybridized with bridging sequences. An initial unit is a combination of 
the root sequence (RS) with a restriction site and the starting unit (start). 

First, initial oligomers reprC$enting RS and start are secured on the solid phase. 
To extend the tuples on the surface w1it by unit , the following process is repeated. 1. 
Expose the surtace to unit oligomers and bridging oligomers. Oligomers of an adjacent 
unit hybridize to he free tail of each tuple with the help of bridging oligomers. 2. Ligate 
the hybridized units. 3. Cap the tail of each tuple with ddTTP, which is chemically inert. 
4. Remove tuples which contain the same unit twice. This process will be explained in 
detail later. 5. Cut the terminal with a restriction enzyme, Bamffi. Only tuples with IS 
are cut, and their caps are removed. Tuples which failed in the last ligation step (Step 2) 
remain capped. 

This process is repeated fo:r n times, where n is the number of units in the tuple. 

Ext operation 

The accuracy of ExT operation was examined by the application of PCR right after the first 
EXT operation. Specifically, three bridging oligomers, revUO-Ul, revUO-U3, and revUO-U6 
were added in the first EXT operation, and the correct tuples only were generated. PCR 
between f'ldRS-UO and revUi-TS (i = 1, 3, 6) gave the product of 80 base pairs eluted 
around an elution time of 14 min. In contrast, PCR with other primers did not produce 
any significantly amplified DNA fragments. The correctness was confirmed at two ligation 
temperatures 60 'C and 65 'C. 

In addition to the accuracy, the effic iency of EXT operation is important. The efficiency 
was measured by the peak area of a product obtained by the PCR, because the peak 
area reflects the amount of tuples generated by EXT operation. The PCR product of 
RS-UO-Ul-TS was observed to be more than that of RS-UO-U3-TS or RS-UO-U6-TS. which 
means that revUO-Ul could make a. more stable hybrid duplex with fildUl-TS than the 
other two oligorners. This was probably the effect of GC contents of the units (GC content 
of fwdUl, f'ldU3, and f'ldU6 are 0.6, 0.4, and 0.4 respectively.) 

Cap operation 

The CAP operation covers the 3' end of tuples on a solid support with an unreactive group, 
which will be later removed by DEBLK operation. The efficiency of CAP was exa.cnined 
by comparing the amount of ?CR.-amplified RS-UO-Ul-TS. In one PCR, CAP is applied to 
hdRS-UO before EXT operation. and in the other, f'ldRS-UO is extended without capping. 
The cycle in the PCR was as small a.~ 15 so that the quantitative balance was preserved. 
The 80 bp PCR. product was greatly reduced when the beads were treated with CAP 
operation, although 100% suppress ion was not achieved. 

Deblk operation 

The DEBLK operation trims the 3' end of tuples by a restriction enzyme. Its efficiency 
was examined by repeating the synthetic cycle on a solid phase. After the first ExT 
operation, one-nftieth of beads were analyzed by PCR to display the sequences of tuples 
on the beads. PCR between fydRS-UO and revUl-TS gave a product of 80 bp eluted at 
14.0 min. The rest of the beads were then subjected to CAP, DEBLK and EXT operation. 
After the second EXT operat ion, PCR between f'ldRS-UO and revU2-TS gave a product 
of 95 bp eluted at 14.3 min. The existence of the 95 bp product proved the execution of 
DEIJLK operation. However, PCR. between f'ldRS-UO and revUl-TS also gave a product 
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of 80 bp, which means some t uples remained inactivated after D EBLK operation. Prom 
the peak size of PCR results, the efficiency of DEBLK operation was extrapolated 80%. 

Rmvdc operation 

Restriction enzy mes cut double-stranded DNA only, and not single-stranded DNA. Each 
restriction enzyme has its own specific recognition site to cut. Us.ing this enzyme, DNA 
tuples containing t he s<tmc uni t twice can be removed from the surface. Assume that 
a t uple has a duplicate unit Ui . When the tuple is mixed with a tandem repeat of the 
complementary sequence of the unit revUi-Ui-TS, it will form either a partial hybridization 
at each of tl1e duplicate locus, or a full-length bybriclization with a bulge loop (Fig 5.10). 
Note that t he existence of revTS facilitates the binding specificity to tb free termini of 
tuples. The stability of a hybrid depend on t he free energy of the hybrid. The lower --complimentary sequence ln tandem 

Case 1: 

~ 
FREE ENERGY 

HIGH 

Case 2 : 

FA.EE ENERGY 
HIGH 

Case 3: 

FREEENERGV 
LOW 

Figme 5.10: T he structm e of possible hybrids formed between a t uple and a tandem 
repeat oligomer. 

the free energy i ·. the higher is the stab ili ty. The free energy of the hybrid is t he sum 
of the free energy of each part composing the hybrid. In general, single-stranded regions 
are regarded as the standard state of the free energy calculation; thus a zero free energy 
is assigned to them. double-helical regions hav a negative free energy, while loops such 
as bulge, internal, or bifurcation have a positive free energy. The free energy of a double
helical region i · approximately proportional to t he length of the region , and the free energy 
of a loop increa..~es monotonously with its size. From t lris rough consideration, Case 3 in 
Fig 5.10 is consider d most stable. 

To b more precise, Case 3 is most stable only when the length of units is large enough 
to compensate the increase in free energy caused by the bulge loop formation. Let t he 
length of uni ts be n, bases. Th • free energy of the double-helical region of a uni t is given 
by -2 x (n- l ) k<:al/mol, assuming t hat the sequence of 1mits has the uniform and average 
stab ili ty of base-stacking [20). On the other hand , the free energy of a bulge loop of m 
bases long is given by +L5 1ogm for large m [30]. By this calculation, it is shown that 
the formation of full-length hybridization of 15 bp units is preferred even with a bulge 
loop of 1000 bp in between. (Careful adjustment in the temperature is necessary.) To 
remove on ly t hose strands that t he tandem oligomcrs have fully hybridized , the t uples to 
be reLOovcd are made double-stranded by polymerase. Then , a •·estriction enzyme can cut 
those tuples at their root seque11ce (Fig 5.11). 
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11\iX tandem primer polymerizarion 

. ~::- I~\ ·:: .. 
~ " 

..... ~ ~ ·.: .~ 
/ '\:: 

Th.i s i s the sequence The 'roo~: rest riction 
wit:b repet.ition . sir:e has 4 eama.r s-ite. 

rest.r ict:.ion 

Only doubl e -s t.randed 
r:.upl e will be removed . 

Figure 5.11: Removal of sequences with repetition 

5.6 DNA State Machine 

With standard molecular biological tec:lwiques, the best way to utilize the molecular par
al lelism has been to execute what is called genemte and search, as was initially performed 
by Adleman. He first generated ali the candidate solutions for an instance of HPP at 
random, then chose the correct solution among them in standard lab operation .. Lipton's 
method for solving 3-SAT is also along the line of generate and search paradigm. 

However, the power of generate and search with molecules is curreu ly insufficient 
for solving actual problems, mainly because the selection of a particular DNA molecule 
(search process) is much more difficult than generation; it often happens in standard lab 
procedW'es that different molecules contaminate, or that the target molecule i lost. In 
order to make DNA computing practically rel iable, it is desirable that molecular operations 
g nera.te only required DNA sequences, without selection procedW'es. As a step toward 
this goal, this section introduces a new model ofDI A computing, in which the generation 
of DNA molcr.ules is constrained and programmable. 

In previous approaches, programs are implemented as a sequence of operations that 
are 1llliformly applied to all molecules in a tube. It is a Sll\W model of D A computing. 
The new model is a significant p rogress from this existing paradigm, because the molecules 
represent both programs and inputs, and multiple programs with different inputs can run 
in parallel. It. is a IPMD or MIMD model of DNA computing. 

It is a method for simu lating deterministic or non-deterministic state transitions. Both 
a finite automaton and the Cl)rrent state are represented in aD A sequence, and different 
automata with different cW'rcnt states can run in parallel in a single tube within a short 
time. Therefore, tlus method can be applied to implement a general state machine with 
D A molecules. 

5.6.1 Whiplash M odel 

A finite automaton (or a program) and the CW'rent state of evaluation {or a head in the 
sense of Turing machine) are encoded in one single-stranded DNA with a pacer in between 
(Fig 5.12). State transition from the initial state is performed by molecular operation .. 
In each transition, the h ad reads informat ion from the automaton to change the state: 
single-stranded DNA forms a hairpin structure where the cnrrent state hybridizes to an 
appropriate position in the a utomaton, then the 3' end of the state is extended by one 
symbol f.o obtain the next state using polymerization. This is called a whiplash model.2 

Jts contrib•~tiou i twofold: theoretical as well as realistic. 
2Th~ name 'whiplash ' was coined hy Erik \Vinfree at Caltec-.h . 
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transnlon table (automaton~ "'!) 
.. 

head spacer 

(current state) 

Figure 5.12: Current state of an automaton hybridizes to the automaton. 

In th ory. this method implements successive and parallel state transitions as a single
tube reaction. This is, to the author's knowledge, the first molecular computation in 
which programs are implemented in molecules and evaluated in parallel. The transitions 
are realized as a succession of thermal cycles, realizing the parallel evaluation of multiple 
automata in a single tube. 

For a new laboratory technique, a method to stop polymerization exactly after the head 
copies one symbol is introduced. For thls purpose, we use a stopper sequence consisting 
of a deoxyribonucleotide whose complement is rrrissing in the polymerization buffer. Thi~ 
technique is called polyme-rization stop. 

5.6.2 Molecular representat ion 

The transition table of a finite (deterministic or non-deterministic) automaton is a s<.~ 

quence of triples of the form s'-c- s, where s denotes the current state and s' the next 
state corresponds to the input symbol c. Lower-case letters are used to denote DNA se
quences corre ponding to automaton states, which are denoted with upper-case letters. 
For example, the table of the automaton M in Fig.5.13 is reprf'"~ented by the sequence 
p-0-s-q-1-s-q-1-p-r-0-p. 

Figure 5.13: Automaton M 

To realize state trans itions, we concatenate the complement 8 (The bar denotes the 
complementary. equcnc;e.) of the current states of the automaton as in Fig 5.12, wheTe a 
spacer sequence with an appropriate length is inserted in bet;ween the table and the state. 

The state trat1sition corresponding to the inpul symbol c is performed as follows. 
First, c is attached to the end of the sequence using a novel method for concatenating 
DNA molecules on a solid-phase [71]. Then, the terminal part becomes the subsequence 
s-c, which can hybridize to the triple s'-c- s in the transition table by forming a hairpin 
structure. By polymerization, the next states' is copied to the terminal. This cycle is 
repeated until sufficiently many polymerization proceeds for all the tate transitions. Note 
that even if the head hybridizes to the previously visited states, no harmful effect will be 
induced. 

ln order to stop the extension exactly after one symbol is added to the 3' end, both 
input symbols and automata contain a stopper sequence (denoted by stop) in between 
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1. The head anneals to the state S 
with Input 0. 

p0sg1s~ 
' ·~ _ ... ;~- -~ .... 

Q S spacer 

2. The head copies the state P. 

!:!+C::g 1 p r ------~ 

3. After denaturation, attach the next 
input symbol1 to the head. 

p Osg~ 

--- - spacer 
1 p 0 s 

4. The head copies the state a. 

p0sq1s~ 

1 p 

( 4. The head may bind to the previous 
position, but rt does no harm. ) 

Figw·e 5.14: Eva1uation steps for automaton M 

symbols. The aGLual implementation of the stopper sequence is described later. 
Non-deterministic automata do not contain the stopper sequence inside the triple 

s'-c-s. When ihe heads hybridizes lo s'-c-s , tbe fragment s'-c is copied by polymeriza
tion, regardless of the input symbol c. 

In the above evaluation step, all automaia in a tube are attached the same input symbol 
siepwise by an external procedure. This method is originally used for the selection. or the 
learning, of automata which accept the given sequence of input symbols. For the fl exible 
design of DNA tuples, however, the model is used in a different way. 

Suppose we have a DNA strand which contains all functional components used in DNA 
tuples. From among this collection, we want to select some components in a certain order, 
for generating each DNA vector. This process can be realized by attaching an input 
vector to ihe collection of components as in Fig 5.15. The input vector is represented 
as the list of fragment pairs. To Lhe 3' downstream from the 5' terminal, it contains 
the list of the ending and the beginning part of every adjacent components in the DNA 
iuple to he generated. For example, when the DNA tuple to be generated contains n 
functional components i,. i2, ··· , in. the input vector is Lhe ·oncatenation of n- 1 pairs 
{ beginik+1-endik } (k = I · · · n- 1) , where beginik denotes the beginning 20 bp of the 
component 'tk. and endik denotes its ending 20 bp. ln the same way as the DNA automata, 
the head alternaiely anneals to the input vector and the functional components, forming 
the DNA iuple in ibe defined ord ·r. 

Thi process is essentially the ame as the parallel cvaluaLion of Jj-formula shown 
by Hagiya, Arita, Kiga et al. A J.t-formula is a Boolean formula in which ach variable 
occurs at most once. Unlike other approaches towards evaluation of Boolean circuits with 
molecules [59 , 74, 22], ours r present both Boolean formulas and their variable assignments 
with DNA molecules. Since the DNA molecules representing Boolean formulas can be 
rcgMded as programs, and since the •nolecules for v-o.riable assignments can be regarded 
as inputs, our approach allows multiple programs with different inputs to run in parallel. 
For its implemeniation strategy, readers are referred to our previous work [42]. 
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Figure 5.15: Implementation of DNA t.upl synthesis 

5.6.3 Experiments 

Polymerization stop 

We implemented the techruque of polymerization stop using t riplets as stopper sequences. 
This technique, however, requires encoding using only three deoxyribonucleotides. 

The use of artificial nucleosides ucb as isoguanosine or 5-methylisocytidine [78] for 
stopper sequences resolves this difficulty. When all four common deoxyribonucleotide 
can be used for eneoding, more information can be encoded in sequences of the same 
length. Another advantage is that it is easier to adjust the gc-conteuts at an appropriate 
level. 

Successive transition 

Two experiments of the whiplash model were performed: one was that of a single transition 
by extension of a bairpi11 structure, and the other was that of two successive transitions. 
Both processes were performed in a single tu be by a simple thermal program consisting 
of cycles for denaturation , annealing, and polymerization. 

Tn both experiments, symbols were encoded with three out of the four common de
oxyribonucleotides (dATP. dGTP, dCTP and dTTP). When a polym rizat.ion buffer lack 
the one kind of base out of the common four, a repetition of the missing deoxyribonu
cleotide works as a stopper sequence in polymerization. In the actual experiments, we 
used a triplet 'ggg' or ·aaa' as the stopper, in which case the corresponding buffer lacked 
dCTP or dTTP, respectively. 

Botb experiments were successf·ul , but the successive transition was more inefficient 
than expected. It seems this difficulty comes from that the hybridization to the previously 
annealed site is thermodynamically more preferred than the hybridization priming poly
merization for the second transition. Tbis effect can be understood because the former 
r.asc forms longer hybridization, wbicl1 is mom stable. This problem can be resolved by 
adjusting tbe temperature in an isothermal reaction, which will be discussed in the next 
section. 

5. 7 Discussion 

This chapter introduced laboratory tecllniques for the systematic design of vectors. 
ThP first two techrllques dealt with the relational opnrations and the solid-phase syn

thesis of DNA tuples. 
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For relational operations, the following problems remain to be solved. 

• Maximwn variety of tuples. We only tested 2 x 2 Cartesian product, but much 
larger set must be tested for practicality. DNA of small population is likely to be 
exterminated in PCR process, so the estimation of the ma.ximum size which can be 
processed a t; a time is necessary. 

• Selection technique. We only considered exact matching in Join operation, but 
more complex matching procedure is necessary. DNA with an inosine can hybriclize 
any of natural four bases, and can be used as a wild-card of DNA bases. For the 
matching using an inosine, more sophisticated data coding is required. 

Tllis approach is currently not under progress, mainly because PCR or gel electrophoresis 
requires more than an hour to perform. Also, its automation is hard to achieve in this 
manner. 

In this respect, the solid-phase synthesis has more advantageous aspects than the 
relational-operation strategies, though its purpose is rather specific (synthesis only): 

• The method is much faster. Only simple and fast DNA operations are employed, 
and the number of PCR application is minimized. 

• It can be performed on a fully automated machine. The full automation is essential 
not only for the speedup of computation but for the error-free computation. 

However, the examination of the feasibility of RMVDC operation and its improvement 
is still on the way. For a practical application, the establishment of its experimental 
conditions is a necessary step. 

The new model of DNA computing is a remarkable progress over the previous models 
in that it can exhibit a great computational power in a single-tube reaction, and that the 
model can be used both in the synthesis of D A tuples and in the logical computation 
with DNA molecules. The improvement of the experimental conditions for the whiplash 
model is still ongoing. The recent work by Sakamoto, Kiga, Kom.iya et al. showed that 
isothermal reactions greatly increase the efficiency of state transitions. They also reported 
the use of utrnatural bases (isog11anosine and 5-methylisocyticline nucleotides) prevents 
unwanted annealings [84]. 

Our past experiments as well as those of Sakamoto, Kiga, Komiya et at. do not mix 
multiple automata or DNA strands, bul the parallel execution of multiple automata ne
cessitates that intra-molecular react ion occur exclusively. In experiment , single-stranded 
D A were cooled down on ire to facilitate intra-molecular reaction. This issue is consid
ered important; there is a report of the stable formation of a DNA hairpin in vitro [19], 
and the adjustment in experimental condit ions greatly improves the efficiency and the 
accw·acy of extension. So far , only two measures were employed in our experiments: (1) 
keeping the concentration of DNA molecules sufficiently low. and (2) quickly cooling down 
molecules during the annealing process. The effectiveness of these measures should be ver
if·ied in future experiments. Another preventive measure is to use the surface cl1emistry. 
By binding DNA molecules sparsely on a streptavidin-coated magnetic beads. it is possible 
to avoid inter-molecular interaction. 

The refinement of experimental condit ions like these should be further pursued for 
accessing the fea.~ihility and the prospect of DNA computing. 
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Mat erials and Methods 

5.7. 1 Relational Operations 

Sequence Design 

An optimal sequence for computation should not form secondary structure by itself, and 
should bind only to the specific site where it is expected to anneal. Short DNA such as 
PCR primers can satisfy this condition, but this condition is hard to satisfy for longer 
DNA. Sequences were designed to satisfy the following conditions. 1. Both 5 bp ends of 
each data (or tag) do not appear in the ends of other data (or tag). 2. The GC content 
of each data (or tag) is not greatly biased (GC = 33 ~ 76%). 3. A tag sequence does 
not form a stable structure by itself. 4 . Single stranded DNA for generating each tuple 
anneals at the expected sites. 

The computer program designed by Alcira Suyama (secdyn2 in Fortran77) was per
formed for the secondary structural analysis to check the third and the fourth conditions 
above. This program calculates the optimal energy of two annealing DNAs. 

Data Representation 

Each tuple was made from single stranded DNA of 60 bp or 45 bp, which were mail-ordered 
and PAGE purified . A sequeuce for a primer is either 15 bp or 30 bp long, and is purified 
with OPC (Sawaday Technology, Japan). The sequence number used in Fig 5.2 and in 
later sections, e.g. seq1 or seq2, indicates the sequence in t;he following table. 

DNA sequences (forward strands only) 
1: TACATAAAGTACCTT 2: ACACCTCTCTGCAAA 3: ACAGACTGTACGCGA 

4: TGAACTTTACCTCTA 5: TGGATCCTCGAGGGC 6: GCCCGACGCATTGTT 
7: AGCCTACCTCCCTAA 8: ATGAGGTACCTCCGC 9: TAGTATGAAAGCCAT 
10: GCCACTCTCCTCGAC 11: TACGTGCCGTGTGCT 12: AAGACTTTTAATCTA 
13: GCCCACGGAGACCCA 14: TCGCAGGGACAACGA 15: AAGAATCAGAGGATA 
16 :TAGAATTCATCCGGC 17 :GTCAAAGTTCGAGTT 18: TGGGACGTGCGTGAT 

19: GTCATGGAGCCGTTA 20: AAGAGCTTGGAGTGT 21: TAG!TGGAGACTGCT 
22: TTCCTCGCCGAGCTA 

Molecular Analysis 

In total, si..x experiments were performed: 1. simple polymerization or 2. PCR from 
single-stranded templates for making tuples; 3 . concatenation with overlaps or 4. with 
bridges; 5. rotation with biotin or 6 . without it. 

Each PCR amplificat ion was performed on Biometra UNO-Thermoblock in a total 
volume of 100 1'1 using the fo llowing procedme (except for simple polymerization): initial 
denaturation step , 95 'C for 1 min; 25 cycles with a denaturation step at 95 'C for 30 s, 
annealing at 40 'C for 1 min if p1·imers are 15 bp (and at 60 'C if primers are 30 bp), 
and extension at 72 'C for 1 min. There was no final extension. For each amplification, 5 
units of Taq DNA polymerase (except for simple polymerization, 10 units; Ex Taq DNA 
polymerase, TAKARA Japan) was used together with 50 pmol of each specific primer, 2.5 
mM dNTPs. The co11centration of templates in eacl1 amplification was 100 fmol/100 1'1 
if not explicitly mentioned. Al l products were analyzed using capillary electrophoresis 
system (BECKMAN P/ACE 5510) with LfFluor daDNAlOOOKit and with System Gold, 
The Per ·oual Chromatograph analyzing software. Its output is a graph with ·relative 
fluorescence unit' (RFU) in y-axis and elution time in x-axis. The amount of double
stranded DNA was measured by RFU; for DNA of 120 bp, 10 RFU corresponds to about 
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5 fmoi/J.d. The length of DNA was measured by the elution time in comparison with that 
of molecu.lar markers. 

Simple polymerization 

The generation of each tuple was performed with the following procedure: initia.l denatu
ration step, 95 't for I min; 20 cycles with annealing at 40 'C for 1 min , and extension at 
72 'C for 1 min. The concentration of templates was 40 pmol each with 10 units of Taq 
DNA polymerase. 

PCR from single-stranded templates 

In Fig 5.4, a tuple A was amplified with a reverse primer of 30 bp, which consisted of the 
15 bp end of a tuple A and the 15 bp beginning of a tuple C (or D). The overhanging 15 
bp in this primer was later used as a sticky bridge in the concatenation. If necessary, each 
tuple was elongated by 15 bp on either or both ends. The annealing temperature in PCR 
was 40 'C. 

Circularization in diluted solution 

Two concatenated tuples A-C-E and A-D-E were separately amplified by PCR with a 
phosphorylated primer fwdl and with a primer rev18 which was not phosphorylated. 
Primers were removed by filb:ation (Millipore UFC3TGC, 8400 RPM). A tuple A-C-E and 
a tuple A-D-E (150 fmol/100 tLI each) were incubated for 3 h (37 'C) with 800 units of T4 
DNA ligase (NEW ENGLAND BIOLABS. USA) and with 10 1-'1 of !Ox buffer in a total volume 
of 100 JLI. 'rhe proclu<:t of ligation was amplified by PCR with three set of primers: fwdl-2 
and rev17-18 for checking linear DNA, fwdl0-11 and rev8-9 for checking circularized 
DNA, and fwdl0-11 and rev21-9 for checking concatemers of mi.."Xed data. 

Using biotin for circularization 

Streptavidin-coated magnetic beads (20 ,..1, Dynabeads-M280 streptavidin, VERITAS) were 
washed twice with binding and wa~hing buffer (B&W buffer: 2 mM NaCI in TE buffer) 
and were suspended in 40 Jll of BW buffer. A concatenated tuple A-C-E was amplified 
by PCR with a phosphorylated primer fwdl and a non-phosphorylated primer rev18 
in tbe presence of biotin-16-dUTP (1 mM, BOHRJNGER MAN ;rrnrM). Some uracils with 
biotin were integrated , instead of thymins. into amplifi 'd double-stranded DNA. The PCR 
product (40 ,..t, 0.1 rru\11) was mixed with these beads (40 ,..t) and was slowly shaken for 
15 min. After the beads were pelleted by a magnet, clear upper part of this $Olu tion 
was removed and beads were resuspended in B&W buffer. The beads were washed twice 
in this way. T h pelleted bead. were incubated with ligases for 2 h (37 'C) in the same 
way as in Section 5.7.1. The product of liga.tion was amplified by PCR with three et 
of primers: fwdl-2 and rev17-18 for checking linear DNA, fwd10-11 and rev8-9 for 
checking circularized DNA, and fwdl0-11 ou.ly for checking head-to-head concatemers. 

5.7.2 Stepwise Generat ion 

Sequence Design 

Sequences were designed to satis fy the following condit ions. 1. Sequences for units and 
RS and TS share no common subsequences of more thau 5 bases long i.n order to prohibit 
inaccurate association o[ sing le-stranded DNA ol igomers iu a reaction mixtw-e. 2. The GC 
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content of each data (or tag) is not greatly biased (GC = 33 ~ 76%). 3. A tag sequence 
does not form a stable structure by itself. 4. Single stranded ON A for generating each 
tuple anneals at the expected sites. 

Data Representation 

Single-stranded DNA oligomer representing the initial unit was 40 bases long: the 5' end 
part (25 bases) for RS and tbe 3' end part (15 bases) for the start. This initial oligomer is 
designated by RS-start. The 5' end of RS-start is biotinylated to attach on streptavidin
coated magnetic beads through the biotin-streptavidin interaction. The RS part bas the 
restriction site of EcoRI. 

Single-stranded DNA oligomers representing other units than the initial unit were also 
40-base long witb two parts but with a different structure. The unique 5' end part (15 
bases) was used to specify unit i (Ui) itself. The 3' end part was the TS (25 bases), which 
was used to block coupling of more than one unit to the end of extending tuples while 
executing ExT operation. TS part includes a BamHI restriction site so that it can be 
removed in D"EBLr< operation. 

The sequences of unit oligomers are as follows: 

RS-UO: 5'-b-aaacgtctctccacgagcgcGAATT-Cggcctacttaagag-3' 
Ul-TS: 5'-p-ttgttacgcagcccG-GATCCataggagactaagagagacg-3' 
U2-TS: 5'-p-attgccgaggtactG-GATCCataggagactaagagagacg-3' 
U3-TS: 5'-p-taccgaaagtatgaG-GATCCataggagactaagagagacg-3' 
U4-TS: 5'-p-tcgtgtgccgtgcaG-GATCCataggagactaagagagacg-3' 
U5-TS: 5'-p-tgtgaggttcgagaG-GATCCataggagactaagagagacg-3' 
U6-TS: 5'-p-ttgagcttgaaactG-GATCCataggagactaagagagacg-3' 

where 'b' and 'p' designate a biotin and a pho phate group, respectively. The recognition 
sites of BamHI and EcoRl are capitalized. The sites cleaved "rith these restriction enzymes 
are designated by·-'. 

The bridging sequences were the reverse complement of the two unit sequences to be 
cotmected lining up side by side. For example, the sequence of bridging oligomer connect
ing f"dUO and f"dUl is the reverse complement of the unit sequences of f~>dUO-Ul , and 
is designated revUO-U1. Thus, revUO-Ul is 5 '-cgggctgcgtaacaactcttaagtaggccg-3 '. 
All D A oligomers, synthesized on an automated DNA synthesizer and purified with an 
OPC car tridge, were obtained from Sawaday Technology. Inc. (Japan). 

Ext operation 

First of all, single-stranded initial oligomer fwdRS-UO was immobilized on streptavidin
coated magnet.ic beads. Twenty microliters (containing 20 !Jog) of Oynabeads M-280 Strep
tavidin (DYNAL A. S., Norway) were washed twice with 100 !J.l of bindi11g and washing 
buffer (B&W buffer: TE buffer (10 mlvf Tris-HCl pH 7.6, 0.1 rn.M EDTA) containing I 
M a.C I) using a Oynal MPC, and resuspended in 50 J.Li of B&W buffer. Ten pmol of 
biotinylated fwdRS-UO in an equal volume of B&W buffer was added and incubated at 25 
'C for 15 min while gently shaking the tube. The beads were then washed once with 100 
J.d of B&W buffer and twice with 100 !J.l of TE buffer at room temperature. 

For EXT operation, be>~ds were mixed with 1 pmol each of unit oligomers fwdUi-TS (i = 

l, 2, · · · 6) and bridging oligomers revUi-Uj (i,j: all pairs of connected units) in 50 !J.l of Tag 
ligation bufFer (20 ruM Tris-HCl pl:f 7.6, 25 mM CH3COOK, 10 mlvl (CH3C00)2Mg, 10 
mM OTT, lmM NAD, 0.1 % Triton X-100}. To avoid a misligation, the reaction mixture 
was heated up to 94 'C before an addition of 20 units of Taq DNA ligase (NEw ENGLAND 
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BIOLABS, USA). The beads were t.hen incubated at 65'C for 10 min while gently shaking 
the tube. After the ligation reaction, the beads were washed twice with 100 J.Ll of TE 
buffer at 94 'C to remove excess units and bridging oligomers. 

Cap operation 

Beads were incubated at 37 'C for 10 min in 50 f.d of cacodylate buffer (120 rnM sodium 
cacodylate pH 7.2, 1.2 mM CoCl2 , 0.6 rnM 2-mercaptoetbanol) containing 10 nmol of 
dideoxyribosyl thymidine t riphosphate (ddTTP) and 20 units of terminal deoxynucleotidyl 
transferru e (TdT) (TOYOBO, Japan). After the capping reaction, the beads were washed 
twice with 100 J.L l of TE buffer at room temperature. 

Deblk operation 

Beads were mixed with 5 pmol each of revUi-Uj-TS oligomers (i = 1, 2, · · ·, 5) in 50 J.Ll 
of H buffer (50 rnM Tris-HCl pH7.5, 100 ruM NaCI. 10 mM MgC12 , I mM DTT). The 
reaction mixture was heated to 94 'C for 1 min and then cooled down to 37 'C in 5 min 
to facilitate annaling of the rev Ui-Uj-TS oligomers to tuples on the beads. After adrling 
200 units of BamfU, the beads were incubated at 37 'C for 5 min. The beads were then 
washed twice with 100 11! of TE buffer at 94 'C, making the tuples single-stranded. 

Rmvdc operation 

Beads w re snspended in 50 J.L I of Ex Tag buffer (TAKARA, Japan) containing 4 J.L) each 
of the 0.2 mM dNTPs and 5 pmol each of rev Ui-Ui-TS oligomers (i = 1, 2, · · ·, 5), which 
anneal to tuples on the beads. The reaction mixture was heated up to 94 'C and 1.25 units 
of Ex Taq DNA polymerase (TAKARA, Japau) was added to initiate the polymerizatiou. 
The beads were then incubated at 80 'C for l min. After stopping the polymerization 
reaction with the addition of 2 fd of 500 mM EDTA, tlle beads were washed once with 
100 J.Ll of TE buffer at room temperature. The beads were then resuspended in 50 J.LI of 
H buffer and treated for 5 min at 37 'C with 200 units of EcoRI to remove tuples with 
duplicate units from the beads. After an EcoRI digestion, the beads were washed twice 
with 100 J.Ll of TE bufFer at 94 'C. making the tuples single-stranded. 

PCR amplification 

Beads were subjected to a PCR in 50 11l of Ex Taq buffer containing 4 J.Ll each of the 
0.2 mM dNTPs <Wd 10 pmol each of fqc!RS and revTS primers. PCR amplification was 
performed on UNOU Thermocycler (BlOMETRA, Germany) using the temperature profile 
of the initial denaturation at 94 'C for 1 min followed by 20 cycles of the denaturation at 
94 'C for 20 sec, the annealing at 40 'C for 1 min, and the extension at 72 'C for 1 min. 
The hot start technique was used , so 1.25 units of Ex Taq DNA polymerase was added 
just after the initial denaturation step. 

After the fu·sl PCR amplification, 1 Jll of the supernatant was subjected to the second 
PCR in the same way as the first PCR but the fwc!RS primer biotinylated at the 5' end was 
used. After ethanol preeipitation and removal of excess primers by centrifugal filtration. 
the PCR pruduct was suspended in 50 J.Ll of B&W buffer and then attached to 20 J.tg 
of streptavidiJ1-coatcd magnetic beads through biotin at the s· end of the fwc!RS primer 
strand. The double-stranded tuples immobilized on the beads were denatured in 100 J.Ll 
of TE buffer for 2 min at 94 'C. Dissociated strand: were washed away twice with 100 J.Ll 
of TE buffer at n4 'C. 
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sl tccattctaa sl gcacgatctaggaaa 
s2 ctcacccttatacat s2 tcccgttctgggcct 
s3 cgtttcag s3 gtggtttgcgctcgt 
ini cgacaagcttggg ini ccaaa 

Table 5.3: Sequences for one-step (left) and two-step (right) transitions 

PCR was used again for obtaining the generated tuples with primers fwdRS and revTS. 
The beads were suspended in 50 J.d of Ex Taq buffer containing 4 .ui each of the 0.2 mM 
dNTPs and 10 ptno1 each of the primers. PCR amplification was performed using the 
same temperature profile and the same bot start technique as above. 

PCR products in the supernatant were resolved on a PJACE5510 capillary elec
trophoresis system (BECKMAN, USA) using LIFluor dsDNAlOOO Kit . The laser-induced 
fluorescence detection equipped with a P / ACE5510 was used for the high sensitivity detec
tion of PCR products. T he intensity of fl uorescence signal was calibrated using a double
stranded DNA solution, the concentrat ion of which was determined by a UV absorbance 
at 260 nm. The peak area of700 RFU·ETU (RFU: relative fluorescence unit; ETU: elution 
time unit) on an electropherogram corresponded to 20 frnol/.u l double-stranded DNA so
lution of 40 bp. The elution time of PCR products on an electropherogram was calibrated 
using the standard molecular weight marker supplied with LIFiuor dsDNAlOOO Kit. 

5 .7.3 D N A State Machine 

Sequence D esig n 

For the single-step transition, the triplet ·ggg' was used as a stopper sequence, whi le for the 
two successive transitions, the triplet ·aaa' was used for the stopper (Table 5.3). All the 
sequences are single-stranded if not specially mentioned. A sequence with a bar indicates 
its Watson- Crick complement. For example, SI represents the complementary sequence 
of sl. A hyphen between sequences indicates their concatenation, i.e. , phosphodiester 
bonding between the sequences. For example, s 1-s2 represents the concatenated sequence 
of s l and s2 in this order. 

The sequence ini -s1-s2-s3-S2 is chemically synthesized in this experiment. Note 
that the subsequence ini contains the stopper ggg. Two more sequences are synthesized 
as markers for electrophoresis (ini -s1-s2- s3-S2-SI and ini -s1- s2-s3-S2-SI - ini ). 

Single Transition 

The buffer in this experiment lacks dCTP. In 20 .ul scale, t he buffer contains 2 .ug of DNA, 
250 .uM of dATP, dGTP and dTTP, and 2 units of AmpliTaq DNA polymerase (PERKIN 
ELMER, USA). Other conditions are the same as given by the supplier. 

For comparison, we also prepared the buffer containing 250 .u!VI of dCTP together with 
oth r three deoxyribonucleotides. In this case, it is expected that polymerization does not 
stop and produces i n i - s1-s2-s3-S2-SI- i ni. 

Transition was performed by initial denatu ring at 90 '0 for 3 min, followed by an 
extension step, 68 '0 for 10 min , using PERKIN ELMER DNA Thermal Cycler 480. Finally, 
the reaction mixture was cooled down on ice. 



E lectrophoresis 

Samples were analyzed by electrophoresis on 12% polyacrylamide gels with or without 8 
M urea. The band of the transition product was compared with those of the two markers: 
one is ini-s1-s2-s3-S2-SI and the other is ini-s1-s2-s3-S2-s1-ini. 

Figure 5.16: Electrophoresis without urea 

The result of electrophoresis without urea is hown in Fig.5.l6. From the left, the 
lanes correspond to: 

(l) the initial DNA ini-s1-s2- s3-S2, 
(2) the marker ini-sl-s2-s3-S2-s1, 
(3) the marker ini-sl-s2-s3-S2-SI- ini , 
(4) some known standard markers, 
(5) the polymerization product with 

three deoxyribonucleotides, 
(6) the polymerization product with 

four deoxyribonucleot;ides, 
(7) the initial DNA ini-sl-s2-s3-S2. 
(8) the marker ini-s1-s2-s3-S2-SI. and 
(9) the marker ini-sl-s2-s3-s2-Sl-ini. 

ln lanes (1), (2) and (3), DNA molecules were dissolved in water and renatured (cooled 
down on ice) . L>~nes (7), (8) and (9) contain the same molecules as in (l), (2) and (3), 
respectively, but they were dissolved in the polymerization buffer without ArnpliTaq DNA 
polymerase; they were also renatured before electrophoresis. 

The DNA molecules in these lanes each produced a single sharp band, indicating that 
they each formed a single stable structure, probably a hairpin structure. ~1 contrast, 
the DNA molecules which were not renatw·ed showed a smeared band as well as another 
ba11d unmoved duri11g the electrophoresis. These ba.nds probably indicate the formation 
of v<Lrions aggregates (data not shown). 

In lane (5), tbe band of the transition product corresponds to that of the marker 
ini-s1-s2-s3-s2-ST i11 ( ). On the other hand , there is no band corresponding to that 
of ini-s1-s2-s3-s2-Sl-ini in (9). This means that hairpin structures were properly 
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formed and their extension was . topped after ST was copied. On the other hand. the 
extension with all four deoxyribonucleotides produced a band in lane (6) , corresponding 
to the marker in lane (9). 

Denaturing gel electrophoresis with 8 M urea exhibited a pattern similar in correspon
dence between t.he transition products and the markers to Fig.5.16 (data not shown). 

Double Transition 

The scquen ·e used is ini -s2-sl-s3-s2-sl as d~fined in Table 5.3. The expected extension 
is showu in Fig.5.17. 

51 l &3 t 

r··------

Figure 5.17: Expected extension 

The buffer used in this experiment lacks dTTP. In 20 JLl scale, the buffer contains 1 JLg 
of DNA, 250 !LM of dATP, dGTP and dCTP, and 2 units of AmpliTaq DNA polymerase 
(PERKIN ElLMER, USA). Other conditions are the same as given by the supplier. 

We programmed PERKIN ELMER DNA Thermal Cycler 480 as follows: initial denatu
ration step, 90 'C for I min; extension step. 68 'C for 1 min; four cycles with denaturation 
step at 90 'C for 1 min , cooling down on ice for 1 min, incubation at, 40 'C for 30 sec, and 
extension at 68 for 30 sec. The cooling step is for forming hairpin structures before 
extension. 3 

Electrophoresis 

Primer 1 gctcgtcgac 
gcacgatctaggaaa 
gtgg 

Primer 2 gacggaattc 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 
gtgg 

Table 5.4: Primers for cloning 

Samples were analyzed by electrophoresis on 12% polyacrylamide gels containing 8 M 
urea. The bands of the transition products were compared with those of the markers, 
which bad been chemically synthesized. 

The product of the fiTst e;<tensiou step exhibited two bands in electrophoresis. One is 
that of ini-s1-s2-s3-S2. The other is considered that of ini-sl-s2-s3-S2-sL 

After tb four cycles of denaturation, annealing, and cooling, the above two bands dis
appeared and the band corresponding to that of the marker ini-s2-s1-s3-s2-sl-s2-s3 
emerged. 

3 , ,Vhen cooled down, tubes were temporarily detached from tlle thermal cycler and put on ice. 
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The DNA molecules that have undergone the successive transitions was processed by 
terminal deoxynu leotidyl transferase, and thus a poly-T sequence was added to the tail 
of each DNA molecule. It was then amplified by PCR with the primers of the sequences 
shown in Table 5.4. Primer 1 includes sl and Primer 2 has a poly-A sequence. The 
product of PCR was digested with EcoRJ and SalT. and was ligated to the corresponding 
sites in vector pUC119. The sequences of the clones were determined, confirming that the 
successive transitions certainly occurred as we expected. 
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Appendix 

This chapter shows an example session of AMR system. Its commands are Lisp-like. 

Input Data 

Input data are the definition of compound structures and enzymatic functions in glycol
y is. The total number of actually defined compounds is over 600, but only the related 
compounds are shown here. 

define "C02" $0=C=O$; 
define "H20" $0$; 
define "H" $[H+]$; 
defi.ne "Pi" $0=?(0) (0) 0$; 

define "NAD+" 
$NC(=O)C(=C4)C=CC=(N+]4(C~H] (OS) (CeH] (0) (C~H] (O) (C~H]5COP 

(•0) (O)OP (=0) (0) OC [Cm~H] (01) (CQQH] (0) [CQQH] (0) (C~QH) 1N2C=NC3=C2N=CN=C3N$; 

define "NADH" 
$NC(=O)C(CC=C4)=CN4(CQH] (05) [CQH) (0) (CQH] (0) (CQH]5COP(=O) 

{0) OP (=0) (O)OC (CQ~H] (01) [CQQH] (0) [Cm~H] (0) [C~QH]lN2C=NC3=C2N=CN=C3N$; 

define "NADP+" 
$NC(=O)C(=C4)C=CC= [N+ ]4 [CQH] (05) [CQH] (0) [CQH] (O) [CQH] 5COP 

(=0) (0) OP (=0) (O)OC(CQQH] (01) [CQQH] (0) (CmmH) (OP(=O) (0)0) [CQQH) 1N2C=NC3=C2N=CN=C3N$; 

define ''NADPH" 
$NC(=O)C(CC=C4)=CN4[C~!U (05) [CQH] (0) (CQH) (0) [C&H]SCOP(=O) 

(O)OP(=O) {O)OC[CQQH] (01) [CQQH] (0) [CQQH] (OP(=O) (0)0) [CQQH] 1N2C=NC3=C2N=CN=C3N$; 

define "Co A" 
$SCCNC (=O)CCNC (=O)C(O)C(C) (C) COP(=O) (O)OP (=0) (0) OC [CQQH] 

(01) [CQQH] (OP(=O) (0)0) [CmtH] (0) [C~QH]lN2C=NC3=C2N=CN=C3N$; 

define :CYTOSOL: 
define 'MITOCHON; 

in ,cYTOSOL 

I I ACETATE 
define 11 ethanol 11 

$CCO$; 

define "acetaldehyde" 
$CC=O$; 

define ''acetate" 
SCC(=O)O$; 



define 11 acetyl p" 
$CC(~O)OP(=0) (0)0$; 

define "oxalo ac.etate 11 

$C (C(=O)O)C(=O)C(=O)O$; 

define "acetyl CoA" 
$CC(=O) SCCNC(=O) CCNC(=O)C(O) C(C) (C)COP(=O) (O)OP(=O) (O)OC [Ct&H] 

(01) (C~&H] (OP (=0) (0) 0) [CO~ H) (0) [CttH] 1N2C=NC3=C2N=CN=C3N$; 

define ''dihydro:r.y acetone p" 
$[1CH2] (OP(=O) (0)0) [2C] (=0) [3CH2]0$; 

II TCA RELATED 
define "citrate" 

$0=C(O)CC (0) (C(=O)O)CC(=O) 0$; 

define 11 cis-aconitate" 
$0=C (0) C=C (C (=0) 0) CC ( =0) 0$; 

define "isocitrate" 
$0C(C(=O) 0) [C~QH] (C(=O) O)C (C(=O)O)$; 

define "citryl CoA 11 

$0=C(O)C[C~&] (0) (C(=O)O)CC(=O)SCCNC(=O) CCNC(=O)C(O) C(C) (C) COP (=0) 
(O)OP(=O) (O)OC[Ct&H] (01) [C&OH] (OP(=O) (0)0) [C&~H] (0) [CO&H] 1N2C=NC3=C2N=CN=C3N$; 

define "L-citramalyl CoA'' 
$0=C(O) [C&] (0) (C)CC(=O)SCCNC(=O)CCNC(=O)C(O)C(C) (C)COP(=O) (O)OP(=O) 

(O)OC[C&&H] (01) [C&&B] (OP(=O) (0)0) [C&&H] (O) [CO@H] 1N2C=NC3=C2N=CN=C3N$; 

define "o.xalo succinate" 
SO=C (C ( =0) 0) C (C (=0) 0) CC (=0) 0$; 

define "succinate" 
$0=C(O)CCC(=O)O$; 

define "succinyl Co A 11 

$0=C (O)CCC(=O) SCCNC(=O)CCNC(=O)C(O)C(C) (C)COP(=O) (O)OP(=O) (O)OC 
[CQ&H] (01) [C&OH] (OP (=0) (0)0) (C&&H] (0) [C&&H] tN2C=NC3=C2N=CN=C3N$; 

define "2-oxo succinamat.e" 
$0=C(C (=0) O)CC(=O)N$; 

define "succinate sa" 
$C(C(=O) O)CC=O$; 

I I MALATE 
define "L-malate 11 

$0=[4C] (0) [3CH2] [2CeH] (0) [lC] (=0)0$; 

define ''L-lactate" 
$ [3CH3] [2C~H] (0) [lC] (=0) 0$; 

define "fumarate" 
$0=C(O) IC=CIC(=O) 0$ ; 

1/ GLUCOSE, GLYCOLYSIS 

de:fine "glucose" 
$[6CH2] (0) [5CO&H] (0) [4C&•HJ (0) [3C&H] (0) [2C •• H] (0) [1CH]•O$; 

lll 



define "glucose 6p" 
$[6C82] (OP (=OJ (OJOJ [5CCGU!] (OJ [4C~CB] (OJ [3C~8] (OJ [2CQQH] (OJ [!CH]•OS; 

define "fructose" 
$(6CR2] (OJ [5CQQH] (OJ [4CetH] (OJ [3C~H] (OJ [2C] (=OJ [1CH2]0$; 

define "fruc1:ose 1,6pp" 
$[6C82] (OP(=OJ (OJOJ [SCe®H] (OJ [4CQQH] (0) [3CQ8] (OJ [2C] (=OJ [!CH2]0P(=OJ (OJO$; 

define 11 fructose 6p" 
$[6CH2] (OP(=OJ (OJO) [SC~QH] (OJ [4CQ~H] (OJ [3CQH] (0) (2C] (=OJ (1C82]0$; 

define "glyceraldehyde 3p" 
$(3CH2] (OP(=OJ (OJOJ (2C~~HJ (OJ [1CH]=O$; 

define "1, 3-bisphospho glycerate 11 

S(3Cll2] (OP(=OJ (OJO) (2CQQ8] (OJ [1C] (OP(=OJ (OJOJ=O$; 

define "3-phospho glycerateu 
$[3CH2] (OP(=O) (OJOJ[2ce~H] (OJ (lC](=OJO$; 

define "2-phospho glycerate" 
$[3CH2] (OJ [2C~~H] (OP(=OJ (OJ OJ [lC] (=0)0$; 

define 11glycerol 3p" 
$C(O)C(OJCOP(•O) (OJO$; 

II PENTOSE PATH\IAY 

define "ribose 5p" 
$[5CH2] (OP(=OJ (OJOJ [4CQeH] (OJ [3CQQH] (OJ (2CQQR] (OJ [1CH]=O$; 

define "ribulose 5p" 
$ [5C82] (OP (=OJ (OJ OJ [4CQQH] (0) [3CQQH] (OJ [2C] (=OJ (1CH2] 0$; 

define "sedoheptulose 7p" 
$[7C82] (OP(=OJ (OJOJ [6C~~H] (OJ (SCeeHJ (OJ (4CQ~H] (OJ [3CQH] (OJ [2C] (=OJ [1CH2]0$; 

define "6-phospho gluconate 11 

$[6CH2] (OP(=OJ (OJOJ [SCQQH] (OJ [4CQ~HJ (OJ [3CQH] (OJ [2CQ®H] (OJ (lC] (=OJOS; 

define ''6-pbospho glucono lac'tone" 
$ [6CH2] (OP(=O) (OJOJ [SCQQH] (01J [4CQQH] (OJ [3CQH] (OJ [2C~CH] (OJ [1C] 1=0$; 

define "D-eryth.rose 4p" 
$ [4CH2] (OP (•OJ (OJOJ [3CQ®H] (OJ [2CCQH] (OJ [1CH] •0$; 

define "xylulose Sp" 
$[5CH2] (OP(=O) (OJO) [4CQQH] (OJ [3C~H] (OJ [2C] (=OJ [1CH2]0$; 

II PYRUVATE 
define "pyruvate" 

$[3CH3] [2C] (=OJ [1C] (=OJO$; 

define "phospho enol pyruvate" 
$[3CH2]=[2C] (OP(•OJ (OJOJ [1C] (=OJO$; 

define "3-phospbo hydroxy pyruvate" 
$C(OP(•O) (OJOJC(=O)C(•OJO$; 

define 11 ADP" 
$0P(•O) (OJOP(=OJ (O)OC[CC~H] (01J [CO~H] (OJ [C~~B] (OJ [CQQH]1[9N]2[4C] 
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( [3tl] =[2CH]3) = [SC] ( [6C] (N)=[ltl] 3) [7NJ~[8CH] 2$; 

define 11 ATP 11 

$0P(=O) (O)OP(=O) (O)OP(=O) (O)OC[C~~] (01) [C~~H) (0) [C~~H] (0) [C~~Hll 
[9N] 2 [4C] ( [3N]=[2CH) 3)= [SC] ( [6C) (N) = [lN] 3) [7N]=[8CH]2$; 

I I DEFINITION OF ENZYMES 

in ' :CYTOSOL { 

I I pentose phospha·te patbvay 

defun "trans aldorase" 
"glyceraldehyde 3p1' + "sedoheptulose 7p" :::: 

"fructose 6p" + "D-erythrose 4p"; } 

defun "trans ketolase" 
"sedoheptulose 7p 11 + "glyceraldehyde 3p 11 

"ribose 5p 11 + "xylulose 5p"; } 

defun ''glucose 6p dehydrogenase" 
{ "glucose 6p" + "NADP+" = 

"6-phospho glucono lactone" + "NADPW' + "H"; } 

defun "lactonase" 
{ "6-phospho glucono lactone " + "H20" -> 

"6-phospho gluconate"; 

defun "6-phospho gluconate dehydrogenase" 
"6-phospbo glucona:te" + "NADP+" -> 
"ribulose 5p" + "NADPH" + "C02" + "H"; 

defun "ribose 5-phosphate isomerase" 
{ "ribulose Sp" "" "ribose 5p"; 

defun "ribul.ose phosphate 3epimerase" 
{ "ribulose Sp" = "xylulose Sp"; 

defun 11 transketolase" 
"D-erythrose 4p" + "xylulose 5p1' "" 

"fructose 6p" + "glyceraldehyde 3p"; 

defun "phosphoketolase" 
{ "xylulose 5p" + "Pi" =-! 

"glyceraldehyde 3p" + "acetyl p" + "H20" j } 

defu.n "alcohol dehydrogenase" 
{ "acetaldehyde" + "NADPH'' + "H 11 "ethanol" + "NADP+"; } 

defun "acetaldehyde dehydrogenase" 
{ 

11 acetaldehyde'1 + "CoA" '1- '1NAD+" 
"acetyl CoA" + "NAOH" + "H"; 

I /glycolysis 
defun "glucokinase" 

{ "glucose 11 + "ATP" "glucose 6p" + "ADP"; } 

defun "malic enzyme" 
{ "pyruvate" + 11 C02'' + "NADPH" + "H" <

"L-malate'' + "NADP+"; 



de'fun "phosphoglucose isomerase 11 

{ "glucose 6p 11 = "fructose 6p 1
'; 

defun "p.hosphofruc'&okinase-1" 
{ "fructose 6p" + "ATP 11 -> "fructose 1,6pp" + "ADP"; } 

defun "fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase" 
{ "fructose 1,6pp11 + 11 H20" -> '~fructose 6p" + "Pi"; } 

defun 11 aldolase" 

{ "fructose J ,6pp" = ndihydro:r.y acetone p" + "glyceraldehyde 3p"; } 

defun "glycerol 3p dehydrogenase" 
{ 

11 dihydroxy acetone p" + "NADH" + '1H" -> 
"glycerol 3p" + 1'NAD+"; } 

defu.n "triose phosphate isomerase" 
{ "dihydroxy acetone p" = "glyceraldehyde 3p"; 

defun "glyceraldehyde 3p dehydrogenase" 
{ "glyceraldehyde 3p" + "Pi" + "NAD+" 

"1,3-bisphospho glycerate" + '1NAOH 11 + "H"; } 

defun "phosphoglycerate kinase 11 

{ "1,3-bisphospho glycerate" + "ADP" = 
''3-phospho glycerate'' + "ATP"; } 

defun "phosphoglycerate mutase" 
{ "3-phosph.o glycerate" "2-phospho glycerate"; } 

defun "enolase" 
{ "2-phospho glycerate" "phospho enol pyruvate" + 11 820"; } 

defun "pyruvate kinase" 
{ "phospho enol pyruvate" + ''ADP" -> "pyruvate" + "A.TP"; } 

I/ pyruvate malate cycle 
defun "lactate dehydrogenase" 

{ "L-lact a'te" + "NAD+" =- "pyruvate" + "NA.DB" + "R"; } 

de:fun 11 malate dehydrogenase" 
{ "L-malate" + "NAD+" = "oxalo acetate" + "NADH 11 + 11 H"; } 

defun "phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase" 
{ "oxalo acetate" -t 11 GTP" = 

"phospho enol pyruvaxe" + "GOP" + "C02"; } 

defun "citrate lyase" 
{ "citrate" + "CoA." + "ATP" 

-> 11 oxalo acetate" + "acetyl CoA" + "ADP" + "Pi"; } 

defun 11 dehydrogenase'' 
{ "3-phospho glycerate" + "NAO+" 

= "3-phospho hydroxy pyruvate" + "NAOH" + "H"; } 

} // end of 'CYTOSOL 
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Output Data 

Output data is the information of the graph-matching procedure for each enzymatic func
tion. Enzymes are numbered from 10001, and the smaUer numbers are the IDs of com
pounds. The tracing result of three shortest paths from a terminal carbon in glucose to 
pyruvate is also shown. The first path is the normal glycolysis. In the second path, the 
carbon goes through fructose 6p -l xylulose 5p -l ribulose 5p -+ ribose 5p -l sedoheptu
lose 7p -l fructose 6p. Note that the first position iu fructose 6p and the revisited position 
is different. The third path further goes thTough erythrose 4·p to make the second revisit 
to fructose 6p. Thus, the same carbon in glucose can reach any of the three carbons in 
pyruvate through glycolysis and pentose pathway only. 
:>load "sample" ; 

[ID:l0001 TRANS ALDORASE ] 
83 102 ::CYTOSOL <-> 82 105 ::CYTOSOL 

83 102 :82 105 

[ID: 10002 TRANS KETOLASE ] 
102 83 ::CYTOSOL <-> 92 106 ::CYTOSOL 

102 83 ; 92 106 

[ID: 10003 GLUCOSE 6P DEHYDROGENASE ] 
77 15 : :CYTOSOL <-> 104 16 4 ::CYTOSOL 

77 :104 

[ID: 10004 LACTONASE ) 
104 2 ::CYTOSOL -> 103 ::CYTOSOL 

104 ; 103 

Warning: please check the mapping. 
FROM [ID: 103 6-PBOSPHO GLUCONATE C6H13010P]: :CYTOSOL 

TO [ID:99 RIBULOSE 5P C5H1108P): :CYTOSOL 

AND [ID:1 C02 C02] 

[{ [1C) (103) [2C] (1) } { [2C~H) (103) [1CH2] (99) } { [3C~OH] (103) 
[2C] (99) } { [4C~OR] (103) [3CO~H] (99) } { [SCOOH] (103) [4COOH] (99) } 
{ [6CH2] (103) [5CH2] (99) } { [70] (103) [60] (99) } { [8P] (103) [7P] (99) 
} { [90) (103) [80) (99) } { [!OOH] (103) [90H] (99) } { [110H) (103) 
[!OOH) (99) } { [120H] (103) [110R] (99) } { [130H] (103) [120H] (99) } { 
[140H] (103) [130] (99) } { [!SOH) (103) [140H] (99) } { [160) (103) 
[10](1)} { [170H](103) [30](1)} ]Score 2080 

[!0:10005 6-PHOSPHO GLUCONATE DEHYDROGENASE 
103 15 ::CYTOSOL -> 99 16 1 4 ::CYTOSOL 

103 :99 

[ID: 10006 RIBOSE 5-PHOSPHATE ISOMERASE 
99 ::CYTOSOL <-> 92 ::CYTOSOL 

99 :92 

[ID:10007 RIBULOSE PHOSPHATE 3EPIHERASE 
99 ::CYTOSOL <-> 106 ::CYTOSOL 

99 :105 

[ID: 10008 TRANSKETOLASE ] 
105 106 ::CYTOSOL <-> 82 83 ::CYTOSOL 

105 106 ; 82 83 



(ID: 10009 PHOSPHOKETOLASE ] 
106 ::CYTOSOL <-> 83 21 2 ::CYTOSOL 

106 :83 21 

(ID: 10010 ALCOHOL DEHYDROGENASE ] 
19 16 4 ::CYTOSOL <-> 18 15 ::CYTOSOL 

19 :18 

[ID: 10011 ACETALDEHYDE DEHYDROGENASE ] 
19 17 13 : : CYTOSOL <-> 30 14 4 : :CYTOSOL 

19 :30 

Warning: please check the mapping. 
FROM [ID:568 ATP C10H16N5013P3]: :CYTOSOL 

GLUCOSE C6R1206] ::CYTOSOL 

TO [ID:77 GLUCOSE 6P C6H1309P]: :CYTOSOL 

[ { [1CH] (75) (tCH] (77) } { (2C~R] (75) (2C~8] (77) } { [3C~mH] (75) 
[3CmmH] (77) } { ( 4C~CH] (75) [ 4C~~H] (77) } { (5C~~H] (75) (5C~~H] (77) 
{ (6CH2] (75) [6CH2] (77) } { [70H] (75) [90] (77) } { [SOH] (75) 
[120H] (77) } { [90H] (75) [130H] (77) } { [1008] (75) [140H] (77) } { 

[l!OH] (75) [150H] (77) } { [120] (75) [160] (77) } { [100R] (568) 
[110H] (77) } { [11P] (568) [8P] (77) } { [120] (568) [70] (77) } { 

[130H] (568) [100H] (77) } ]Score 2220 

(ID: 10012 GLUCOKINASE ] 
75 568 ::CYTOSOL <-> 77 567 ::CYTOSOL 

75 568 : 77 567 
Warning: please check the mapping. 

FROM [ID: 54 L-MALATE C4H605] ::CYTOSOL 

TO [ID:319 PYRUVATE C3H403]: :CYTOSOL 

AND [ID: 1 C02 C02] 

[{ [1C] (54) [1C] (319) } { [2C~=Hl (54) [2C] (319) } { [3CH2] (54) 
[3CH3] (319) } { [4C] (54) [2C] (1} } ( [50] (54) [10] (1) } { [60H] (54) 
[30] (1) } { [70H] (54) [40] (319) } { [80] (54) [50] (319) } { [90H] (54) 
[60H] (319) } ] Score 1040 

[lD: 10013 MALIC ENZYME ] 
54 15 ::CYTOSOL -> 319 1 16 4 ::CYTOSOL 

PHOSPHOGLUCOSE ISOMERASE 
77 ::CYTOSOL <-> 82 ::CYTOSOL 

77 :82 
Warning; please check the mapping. 

FROM [I0:568 ATP C10H16N5013P3]: :CYTOSOL 

FRUCTOSE 6P C6HI309P]: :CYTOSOL 

FRUCTOSE 1, 6PP C6H14012P2] : :CYTOSOL 

[{ [1CH2] (82) [6CH2] (80) } { [2C] (82) [5c==HJ (80) } { [3C~CH] (82) 
[4Ct~H) (80) } { [4Cm~H] (82) [3CmH] (80) } { [5CmCH] (82) [2C) (80) } { 
(6CH2] (82) (1CH2] (80) } { [70] (82) [160] (80) } { [8P] (82) [17P] (80) } 
{ [90) (82) [180] (80) } { [100H] (82) [200H] (80) } { [llOH] (82) 
(1908] (80) } { [I20H] (82) [150] (80) } { [130H] (82) [140H] (80) } { 
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[140H) (82) [13DH) (80) } { [150) (82) (120H) (80) } { [160H] (82) [70) (80) 
} { [100H) (568) [llOH] (80) } { [llP) (568) [8P) (80) } { [120) (568) 
[90) (80) } { [130H] (568) [100H) (80) } ] Score 2210 

[ID: 10015 PHOSPHOFRUCTOKINASE-I ] 
82 568 ::CYTOSOL -> 80 567 ::CYTOSOL 

82 668 :80 567 

[ID: 10016 FRUCTOSE 1 ,6-BISPHOSPHATASE 
80 2 ::CYTOSOL -> 82 5 ::CYTOSOL 

80 :82 
Warning: please check the mapping. 

FROM [I0:80 FRUCTOSE 1,6PP C6H14012P2): :CYTOSOL 

TO [I0:36 DIHYDROXY ACETONE P C31!706P] : :CYTOSOL 

AND [!0:83 GLYCERALOEI!YOE 3P C3H706P) : :CYTOSOL 

[ { [1CH2] (80) [1CH2] (36) } { (2C] (80) (2C] (36) } { (3C~H] (80) 
[3CH2] (36) } { [4C~~H) (80) (1CH) (83) } { (5C~~H] (80) (2CCH] (83) } { 
[6CR2] (80) (3CH2] (83) } { (70] (80) [40) (83) } { [BP] (80) [5P] (83) } { 
(90) (80) [60] (83) } { [lOOH] (80) (708] (83) } { [llOH] (80) [808] (83) } 
{ [120R) (80) (90H] (83) } { [1308) (80) [100) (83) } { [140H] (80) 
[1008] (36) } { [150] (80) [90] (36) } { [160] (80) [40] (36) } { [17P] (80) 
[5P] (36) } { [180] (80) [60] (36) } { [190H) (80) (70H] (36) } { 
(200H) (80) (808] (36) } ]Score 2310 

(ID : 10017 ALDOLASE ) 
80 ::CYTOSOL <-> 36 83 ::CYTOSOL 

80 :36 83 

[ID: 10018 GLYCEROL 3P DEI!YDROGENASE ) 
36 14 4 ::CYTOSOL -> 88 13 ::CYTOSOL 

36 :88 

[10:10019 TRIOSE PHOSPHATE ISOMERASE 
36 ::CYTOSOL <-> 83 : :CYTOSOL 

36 :83 
Warning: please check t.he mapping. 

FROM [ID: 83 GLYCERALDEHYDE 3P C3H706P) : :CYTOSOL 

AND [ID:5 PI H304P) 

TO [10:84 1 ,3-BISPHOSPHO GLYCERATE C3H8010P2): :CYTOSOL 

[{ [10) (5) [100) (84) } { [2P) (5) [UP) (84) } { [30H) (5) [140H) (84) } 
{ [408) (5) (130!1) (84) } { [SOH) (5) [120) (84) } { (ICH] (83) [!C) (84) } 
{ [2C~H] (83) [2CCH) (84) } { [3CH2) (83) [3CH2) (84) } { [40) (83) 
(40) (84) } { [5P) (83) [5P] (84) } { [60] (83) [60) (84) } { (70H) (83) 
[808] (84) } { (SOH] (83) [70HJ (84) } { [90H] (83) [90H] (84) } { 
[100] (83) [150] (84) } ] Score 1690 

[ID: 10020 GLYCERALDEHYDE 3P DEHYDROGENASE 
83 5 13 ::CYTOSOL <-> 84 14 4 ::CYTOSOL 

83 :84 

[ID: 10021 PHOSPHOGLYCERATE KINASE ] 
84 567 ::CYTOSOL <-> 86 568 ::CYTOSOL 

84 567 :86 568 
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Warning: please check this one to one mapping. 
FROM [ID' 86 3-PHOSPHO GLYCERJ. TR C3H707P) , , CYTOSOL 

2-PHOSPHO GLYCERJ.TE C3H7D7P) , , CYTOSOL 

[{ [1C] (86) [lC) (87) } { [2C&H) (86) [2C&&H) (87) } { [3CH2) (86) 
[3CH2] (87) } { [40] (86) [40H] (87) } { [90H] (86) [50] (87) } { [100) (86) 
[tOO] (87) } { [ItCH) (86) [UOH) (87) } ) Score 840 

PHOSPHOGLYCERATE MUTASE 
86 , ,cYTOSOL <-> 87 , ,cYTOSOL 

[ID, 10023 ENOLASE ) 

87 ''CYTOSOL<-> 321 2 ''CYTOSOL 

[ID, 10024 PYRUVATE KINASE ) 

321 567 ',cYTOSOL -> 319 568 ''CYTOSOL 
321 567 '319 568 

LACTATE DEHYDROGENASE 

61 13 ''CYTOSOL <-> 319 14 4 ''CYTOSOL 

MALATE DEHYDROGENASE ) 

54 13 ''CYTOSOL <-> 22 14 4 ''CYTOSOL 

PHOSPHOENOLPYRUVATE CARBOXYKINASE 

22 582 ' 'CYTOSOL <-> 321 581 1 ' ' CYTOSOL 
22 582 '321 581 
Warning: please check the mapping. 

FROM [ID,41 CITRATE C6H807J' 'CYTOSOL 

ACETYL COA C23H38N7017P3S) ' 'CYTOSOL 

OXALO ACETATE C4H405)' ,CYTOSOL 

[{ [tO) (41) [30) (22) } { [2C) (41) [2C) (22) } { [30H) (41) [40H) (22) } 
{ [4CH2) (41) [1CH2) (22) } { [SC) (41) [SC) (22) } { [SOH) (41) [60) (22) } 
{ [7C) (41) [7C) (22) } { [80) (41) [80) (22) ) { [90H) (41) [90H) (22) } { 

[10CH2] (41) [1CH3) (30) } { [11C) (41) [2C) (30) } { [120) (41) [30) (30) } 
{ [130H] (41) [30H) (5) } )Score 1750 

[ID, 10028 CITRATE LYASE 

41 568 17 ''CYTOSOL -> 22 30 567 5 ''CYTOSOL 
41 568 ,22 30 567 

[ID, 10029 DEHYDROGENASE 
86 13 ''CYTOSOL <-> 322 14 4 ''CYTOSOL 

86 ,322 

it = 
[ID' 10029 DEHYDROGENASE l 

86 13 ''CYTOSOL <-> 322 14 4 ',cYTOSOL 
86 ,322 

it 
[ID, 10029 DEHYDROGENASE ) 

86 13 ''CYTOSOL <-> 322 14 4 , ,CYTOSOL 
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86 :322 

it = true 

:>goto ::CYTOSOL; 
it = true 
: :CYTOSOL>trace 1 in "glucose" 11 pyruvate 11 i 

it = [path from 75 to 319] 
: :CYTOSOL>define result it ; 
it "' [path from 75 to 319] 
::CYTOSOL> head result : 

it = {1 in [10:75 GLUCOSE C6H1206]: :CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10012 GLUCOKINASE ] 

75 568 ::CYTOSOL<-> 77 567 ::CYTOSOL 
75 568 :77 567 

1 in [ID:77 GLUCOSE 6P C6H1309P] ::CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10014 PHOSPHOGLUCOSE ISOMERASE 
77 :CYTOSOL <-> 82 ::CYTOSOL 

77 :82 
in [ID:82 FRUCTOSE 6P C6H1309P] : :CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10015 PHOSPHOFRUCTOKINASE-1 ] 
82 568 : :CYTOSOL -> 80 567 : :CYTOSOL 

82 668 : 80 567 
6 in [ID:80 FRUCTOSE 1 , 6PP C6H14012P2]: :CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10017 ALDOLASE 
80 : : CYTOSOL <-> 36 83 : :CYTOSOL 

80 :36 83 
3 in [ID:83 GLYCERALDEHYDE 3P C3H706P] : :CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10020 GLYCERALDEHYDE 3P DEHYDROGENASE 
83 5 13 :: CYTOSOL <-> 84 14 4 ::CYTOSOL 

83 :84 
3 in [ID:84 1,3-BISPHOSPHO GLYCERATE 

[ID : 10021 PHOSPHOGLYCERATE KINASE ] 
84 567 ::CYTOSOL <-> 86 568 ::CYTOSOL 

84 567 : 86 568 

C3H8010P2] : :CYTOSOL 

3 in [10:86 3-PHOSPHO GLYCERATE C3H707P] : :CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10022 PHOSPHOGLYCERATE MUTASE 
86 ::CYTOSOL <-> 87 ::CYTOSOL 

86 :87 
3 in [10:87 2-PHOSPHO GLYCERATE C3H707P] : :CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10023 ENOLASE ] 
87 ::CYTOSOL <-> 321 2 ::CYTOSOL 

87 :321 
in [ID : 321 PHOSPHO ENOL PYRUVATE C3H506P] : :CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10024 PYRUVATE KINASE ] 
321 S67 ::CYTOSOL -> 319 568 ::CYTOSOL 

321 567 :319 568 
3 in [TD:319 PYRUVATE C3H403] : :CYTOSOL 

:: CYTOSOL>bead (tail result); 

it = {1 in [ID:75 GLUCOSE C6H1206] : :CYTOSOL 



[ID' 10012 GLUCOKINASE ] 

75 568 ''CYTOSOL <-> 77 567 ' ' CYTOSOL 
75 568 '77 567 

1 in [IDo77 GLUCOSE 6P C6H1309P] ' 'CYTOSOL 

[ID' 10014 PHOSPHOGLUCOSE ISOMERASE 

77 ''CYTOSOL <-> 82 ''CYTOSOL 
77 o82 

1 in [IDo82 FRUCTOSE 6P C6H1309P]' ' CYTOSOL 

[IO 10008 TRANS KETO LASE 

105 106 'oCYTOSOL <-> 82 83 'oCYTOSOL 
105 106 o82 83 

1 in [ID' 106 XYLULOSE 5P CSH1108P] : :CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10007 RIBULOSE PHOSPHATE 3EPII'!ERASE 
99 ::CYTOSOL <-> 106 :CYTOSOL 

99 :106 

in [ID:99 RIBULOSE SP C5H1108P] : ' CYTOSOL 

[IOo 10006 RIBOSE 5-PHOSPHATE ISOMERASE 
99 ::CYTOSOL <-> 92 ::CYTOSOL 

99 o92 

1 in [ID:92 RIBOSE 5P C5B1108P] : :CYTOSOL 

[IO: 10002 TRANS KETOLASE 

102 83 : oCYTOSOL <-> 92 106 oCYTOSOL 
102 83 '92 106 

3 in [ID' 102 SEDOHEPTULOSE 7P C7H15010P] : :CYTOSOL 

[10o 10001 TRANS ALDDRASE ] 

83 102 'oCYTOSOL <-> 82 105 'oCYTOSOL 
83 102 '82 105 

in [IDo82 FRUCTOSE 6P C6H1309P] : : CYTOSOL 

[10o 10015 PHOSPHOFRUCTOKINASE-I ] 

82 568 ':CYTOSOL -> 80 567 ' , CYTOSOL 
82 568 '80 567 

4 .Ln [10:80 FRUCTOSE 1, 6PP C6H14012P2]: oCYTOSOL 

[10:10017 ALDOLASE 

80 :CYTOSOL <-> 36 83 : oCYTOSOL 
80 o36 83 

1 in [ID o83 GLYCERALDEHYDE 3P C3H706P] : :CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10020 GLYCERALDEHYDE 3P DEHYDROGENASE 

83 13 ':OYTDSDL <-> 84 14 4 'oCYTOSOL 
83 o84 

1 in [IDo84 1, 3-BISPHOSPHO GLYCERATE C3H80 10P2]': CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10021 PHOSPHOGLYCERATE KINASE ] 

84 56 7 : ' CYTOSOL <-> 86 568 'CYTOSOL 
84 567 '86 568 

1 in [IDo86 3-PHOSPBO GLYCERATE C3H707P] : 'CYTOSOL 

[Ill: 10022 PHOSPHOGLYCERATE MUTASE 

86 ''CYTOSOL <-> 87 :'CYTOSOL 
86 o87 

in (10:87 2-PHOSPHO GLYCERATE C3R707P] : 'CYTOSOL 



87 :'CYTOSOL <-> 321 2 ::CYTOSOL 
87 ,321 

1 in [ID:321 PHOSPHO ENOL PYRUVATE C3H506P): :CYTOSOL 

[ID, 10024 PYRUVATE KINASE ) 

321 567 ':CYTOSOL -> 319 568 :,CYTOSOL 
321 567 , 319 568 

1 in [ID,319 PYRUVATE C3H403) : :CYTOSOL 
} 

,;CYTOSOL>head (tail (tail it)) ; 

it = {1 in [ID,75 GLUCOSE CSH120S) ' :CYTOSOL 

[ID, 10012 GLUCOKINASE ) 
75 568 : 'CYTOSOL <-> 77 567 , , CYTOSOL 

75 568 :77 567 
1 in [ID,77 GLUCOSE 6P CSH1309P] ' 'CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10014 PHOSPHOGLUCOSE ISOMERASE 
77 ''CYTOSOL <-> 82 ':CYTOSOL 

77 ,82 
1 in [10:82 FRUCTOSE 6P C6H1309P] ' 'CYTOSOL 

[ID, 10008 TRANSKETOLASE 
105 106 ':CYTOSOL <-> 82 83 ::CYTOSOL 

105 106 :82 83 
1 in [ID: 106 XYLULOSE 5P C5H1108P] ' :CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10007 RIBULOSE PHOSPHATE 3EPIMERASE 
99 ::CYTOSOL <-> 106 :'CYTOSOL 

99 '106 
1 in [ID,99 RIBULOSE 5P C5R1108P]' :CYTOSOL 

[ID:10006 RIBOSE 5-PHOSPHATE ISOMERASE 
99 ::CYTOSOL <-> 92 ::CYTOSOL 

99 ,92 
1 in [ID,92 RIBOSE 5P C5R1108P]: 'CYTOSOL 

[ID, 10002 TRANS KETOLASE 
102 83 ':CYTOSOL <-> 92 106 ::CYTOSOL 

102 83 ' 92 106 
3 in [ID: 102 SEDOHEPTULOSE 7P C7B15010P) : :CYTOSOL 

[ID' 10001 TRANS ALDORASE ] 
83 102 ::CYTOSOL <-> 82 105 ':CYTOSOL 

83 102 ,82 105 
in [ID,82 FRUCTOSE 6P C6H1309P]' 'CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10008 TRANSKETOLASE 

105 lOS ':CYTOSOL <-> 82 83 'CYTOSOL 
105 106 :82 83 

1 in [ID: 105 D-ERYTIIJ\OSE 4P C4H907P] , :CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10001 TRANS ALDORASE 
83 102 :'CYTOSOL <-> 82 106 ::CYTOSOL 

83 102 :82 105 
4 in [10 :102 SEDOHEPTULOSE 7P C7H15010P): :CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10002 TRANS KETOLASE ) 
102 83 : 'CYTOSOL <-> 92 106 : :CYTOSOL 

102 83 : 92 106 



RIBOSE 5P C5H1108P] : :CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10006 RIBOSE 5-PBOSPBATE ISOMERASE 
99 ::CYTOSOL <-> 92 ::CYTOSOL 

99 :92 

2 in [ID:99 RIBULOSE 5P C5H1108P) ::CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10007 RIBULOSE PHOSPHATE 3EPU!ERASE 
99 ::CYTOSOL <-> 106 ::CYTOSOL 

99 :106 
2 in [ID: 106 XYLULOSE 5P C5B1108P]:: CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10008 TRANSKETOLASE 
105 106 ::CYTOSOL <-> 82 83 : :CYTOSOL 

105 106 :82 83 
2 in [I0:82 FRUCTOSE 6P C6H1309P] : :CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10015 PHOSPHOFRUCTOKINASE-I ] 

82 568 ::CYTOSOL -> 80 567 ::CYTOSOL 
82 568 :80 567 

5 in [ID:80 FRUCTOSE 1, 6PP C6H14012P2]:: CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10017 ALDOLASE 

80 ::CYTOSOL <-> 36 83 ::CYTOSOL 
80 :36 83 

2 in (ID:83 GLYCERALDEHYDE 3P C3H706P] : :CYTOSOL 

(ID: 10020 GLYCERALDEHYDE 3P DEHYDROGENASE 
83 5 13 ::CYTOSOL <-> 84 14 4 ::CYTOSOL 

83 :84 

2 in (I0:84 1,3-BISPHOSPHO GLYCERATE 

(ID: 10021 PHOSPHOGLYCERATE KINASE ] 

84 567 : : CYTOSOL <-> 86 568 ::CYTOSOL 
84 567 : 86 568 

C3H8010P2]:: CYTOSOL 

in [ID:86 3-PHOSPHO GLYCERATE C3H707P] : :CYTOSOL 

(IO: 10022 PHOSPHOGLYCERATE MUTASE 
86 ::CYTOSOL <-> 87 : : CYTOSOL 

86 :87 
2 in [!0:87 2-PHOSPHO GLYCERATE C3H707P] : :CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10023 ENOLASE ] 

87 ::CYTOSOL <-> 321 ::CYTOSOL 
87 :321 

2 in (ID:321 PHOSPHO ENOL PYRUVATE C3H506P]: :CYTOSOL 

[ID: 10024 PYRUVATE KINASE ] 
321 567 ::CYTOSOL -> 319 568 : :CYTOSOL 

321 567 :319 568 

2 in (!0 : 319 PYRUVATE C3H403]: :CYTOSOL 
} 

::CYTOSOL> 
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